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In last year’s TMT Predictions report, we called

Some of this year’s predictions are cautionary. The

COVID-19 a catalyst for the trends we were seeing

tech industry has continued to make progress in

in the TMT industry. Now, nearly two years in, we

women’s workforce representation, but sustaining

still can’t escape its impact. But we do expect that

this may take redoubled effort. Men and boys will

2022 will be about far more than recovering from

likely continue to read fewer books than women

the pandemic.

and girls, with implications for academic
achievement and social skills. And stricter AI

It’s true that COVID-19 has accelerated many of the

regulations may be on the horizon, with the

trends we highlight: the lockdown-driven lift in

potential for restricting or even banning some

console gaming, churn due to greater competition

AI applications.

among streaming video services, the decline in
viewing share among traditional TV broadcasters,

Yet there are also many bright spots to share.

the increasing adoption of health and wellness

Emerging privacy-enhancing technologies can help

technologies, and the growth in 5G and other

address AI’s privacy and security challenges. The

advanced connectivity for both enterprises and

easing of the global semiconductor shortage may

households. But we also look at new and shining

be in sight, and the billions of dollars’ VCs pouring

opportunities that are emerging regardless of the

into new semiconductor companies are a spur to

pandemic. In this latter category sit technologies

innovation. Smartphones are being used for longer,

like RISC-V, bringing the advantages of open source

reducing their environmental impact. And floating

to chip architecture; quantum computing and its

solar panels, aka floatovoltaics, are poised to

cousins, quantum communication and quantum

expand the renewable energy mix.

sensing; addressable TV technology that can help
expand television advertising’s reach; and

We hope this year’s edition of TMT Predictions both

nonfungible tokens (NFTs), which offer new avenues

reflects the world we now live in and illuminates

for monetizing sports and other media. In fact,

the world to come.

sports NFTs started trading after March 2020, but
already generate over a billion dollars in trades!

Ariane Bucaille
Global Technology, Media &
Telecommunications industry
leader

Gillian Crossan
Global Technology
sector leader

Kevin Westcott
Global Telecommunications,
Media & Entertainment
sector leader
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The pandemic has increased technology and digital

Evolving consumer behavior in view of the

adoption across industries, and heralded hybrid

pandemic has amplified digital content

work environments reliant on technology-led

consumption in India. Audiences are experimenting

solutions. Consumers are becoming digital savvy,

with genres and languages with regional content

and enterprises more data-driven; they are using

breaking out of its traditional boundaries. Greater

digital technologies to serve their customers,

adoption by audiences, the popularity of

employees, and partners. The government’s recent

international content (such as Korean, Israeli, or

announcement on the Production Linked Incentive

Spanish) in India, and the ability to attract a wider

(PLI) scheme for the semiconductor and electronics

audience through subtitles and dubbed content,

manufacturing industry has garnered interest from

have broken previously held views on the

global MNCs. PLI has the potential to create an

characteristics of the Indian market and forced

end-to-end ecosystem for manufacturing electronic

many streaming companies to revise their original

products. We expect the broader shift to digital to

strategies. Fierce competition is likely to persist in

continue in 2022, and drive the industry growth in

the short-to-medium term with more than 40

the future.

service providers.
According to our 2022 TMT predictions, the OTT
P. N. Sudarshan,

space is expected to grow at a CAGR of more than

Partner and TMT Industry Leader,

20% to reach US$13−15 billion over the next

Deloitte India

decade.[i]This growth will be driven by heavy
investment in original content, pricing innovations,
low data costs, and the rise of short-form content.
However, this progression from the early to mass

According to Deloitte’s analysis, India is expected to

stage might come at a cost to the broader media

reach 1 billion smartphones by 2026 from 750

industry as subscribers, especially in tier-1 and

million currently, which is 75% of the total base

tier-2 cities, may switch to more streaming content

compared with 70% as on date. Over the next five

from traditional linear TV. We, however, do not

years, India will sell US$250 billion worth of

expect India to cut the cord. Gaming and

handsets domestically. 5G will alone contribute

commerce are also key to attract and retain

80% to devices that will be sold in the next five

consumer attention as well as bring stickiness for

years − that is 840 million 5G smartphones. The

media and entertainment players as the battle

recently announced incentive package of US$10

within the evolving digital world continues.

billion to boost semiconductor manufacturing in
India will spur handset manufacturing and make

Jehil Thakkar

India the second-largest smartphone market in the

Partner, Media & Entertainment

next five years.

Sector Leader,
Deloitte India
Peeyush Vaish
Partner, Telecom Sector Leader,
Deloitte India

[i] https://thefederal.com/entertainment/ott-market-expected-to-grow-to-us13-15-billion-over-next-decadereport/
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India poised to have 1 billion
smartphone users by 2026
The Indian telecom sector has seen some major

smartphone users. The smartphone market is

changes in 2021 that promise to reset the growth

expected to reach 1 billion smartphone users

trajectory and generate revenues for the industry.

by 2026, according to our study. This growth is

The recent reforms announced by the union

likely to be propelled by the rural sector at a

cabinet has brought relief for the cash-strapped

CAGR of 6%, compared with the urban sector

sector, which will in turn promote investments in

growing at a CAGR of 2.5% from 2021 to 2026.

5G equipment. The cabinet has also approved a PLI

Higher internet adoption is expected to fuel

scheme of US$1.62 billion for the

demand for smartphones; this increased demand

telecommunications and network equipment

will be propelled by the need to adopt fintech,

manufacturing industries.

e-health, and e-learning.

Increase in smartphone
users by 2026

Replacement of mobile devices

1

6

As consumer aspirations in India continue to rise,

India recorded 1.2 billion mobile subscribers2 in

the market has shown a fairly quick replacement

2021; of which, about 750 million were

rate. The average lifespan of a mobile device in

India’s smartphone revolution and the 5G impact

the urban sector is three years. Per our analysis,
95% replacements in the urban market in 2026
will be toward new smartphones, while only 5%

Impact of 5G on the
new market

toward pre-owned phones compared with 75%

According to Deloitte’s analysis, demand for

and 25%, respectively, in 2021. The rural

smartphones in India is expected to increase at a

population is expected to demonstrate a similar

CAGR of 6%, to reach about 400 million

trend where the average lifespan of a phone is

smartphones in 2026 from 300 million in 2021. This

four years. About 80% replacements are likely to

high demand is likely to be primarily created after

be for new devices, while 20% for pre-owned

the launch of 5G, which will alone contribute 80%

ones in 2026. Correspondingly, replacement of

of the devices (about 310 million units) by 2026

feature phones with smartphones is expected to

(refer to chart 1). 5G is believed to become the

gradually decrease due to a rise in the number of

fastest-adopted mobile technology due its diverse

smartphone users. Feature phone replacements

applications, such as high-speed gaming and

will reach 60 million in 2026 from 72 million in

remote healthcare. After the launch of 5G,

2021 for the urban sector. These replacements

additional shipments of smartphones are expected

will drop to 60 million in 2026 from 71 million in

to be 135 million (cumulative) by 2026.

2021 for the rural sector.

FIGURE 1

New smartphone market vs. 5G uptake
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Conclusion

manufacturing in India will drive handset
manufacturing and make the country the second-

The total cumulative shipments of smartphones

largest smartphone market in the next five years.

in the country are expected to reach 1.7 billion
over 2022−2026, creating a market of about

In recent budget announcements, the

US$250 billion; of which, nearly 840 million 5G

government strongly supports the Bharat Net

devices are expected to be sold in a span of five

project. The project involves connecting the rural

years. From 2022, 5G uptake will see a year-on-

part up to the last mile through public-private

year growth, leading to an increase in 5G

partnerships (to fund about 65% of the total

smartphone sales in India. It will phase out the 3G

project cost). About 2.5 lakh gram panchayats are

mobile network given the evolution of the digital

committed to be connected under this project. In

ecosystem and the industry’s efforts to launch

addition, the government has committed to

affordable 5G handsets.

fiberize rural and remote areas by 2025. These

The recently announced incentive package of

smartphones in the rural sector.

initiatives are certain to drive the sales of
US$10 billion to boost semiconductor

Endnotes
1. https://pib.gov.in/PressReleasePage.aspx?PRID=1698686
2. https://www.trai.gov.in/sites/default/files/PR_No.37of2021_0.pdf
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As the world churns: The streaming
wars go global

Subscription video-on-demand providers’ pursuit of global
viewers is igniting competition and catalyzing SVOD churn.
Customizing business model by market may be key to success
Chris Arkenberg, Paul Lee, Andrew Evans, and Kevin Westcott

As leading streaming providers expand globally

That’s the bad news. The better news is that, overall,

while national media companies spin up their own

more subscriptions will be added than cancelled,

domestic streaming services, the amplified

the average number of subscriptions per person

competition is creating abundant consumer

will rise, and, in markets with the highest churn,

choice—and churn is accelerating as a result.

many of those cancelling may resubscribe to a

Deloitte Global predicts that in 2022, at least 150

service that they had previously left. These are all

million paid subscriptions to streaming video-on-

signs of a competitive and maturing SVOD market.

demand (SVOD) services will be cancelled

As SVOD matures, growth across global regions

worldwide, with churn rates of up to 30%

that may have different cost sensitivities will likely

per market.

require different business model innovation and
pathways to profitability.
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Choice for consumers,
churn for providers
Churn, as the term is used here, occurs whenever
a subscriber cancels their subscription. This can be
highly problematic for SVOD providers, which may
spend up to US$200 to acquire each subscriber,
though acquisition costs vary by market. As the
1

number of SVOD services grows and the pool of
untapped consumers declines, acquisition costs
may rise higher still, making retention even more

Cancel subscription?
Your subscription will be cancelled at the
end of your billing cycle. You can change
your mind at anytime before this date.
KEEP WATCHING

CANCEL

important.
Churn has been most marked in the United States,
where SVOD has the highest adoption and the most

subscription,2 with about 35% churn.3 Providers

services launched. A maturing market features

seeking to retain customers through the strength of

tentpole content spread among major services, and

their content are spending billions of dollars annually

as new providers have entered the US market,

to develop and acquire top-tier programming. But it

consumers have added more premium and niche

may not be sustainable to spend so heavily, and

subscriptions to acquire and maintain the exact

consumers will only take so many price hikes. More

content they want. However, many have become

US SVOD providers are hence looking to pricing as

overwhelmed by managing and paying for all those

another lever to fight churn, offering cheaper or free

subscriptions, and they have become more sensitive

ad-supported packages.

to their cost. These conditions can drive customers to
cancel subscriptions and/or seek less expensive

The younger European SVOD market has mostly

ad-supported offerings, both to manage costs and as

replicated the US model. European broadcasters

a way to pay only for the content they want by adding

initially launched on-demand services with relatively

and cancelling services as needed.

small libraries, often at zero cost. But US-based
providers followed with paid subscription services,

Providers seeking
to retain customers
through the strength
of their content are
spending billions of
dollars annually to
develop and acquire
top-tier programming.

much broader content portfolios, and simpler user
experiences with data-driven content recommendations. The competition prompted many
European providers to follow suit, yielding stronger
growth. Across Europe, churn ranged from 7% to 23%
as of mid-2021 (figure 1).4 But in 2022, the European
market is likely to become more competitive, and
higher churn will be the probable result, although we
still expect it to stay below 25%.
While paid subscriptions have worked well in
advanced economies, audiences in developing
economies favor free ad-supported options.5 In Latin
America, global and local SVOD providers are

The net result is that, in 2021, around 80% of

delivering content that is highly tailored to those

households in the United States had a paid SVOD

regions at lower prices than in developed

11
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FIGURE 1

Churn in Europe ranged from 7% to 23% as of mid-2021
Access to SVOD and churn rate in selected European countries, percent, 2021
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Questions: “Which, if any, of the following digital subscription services do you have access to? In the last 12 months, have you
or someone else in your household subscribed to any paid subscriptions for a video streaming service, or cancelled any
existing ones?”
Notes: Weighted base: Respondents age 18–75 in Austria (1,000), Belgium (2,000), Denmark (1,000), Germany (2,000), Ireland
(1,000), Italy (2,000), Norway (1,000), and Sweden (1,000); age 16–75 in the United Kingdom (4,160); age 18–70 in the Netherlands (2,000); age 18–55 in Turkey (1,000); and age 18–65 in Poland (2,000).
Source: Deloitte Digital Consumer Trends, June–August 2021.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights

economies.6 Many use advertising to offset

they also offer multiservice bundles that include

subscriber acquisition and content costs, reducing

innovative content and advertising, gaming and

the effect of monthly subscription costs as a cause of

music, and mobile-first engagement.12 This array of

churn. Some large regional players are also targeting

services allows providers to aggregate very large

expat communities while partnering with leading

audiences and monetize them in various ways, not

streamers to get their content to more viewers.7

just through subscriptions and video,13 and it can
also help insulate them from churn.

In Asia/Pacific, free, ad-supported video-on-demand
(AVOD) services predominate. AVOD subscriptions

The Asian model may inform how US services can

in China and India number in the hundreds of

expand globally and how providers in Europe, Latin

millions—much higher than SVOD. India’s Hotstar,

America, and Africa can grow their own offerings.14

for example, has 300 million active users of which

As SVOD matures in multiple markets, we predict

46.4 million are paid subscribers, while China’s iQiyi

that their growth will be increasingly based on

counts 500 million viewers with 100 million paid.9

ad-supported models, and that the metric for SVOD

These services offer multiple pricing tiers from free

success will be less about subscriber count and

to premium; their focus is on upselling free

more about overall revenue from all services and

ad-supported users into a paying tier, betting that

sources. This may favor media companies that offer

this subscriber revenue will balance out potentially

more than just streaming video.

8

10

higher content and acquisition costs. Importantly,
11
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THE BOTTOM LINE
Whatever the business model, providers worldwide should keep churn under control as competition
intensifies. The cost of content development and acquisition is unlikely to decline, and the pressures to
acquire and retain audiences will persist. To succeed, SVOD providers should work to better understand
their customers and their lifetime value, develop more options for different audience segments, and offer
value across an array of entertainment options.
Offer more pricing tiers. Providers could add more pricing tiers for different subscriber segments,
customized to each market. They could attract viewers through multiple ad-supported and ad-subsidized
tiers, then target premium subscribers with VIP tiers and access to exclusive content such as first-run
movie premieres and premium sporting events. Providers could also offer reward programs to free adsupported subscribers as a pathway to access premium content and exclusives.
Leverage partnerships. Partnering with telecom operators or cable TV can provide access to a large
proportion of the population, especially in mobile-first markets. This can help SVOD providers trim
distribution and customer management costs, or simply create more incentives for people to stay with a
bundled option. Partnering with studios and distributors can similarly help providers manage costs and
reach broader audiences, as well as develop regional content. However, SVOD providers should ensure
that customer satisfaction—and access to customer data—is not diluted by such partnerships.
Understand customer value. Better data about smaller customer segments can be essential to
developing more effective content personalization, acquisition, and retention tactics. It can make it easier
to predict when a customer might leave due to growing cost sensitivities or indifference to content—and
even lower the risk of developing new content through a better understanding of what will succeed for
different segments. By using data to understand the lifetime value of a customer, providers can develop
more enduring relationships, especially with more-profitable age groups: A 20-year-old customer who
remains loyal can yield decades of recurring revenues.
Learn from other providers. SVOD providers can anticipate and mitigate churn by learning from
maturing on-demand services around the world. They can also look to learn from telecoms, which
have spent decades managing churn, as well as companies in gaming and social media—SVOD’s two
largest competitors.
SVOD’s success was built on offering a flexible alternative to the costs and constraints of pay TV, and
consumers are not likely to relinquish the freedom they have become accustomed to in assembling their
own select baskets of entertainment. SVOD providers’ ultimate success will likely lie in building a nuanced
and granular relationship with consumers to deliver ongoing value—not finding ways to make it harder for
them to leave.
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India perspective

With a diverse population of more than 1.3 billion15

cross 50% by 2025 from 30% held in 2019, easing

that speaks over 20 major languages and

past Hindi at 45%.18

consumes a variety of domestic and international
content, India is a market that plays by its own

The broadening of the traditional audience in the

rules. Affordable data and low-cost smartphones

streaming space, the popularity of international

fuelling customer demand, the Indian customer

content (such as Korean or Spanish content) in

can purchase short-term subscriptions and switch

India, and the ability to attract a wider audience

service providers to get the preferred content

through subtitles and dubbed content have made

across the calendar year. Therefore, a mere

established streaming service providers revise

adoption of successful streaming strategies from

their strategy for the Indian market. In December

other markets will not be sufficient for streaming

2021, one large streaming player slashed prices by

service providers to win a wallet share in this high-

up to 60% for its monthly subscriptions (prices for

volume, low-ARPU (Average Revenue Per User)

16

market. In this section, we will explore some key

its basic monthly plan dropped from INR 499 to
INR 199).19 On the other hand, two other global

themes and trends affecting the Indian streaming

players also marginally hiked their monthly

provider space.

subscription rates, after finding a footing in the
Indian market at highly competitive rates to attract

The pricing war intensifies as
regional players challenge
the dominance of the Big 3

a broader set of customers.
Most major streaming players have launched
mobile-centric plans targeting price-sensitive
millennials and Gen Z customers. These plans also

The market for providing video streaming services

capitalize on low data rates (US$0.09 per GB)20 and

in India is highly fragmented with more than 40

widespread smartphone user base (more than

streaming players vying for the customer’s wallet.

600 million)21 in the country. Pricing for streaming

Global streaming service providers (such as

services will remain competitive as players attempt

Amazon, Disney-owned Hotstar, SonyLiv, and

to stabilize and consolidate their customer base,

Netflix) compete with domestic service providers

while minimizing the risk of churn to other

(such as Zee5, Voot, and MX Player), as well as a

services.

17

host of regional and ultra-localized players.
Demand for OTT streaming content based on
geodemography is on the rise, both within India

Market consolidation

and internationally from the considerable Indian
diaspora. The country is witnessing a boom in

With more than 40 players operating in the

regional content and platforms created to address

streaming space, streaming service providers

this demand. The share of regional language

compete to ensure a continuous supply of

consumption on OTT platforms is expected to

exclusive yet affordable content. However,
consolidation of service providers is expected as

14
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the market matures. This trend has also been seen
in the US, where the blurring of lines between tech
and the different branches of media has made the
entire space ripe for deal making. The recent

Ad-based Video on Demand
(AVOD) vs. Subscription Video
on Demand (SVOD) debate

acquisition of MGM by Amazon, and the respective

While the early stage of the Indian OTT scene was

mergers of Warner Media and Discovery, and

dominated by AVOD pricing structures to

Viacom and CBS are expected to be just the

maximize consumer acquisition, bundling and

beginning. In India, the recent merger of Sony

pricing innovations and the availability of premium

Pictures and Zee Entertainment, which will create

original content have driven increased SVOD

an entertainment behemoth, may just be the first

adoption, especially during COVID-19. India

domino to fall in a chain reaction of consolidation.

currently has about 102 million SVOD subscribers;

The recently released government guidelines for
OTT content can further accelerate the market

this number is estimated to increase at a CAGR of
~17% to reach 224 million by 2026.23 However,

consolidation, requiring OTT platforms to adhere

AVOD is expected to continue to pull in more

to the same content rules followed in the TV and

revenue than SVOD, increasing its current rate of

print industry. These new guidelines are expected

US$1.1 billion in 2021 to US$2.4 billion in 2026.

to establish a level playing field for the entire

Over the same period, SVOD is expected to grow

media industry and could force niche platforms

from its current US$0.8 billion to US$2.1 billion in

that rely on objectionable content to shut down.

2026.7 SVOD subscriptions may also be affected by

Other segments in the media industry are also

the bring-forward effect of COVID-19 as the

expected to witness consolidation in the near

currently accelerated growth rate may taper with

future as they look to shore up their defences, and

the pandemic subsiding.

strengthen and grow with the OTT-driven push in
the space.

The content arms race

App aggregation and bundling

OTT players across the spectrum are investing

Each paying customer in India has, on an average,

greater viewership and better penetrate the

2.4 subscriptions.22 However, given the price

market in OTT’s growth stage. The pandemic

sensitivity, Indian customers may not continue to

further acted as a boon for streamers as the

heavily and churning out content to attract a

pay for multiple OTT streaming services. App

closure of cinemas forced content owners to look

aggregation and bundling can play an important

at online distribution platforms. This led to a

role in expanding the market by bringing

content acquisition spree as big budget Bollywood

considerable value to consumers in terms of

and regional films were snapped up by the highest

affordability, useability (single sign-on, single-

OTT bidder, and marketed and released to much

window content discovery, etc.), and compatibility

fanfare. OTT platforms invested an estimated

with existing devices. It also helps DTH and telcos

US$665 million in content in 2021, with Netflix,

remain relevant by capitalizing on this trend, with

Amazon Prime Video, and Disney+ Hotstar leading

each major player launching aggregator platforms

the pack with a combined spend of ~US$380

and partnering with smaller streaming services to

million.24 Others, led by the Zee and Sony combo,

help improve their reach and broaden the content

are also gradually scaling their investments as they

availability for their customers.

aim to catch up.
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The linear TV dilemma
and the way forward

broader media industry as subscribers, especially
in tier 1 and tier 2 cities, may switch to streaming
platforms from traditional linear TV. Although

The OTT market currently makes up only 7−9%25 of

India has largely escaped cord cutting for now as

India’s entertainment industry. However, the OTT

TV viewership is on the rise, the industry cannot

space is expected to grow at a CAGR of more than

afford to become complacent. Linear TV players

20% to reach US$13-15 billion over the next

need to learn from OTT platforms, provide

decade. This growth will be driven by heavy

meaningful and quality content, and integrate the

investment in original content, pricing innovations,

latest technology, such as connected TVs, to

low data costs, and the rise of short-form content.

remain relevant in the new digital world.

26

However, this progression from the early stage to
the mass stage might come at a cost to the

THE BOTTOM LINE
Streaming service providers in India have experimented with different models, such as investments in
local and regional content, bundled offerings, tiered pricing, and hybrid models with varying degrees of
success. With the streaming market expected to reach US$13-15 billion over the next decade,27 it is safe to
say that “the rising tide lifts all boats.” Streaming service providers are reaping the benefits of a continuing
pandemic, shifting content consumption priorities of the customer, and disruption of linear TV services.
In this rapidly evolving market, streaming players focus more on customer acquisition as opposed to
customer churn. As prices stabilize and content libraries become nuanced and structured, the focus will
shift to churn minimization. Core to that effort will be the sustainability of the content pipeline and the
ability to remain affordable as the market matures.
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The games console: Fitter
than ever at 50

There’s no midlife slump for the video games console
market. Content, experience, and business-model
innovations are keeping it competitive
Paul Lee, Chris Arkenberg, and Kevin Westcott

The games console ecosystem celebrates its 50th

About US$59 billion of 2022’s console revenues will

birthday in 2022 in robust health: record revenues,

be from software sales, composed of video game

a full slate of latest-generation devices, and a

titles, subscriptions (more than US$10 billion), and

strong foundation for further growth.1 Deloitte

in-app payments. Console hardware sales are

Global predicts that the console market will

expected to top US$22 billion, subject to the

generate US$81 billion in 2022, up 10% from 2021.

resolution of supply chain issues that had

Revenues per console player, of whom there will be

constrained the supply of the latest-generation

900 million by the end of the year, are expected to

consoles released at the end of 2020. Importantly,

average US$92 per person—substantially more

pricing for the newest gaming consoles has proven

than the projected US$23 per PC gamer and US$50

resilient, with launch prices able to be maintained

per mobile gamer.

longer than for prior generations of consoles.3

2
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Beyond 2022, console software sales are expected to

evolving game world—making it the bestselling game

continue growing, reaching close to US$70 billion by

in the US market between 2010 and 2019.6

2025.4 Over this period, digital game purchases,
including downloads, subscriptions, game passes,

Another approach is the annual, rather than

and in-app payments, are expected to rise as a share

occasional, release. This tactic is common among

of sales from 65% in 2022 to 84% in 2025.

sports titles such as FIFA, Pro Evolution Soccer, and
Madden. Because players in each real-world team are

Diverse innovations
are bolstering the
console ecosystem

constantly changing, with major transfers taking place
once or twice a year, sports titles are suited to annual
updates. This type of annual game can also be
bundled with additional revenue streams, such as
in-app payments and game passes.

The games console is at the center of an expanding
ecosystem that continues to innovate in content,

Yet another innovation is that console game makers,

experiences, and business models. These

successfully taking a leaf out the mobile playbook, are

innovations are transforming the console

now offering free-to-play games that are monetized

ecosystem from one based on final products

through in-app purchases. The best-known example

generating one-off sales—whether a physical

of this is Epic Games’ Fortnite, which has generated

console or a game title—to a perpetual and

billions of dollars in spend.7 In some cases, games

evolving entertainment service that encourages

that were formerly sold outright, such as Rocket

daily, often multiplayer gameplay, generating a

League, have switched to this model.8 Popular

steady stream of revenue.

multiplayer titles are looking a bit like immersive
social media, with greater socialization and

Subscriptions are a critical development. We forecast

personalization of avatars through purchased “skins”

that console owners will have more than 200 million

(clothing, hairstyle, and so on) and “emotes” (most

multiplayer and game subscriptions in 2022. By 2025,

commonly gestures and dance moves).

these subscriptions will likely generate more than
US$11 billion in revenue, up from US$6.6 billion in

A final spur to console game growth is its increasing

2020.5 A console owned for eight years may garner as

integration with mobile. While games have historically

much subscription revenue as from the sale of the

been designed for either of the two very different

console itself.

device types, console titles are now starting to be

Another notable innovation is downloadable content

allowing players to commingle in the same game

integrated with complementary smartphone apps,
(DLC), which offers gamers regular new “chapters” of

from any device. In 2022, we expect this nascent

gameplay and storylines, the use of virtual currency,

trend, called cross-play, to accelerate. An early

and in-game add-ons such as better gear and distinct

example of console-mobile integration is

outfits. Some titles have also evolved into games-as-a-

Call of Duty one of the most popular multiplayer

service with constantly updated storylines, content,

console franchises. The franchise has introduced a

and events that encourage regular play. For example,

mobile version of its games, designed to keep people

Rockstar’s Grand Theft Auto 5 began in September

playing and invested while on the go and away from

2013 as a top-tier single-player experience, but has

the big screen. According to one estimate, Call of Duty:

since expanded into a multiplayer service in an

Mobile boasts 200 million active users overall and
about 30 million daily active users.9
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The jury is likely to still be out in 2022 over whether

role of new releases that are exclusive to a single

console-mobile integration is net positive for

platform. This highlights a mounting tension in the

consoles. Over time, cross-play might dilute the

gaming ecosystem: Top game franchises are jostling

value of a given console, or at least undermine the

for prominence with the hardware that runs them.

THE BOTTOM LINE
Consoles have a great deal going for them heading into 2022, with the most prominent bulge being to the
revenue line.10 The newest generation of consoles has only just launched, with three models debuting in
2020–2021,11 and multiple major new titles are planned for launch in 2022–2023.12 With a six-year average
lifespan, new consoles will likely remain at the center of the most compelling game experiences.
Consoles also likely won’t lack for future customers, and this will have implications for other media
categories that are competing for the same eyeballs. The console user base is young, aging well, and
expanding. Deloitte research on US consumers has found that the majority of 14-to-24-year-olds
rank gaming as their favorite form of entertainment, even ahead of TV and streaming video.13 As this
generation ages, it will likely retain gaming as a prominent part of their lives. Gaming has been growing
among millennials and Generation X as well. Middle-aged players who grew up with consoles as kids have
remained loyal or returned to them as 40- and 50-year-olds.14
The pandemic has further accelerated adoption and engagement with gaming. During the pandemic,
parents spent more time gaming with their kids—a social activity that may well endure.15 As COVID-19
recedes, out-of-home activities will likely compete for entertainment time, but gaming has held strong
even in cities that have reopened.16 Even before the pandemic demanded remote socializing, the most
popular games, such as Fortnite, Call of Duty: Warzone, and Apex Legends, were based around social
experiences, further strengthening retention: Leaving the game may mean disconnecting from friends.
From a competitive standpoint, cloud gaming has been expected to usurp the console, but its threat
level is likely to be meek in 2022. In part, this is due to network readiness: This year, most homes globally
will lack the required connectivity to run high-performance cloud gaming while sustaining other home
broadband needs. Even a 720-pixel (lower than HD) cloud gaming experience may require a dedicated 20
Mbit/s connection. Further, cloud gaming requires upstream handling of player inputs, placing additional
demand on the data connection—and possibly the data plan.17 From a game experience perspective, too,
the offer of 4K from cloud gaming services will become ever less compelling as the installed base of 4K
(and 8K-ready) consoles steadily increases.18 It’s small wonder that, though publishers have allowed some
of their titles to be ported to cloud services, they have found little incentive to release games exclusively
on a cloud platform. For cloud gaming to take off, it will likely need to clearly offer better value than the
console—such as delivering on the promise of much larger and richer game worlds capable of hosting
thousands of players in the same instance (most multiplayer games have a cap of 150 players in the same
world).
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Console makers should, however, plan for a future where a growing proportion of game execution and
delivery happens over the network. The best way for the console ecosystem to compete may be to meld
the best elements of the console, which is essentially a high-performance edge computing device, with the
best of the cloud, which already includes online marketplaces and multiplayer play. Console makers could
also develop, acquire, or license more content IP, reinforcing their role as game development studios.
They can explore how the console could guarantee quality of service in the home and play a stronger role
in gating content, social moderation, and purchasing for different family members. Additionally, console
makers could consider offering premium hardware options or the ability to add additional graphics cards
that cater to gaming communities such as those participating in competitive esports, which have typically
preferred the customization and extensibility of PCs.
All in all, consoles are far from the has-beens that one might think such a venerable platform may have
become. Their ability to deliver compelling and highly social game experiences, coupled with business
models that allow for recurring revenue, is keeping them very much alive, well, and poised for future
growth. Happy 50th!
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Addressable TV ads:
Targeting for reach

Addressable TV advertising can deliver targeted TV
ads to different households—but its best use may be
to extend reach, not to differentiate messages
Paul Lee, Robert Aitken, Andrew Evans, and Kevin Westcott

Television advertising, for decades the largest

Now for the caveat. Though 40-fold growth in 10

category of advertising in dollar terms, now has the

years may sound impressive, it is a small part of

technology to target specific consumer segments in

the global US$153 billion TV ad market forecast for

the same way as online retailers and social media

2022.3 In short, addressable TV advertising has a

platforms have been doing for years. Deloitte

long way to go before it’s a major part of the TV

Global predicts that addressable TV advertising,

advertising landscape. And what can get it there

which allows different ads to be shown to different

will be its ability to show the same ad to far more

households watching the same program, will

viewers, rather than targeting different households

generate about US$7.5 billion globally in 2022.1

with different ads.

This is about 40 times more than the revenue we
forecast it would generate in 2012, when TMT
Predictions last evaluated the format.2
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Targeting gets the hype, but
reach delivers the value

The traditional TV ad offers three unique attributes:
the size of the screen it is viewed on, the extent of
its reach, and brand safety. In 2022, no other

An addressable TV ad is audiovisual, intended for

medium is likely to be able to match TV’s ability to

viewing on a large screen—typically a television,

deliver high-production-value 30-second stories to

but also a laptop or tablet—and inserted into a live

80% or more of the population within seven days.7

TV broadcast or into streamed video content from

Furthermore, TV ads don’t give viewers the option

any provider.

to comment on the content, the outputs of which
may require moderation. But TV ads also have

The view that addressable TV advertising was

fundamental constraints, the most prominent of

poised for takeoff has been prevalent for years,

these being the time and cost required to create a

which is why TMT Predictions first wrote about the

TV ad, especially one destined for prime time. This

format back in 2012.4 Ten years on, expectations

fundamentally limits the supply of ads at any point

are even higher, largely due to advancements in

of time, diminishing the benefit of targeting.

the enabling technology as well as seismic growth
in targeted digital ad revenues in the past decade.

For the traditional TV sector, addressable ads may

Pay TV players have deployed a new generation of

enable higher revenues and may also help

set-top boxes with ample storage to prestore ads

television advertising remain viable. Linear TV’s

that can be selectively played back during

reach, though still superior to other types of media,

commercial breaks.5 Meanwhile, broadband speeds

has steadily fallen over the past decade, decreasing

globally have been steadily and significantly

by 2–3% per year in major markets globally.8 The

increasing, enabling and encouraging mainstream

declines have been steepest among the youngest

usage of video on demand (VOD). Average speed

age groups, who are becoming increasingly

across over 200 territories globally reached 29.79

expensive to reach. So far, declines in viewing

Mbit/s in 2021, up 20% year over year.6 With VOD

hours have tended to be balanced out by increases

services of any type, customized ads can be

in cost per viewer, enabling TV ad revenues to stay

inserted into the stream, targeted to each device’s

relatively stable in many markets. In fact, spend on

viewer or viewers—and the amount of data on

TV advertising globally is expected to be up 1% in

those viewers to enable targeting has exploded

2021 despite the decline in hours watched, because

since 2012.

average price per impression has risen 5%.9

The way in which addressable TV advertising will

But this cannot continue indefinitely. This is where

likely grow, however, isn’t likely to be through

addressable TV ads come in—by adding in viewers

individual advertisers making different ads with

on advertising-funded VOD (known as AVOD in

which to target different households. For the next

North America and Asia, and includes broadcaster

five years, Deloitte expects major advertisers—

VOD in Europe), social media, or even video games

which will continue to be the major buyers, in

whose content is watched mostly or wholly online.

monetary terms, of TV ads—to value addressable

In this context, addressability would be deployed to

advertising more for its ability to extend reach, and

show more people the same ad by aggregating

so spread their message to the majority of each

audiences across multiple platforms, both

market, rather than for its capability to differentiate

broadcast and online.

messages by household or individual viewer.
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If addressable TV ads thus benefit advertisers,

on broadcast and on-demand. This could be a deal

broadcasters, and on-demand platforms, why

killer for major campaigns—such as the launch of a

haven’t they yet taken the TV advertising world by

major new car model or food brand—where

storm? The answer is that, like many markets,

accurately quantifying aggregate reach is of

addressable TV advertising needs a full-fledged

paramount importance. If measurement cannot be

supporting ecosystem to flourish, and that

unified, the benefits of additional inventory across

ecosystem has not yet developed. The necessary

multiple platforms cannot be realized.

elements include the way addressable TV ads are
measured, aggregated, sold, and created.

Traditional TV measurement
should expand to include
addressable ads delivered
via any service and screen
Major advertisers are accustomed to robust,

Addressable TV ad inventory
should be aggregated
to simplify buying
In 2022 and subsequent years, the number of
platforms that could house addressable ads should
rise steadily. More and more ad-funded VOD
platforms will arise; TV hardware vendors are likely

trusted measurement data for broadcast and

to increasingly sell space on their home screens as

digital video recorder views on TV screens. They will

a means of generating recurring revenue;13 and

likely be reluctant to spend heavily on addressable

social media platforms may create apps specifically

technology until they perceive that they can

for TV.14 However, for addressable TV ads to thrive,

combine this data with equally robust and trusted

advertiser access to the market should be

data for all other devices and services on which

rationalized to minimize the number of commercial

their ads are shown.

10

negotiations required to place ads across the
growing number of platforms. This will most likely

As of 2022, we expect that in most markets, unified

occur via aggregators that act as intermediaries for

measurement of TV ads shown on any screen via

the growing number of content suppliers.

any service will still be unavailable. This will likely
be one of the major constraints on addressable TV
advertising attaining its potential. Some headway
will be made: The United Kingdom, for instance, is
likely to be one of the first markets with unified
measurement, via a system called CFlight.11 But
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The cost of creating a TV ad
likely needs to fall to enable
more advertisers to participate

until unified measurement is widespread,

Addressable technology enables companies to

advertisers will need to wrestle with one set of

experiment with smaller campaigns reaching

viewing data for broadcast and digital video

selected audiences, an approach well suited to

recorder (DVR) views and a separate set for

smaller advertisers and larger companies new to

on-demand views, including those from

advertising. But besides buying space, advertisers

broadcasters’ online offerings, as well as additional

need to pay to create the content. One approach to

sets of viewing metrics from social media with TV

making TV ads affordable is for ad agencies to offer

apps and TV set vendors.12 What this means is that

a library of video content that can be used to

an advertiser cannot determine exactly who or how

assemble some parts, or all, of a commercial.15 This

many people have seen an ad: A single viewer

may be good enough for advertisers targeting less

would be double-counted if they saw the same ad

discerning daytime viewers.
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THE BOTTOM LINE
Addressability is important not only for TV, but for advertising in general. But attaining its potential
requires its application to be tailored to what TV advertising—and the entire TV ad ecosystem, including
media planners—is best at.
Advertising serves many purposes. TV advertising excels at telling a majority of consumers about brands,
products, and services they did not realize existed, or did not realize they needed. In contrast, the
important but different function of driving immediate sales from a single device is less suited to TV. While
TV ads can prompt this behavior, smartphones or laptops, which may hold prestored credit card data and
offer one-click buying, are far more cable of generating on-the-spot transactions. But no smartphone can
replicate the impact of a beautifully shot ad shown in high definition on a 65-inch TV screen with surround
sound on, not muted.
What’s more, advertising is not, never has been, and likely never will be predicated solely on precision.
Consider that a couple with a newborn may well prefer to be shown an ad for a sports car, and not
a sensible sedan, precisely because it is aspirational, rather than functional. TV could be the way of
planting that seed of an idea specifically because it is not driven by context. Indeed, it may well be that
most people prefer their ads without customization. According to one Deloitte survey, only one-tenth of
respondents strongly preferred ads to be tailored, while two-thirds did not want customized messages
or were indifferent.16 Extending the reach of these types of ads—novel and unanticipated rather than
contextualized and expected—will likely be addressable TV advertising’s most effective use.
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were US$51 million in the first quarter of 2021; Vizio, “Vizio Holding Corp. reports Q1 2021 financial results,”
press release, May 11, 2021.
13. For more information on what hardware vendors are offering, see: Roku, “Start with streaming,” accessed
October 27, 2021; Vizio, “Vizio offers media buyers fresh look at TV ad innovations in its first IAB NewFronts
Presentation,” May 3, 2021.
14. TikTok is one of the more recent arrivals on TV sets; YouTube is one of the longest established, with 100
million views in the United States in March 2020; TikTok, “TikTok on Google TV and Android TV is here!,”
February 4, 2021; Gina Shalavi, “More people are streaming YouTube on their TV screens. Here’s what they
are watching,” Think with Google, September 2020.
15. Other approaches include trading airtime for equity, enabling budget to go on creative. Startups wanting to
scale users quickly need TV to attain national reach fast. Broadcasters or investment firms may trade a stake
in the company for airtime. For an example of airtime for equity in the United Kingdom offered by ITV, see:
ITV Media, “ITV AdVentures Invest: A unique media for equity opportunity with ITV,” accessed October 27,
2021.
16. Paul Lee, Digital Consumer Trends: The UK cut, Deloitte, September 2021; based on fieldwork undertaken from
June–July 2021, conducted on 3,974 respondents, aged 16–75. The question asked was about “ads you see
when using the internet and using social media. To what extent do you prefer these to be tailored to you
based on your interests or online search?”
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Traditional TV wanes: Television
is about to dip below half
of all UK video viewing

TV’s viewership decline in the United Kingdom’s bellwether
market heralds a new era for the video content ecosystem
Paul Lee, Klaus Boehm, and Kevin Westcott

TV’s golden age may be nearing the beginning of

Readers may be asking: Why are we focusing on

its end. Deloitte Global predicts that, in the United

just one market that, with £14 billion annual

Kingdom, 2022 will be the final year that

revenues from video,1 is not even the world’s

traditional television from broadcasters, whether

largest? In short, it’s because the United

live, time-shifted, or on demand, collectively

Kingdom’s trends are likely to foretell those in

makes up more than 50% of video viewing on all

dozens of other markets with a similar

screens. We expect traditional TV broadcasters’

composition of providers: public service and

share of viewing hours among UK consumers,

commercial broadcasters,2 pay TV companies

which was 73% as recently as 2017, to fall to 53%

(satellite, cable, and IPTV); video-on-demand

in 2022 and then to 49% in 2023 (figure 1).

providers (subscription, broadcaster, and
ad-funded); social media; and games consoles.3
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FIGURE 1

Broadcaster content share of viewing hours is forecast to fall
below 50% in the United Kingdom
Share of UK viewing hours of broadcaster content (live, recorded, and on-demand), 2017–2023
All TV (live, recorded, BVOD)
Games console
80%

SVOD/AVOD

YouTube (not on a TV)

Other video (on any device)

73%

70%

69%

67%
61%

60%

57%

53%

50%
40%
30%

19%

20%
10%
0%

7%

9%

12%

2017

2018

2019

2020

23%

2021E

27%

2022E

49%

31%

2023E

Source: 2021 Deloitte Global analysis based on data from Ofcom, Media Nations 2018–2021, accessed October 7, 2021.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights

A long-expected event with
great symbolic weight

17 percentage points.5 Conversely, subscription-

Predicting a decline in traditional TV outputs is not

age group rose from 11% to 29% over the same time

controversial; broadcasters’ percentage of video-

period.6

recently as 2017: over three years, that share fell
based video on demand (SVOD) share among this

watching hours has been falling for years. What
sets this prediction apart is the symbolism of

Conversely, SVOD, social media (that was not

broadcaster content dropping under half of all

watched on a TV), and games consoles had a much

viewing in one major market—and the likelihood of

higher share of viewing among 16–34-year-olds.7

this trend being replicated in other similar markets

SVOD captured 29%, social media 23%, and games

around the world.

consoles 10% for this demographic, versus 19%, 12%,
and 4% overall.8

One element of these business models should be
segmentation by age, as video viewership shows

Stratification by age is also evident in the US market.

significant age-based variations that appear to be

Among the age 18+ group, 3.7% of all video viewed

deepening over time. In the United Kingdom,

in Q3 2020 was on games consoles, but viewership

broadcaster content made up 61% of all viewing in

was tilted heavily toward youth. Children between

2020 overall, but among 16–34-year-olds, that figure

ages 2 and 11 watched 9% of the country’s games

was just over half that, at 32%,4 and among

console video content in that quarter, while

16–24-year-olds, it was 26%. Among 16–34-year-olds,

12–17-year-olds watched 18%.9

broadcaster content had made up 49% of viewing as
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Extrapolating five years out to 2027, video

The leading competitor over the past five years has

consumption patterns will likely become even more

been VOD, whose share in the United Kingdom we

stratified by age.10 In the United Kingdom, we expect

forecast to rise from 7% in 2017 to 27% in 2022,

social media to dominate among younger age

and again to 31% in 2023. Most of this growth has

groups (under 34) and broadcaster content among

historically been in SVOD; in 2022 and beyond, we

the remainder, with SVOD/advertising-funded VOD

expect AVOD to increase its share as new services

(AVOD) the second or third choice across all age

are launched and existing services to gain

groups (figure 2). The absence of broadcaster

momentum.12 But while VOD is likely to be the

content from the viewing diet of the under-34 age

biggest gainer, we expect competition within the

group is likely to have wide ramifications for the

space to ratchet up, with churn being a

efficacy of advertising, with younger viewers

consequence.13 About 15% of VOD subscribers in

becoming increasingly hard to reach.

the United Kingdom are likely to cancel at least one
service in 2022, even if they resubscribe within a

Competition will likely be feisty as TV broadcasters

few months.14

fight to regain lost ground while other media
platforms jockey for position. Today, television

For its part, social media has long held a sizable

broadcasters’ competition comes predominantly

share of screen time among UK consumers, with

from the combination of SVOD/AVOD, social media,

more than 10% every year since 2017 and a forecast

and games consoles.11 (For context, three decades

13% share in 2022. It thrives on smaller screens and

ago, traditional TV’s primary screen-based

among younger viewers. Growing its percentage of

competitor in the home was the videocassette

all screen time will require making inroads among

recorder, a technology that readers under 30 may

older viewers, whose total annual video

not recognize.) This trend is comparable to that in

consumption is multiples of that of younger

other global markets with a similar market model.

people: 42.3 billion hours among age 55+ viewers in

FIGURE 2

By 2027, older and younger viewers will have diverged further in
their video-watching habits
Forecast for 2027 ranking of video consumption share by age group, United Kingdom
Age 4–17

Age 18–34

Age 35–54

Age 55+

Live TV

#5

#5

#1

#1

Nonlive TV

#4

#3

#3

#2

SVOD/AVOD

#2

#2

#2

#3

Social media

#1

#1

#4

#4

Games console

#3

#4

#5

#5

Source: Deloitte forecast based on multiple inputs.
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2019, compared to 9.5 billion for 4–15-year-olds and

As for games consoles, long a mainstream feature

20.1 billion for 16–34-year-olds. The rate of growth

in UK homes, they will likely compete more strongly

among social media companies is impressive: Video-

for attention in the medium term as the base of

centric TikTok reached 1 billion monthly average

console gamers grows and gaming becomes

users faster than any other social media

increasingly continuous and less occasional. At the

company.

ripe old age of 50, consoles in 2022 are well

15

positioned to gain more viewing time, albeit from a
modest projected 5% share of 2022’s total.

THE BOTTOM LINE
Despite TV’s imminent fall from its historic dominance, its ebbing share of video viewing is hardly a death
knell. TV ad revenues have largely held up despite the decline in hours watched. Between 2010 and 2019, TV
viewing hours fell by 21% across all viewers in the United Kingdom,16 but ad revenues declined by only 14%,
from £5.8 billion to £5 billion.17
The main reason for this is that TV is still the only game in town when it comes to aggregating the large
audiences that matter to major brands. TV’s reach remains unmatched: 20 million people in the United
Kingdom watched YouTube on TV sets during March 2020, but while impressive, that’s far lower than TV’s
91% peak weekly reach in the same month.18 Granted, single TV shows with truly gigantic audiences are less
common than they were a decade or so ago. In 2010, 170 ad-funded TV programs in the United Kingdom
attracted more than 10 million viewers; in 2020, that number had dropped to 30. But in that same year, fully
569 programs boasted 5–10 million viewers each on ITV (the United Kingdom’s largest broadcaster) alone.19
No other medium comes close to this size of audience.
On the other hand, TV may find it increasingly difficult to maintain pricing for ad time that delivers acceptable
value to advertisers. TV broadcasters over the past decade have been making up for revenue lost due
to shrinking viewing hours by raising ads’ price per thousand people reached, especially among younger
demographics. If TV viewing continues to fall and the cost per thousand viewers continues to rise, advertisers
may be compelled to seek alternatives. This will likely be broadcasters’ preeminent concern over the next few
years in any market seeing declines in viewing share similar to those forecast for the United Kingdom.
How can TV sustain itself under these circumstances? One response would be to create a single
measurement system that aggregates viewing behavior across all forms of television, whether live, timeshifted, or on demand. The United Kingdom’s CFlight is such a system, though it is so far unique, and
broadcasters elsewhere will face challenges in replicating it: CFlight took two years to develop and required
collaboration among companies that had previously competed for decades. Broadcasters could also offer
advertisers campaigns that include inventory on the third-party video-on-demand services that have made
the most gains in viewing time, especially among those watching on a TV set. A third tactic would be to
analyze the efficacy of advertising by size of screen and type of media, betting that TV will come out ahead.
While any screen can show video, the impact of an ad shown on a 50-inch screen, with sound to match, will
typically be far greater than one shown on even the largest smartphone, with sound muted.
For TV to thrive going forward, the industry should regroup to face the new reality that it will be, not the
dominant form of home video entertainment, but only one of many strong contenders for viewers’ attention.
Its market position is still strong, and its viewing experience is still compelling, and TV broadcasters may be
able to make content for global VOD companies, but the industry should make sure it does the best job of
selling its strengths.
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My kingdom for a chip: The
semiconductor shortage
extends into 2022

As consumers, industry, and government clamor for chips,
the semiconductor industry is scrambling to keep up
Duncan Stewart, Dan Hamling, Ariane Bucaille, and Gillian Crossan

The world is hungry for products enhanced by a

Now for the good news. While the shortage will

growing volume of chips, but they’ll be kept waiting

endure through 2022, it will be less severe than in

throughout 2022 until supply catches up with rising

fall 2020 or most of 2021, and it will not affect all

demand, especially for chips made locally. Deloitte

chips. In mid-2021, customers were waiting

Global predicts that many types of chips will still be

between 20–52 weeks for multiple kinds of

in short supply throughout 2022, and with some

semiconductors, causing manufacturing delays or

component lead times pushing into 2023, meaning

shutdowns which led to revenue losses in the tens

that the shortage will have lasted 24 months before

or even hundreds of billions of dollars. By the end

it recedes, similar to the duration of the 2008–2009

of 2022, we predict those lead times will be closer

chip shortage.

to 10–20 weeks and that the industry will be in

1

balance by early 2023.
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these chips requiring the latest and greatest

It’s a simple matter of
demand and demand

manufacturing techniques.8
The automotive industry is perhaps most widely

The lengthiness of the chip shortage boils down to

known to have been affected by the chip shortage.

one overarching factor: A significant surge in

But it isn’t just automakers and other end

demand, driven by digital transformation and

customers who care about chip shortages, the

accelerated by the pandemic. And consumer devices

entire supply chain cares too. Most supply chains

aren’t the only thing, or even the main thing, driving

are designed to be consolidated and cost-effective,

this demand. Every mechanical product in industry is

but they can be brittle as a result. Limited visibility

becoming increasingly digital, and every vertical

and lack of real-time communication between

sector is becoming ever more reliant on digitization.

supplier tiers can lead to a “bullwhip effect” where

For example:

small shifts in demand are amplified, resulting in

•

Chip demand for both devices and data centers
shot up in 2020 and 2021. The pandemic caused
PC sales to rise by more than 50% year over year
in early 2021,2 while cloud computing data center
chip purchases went up by 30%. Although
3

high cumulative demand volatility.9
Chipmakers are scrambling to catch up. The world’s
three largest semiconductor manufacturers
announced cumulative annual capital expenditures

growth in both areas slowed a little in 2021’s later

of more than US$60 billion for 2021 and will likely

months, demand in 2022 is predicted to stay well

spend even more in 2022.10 Some of that is

above long-term trends.
• The automotive industry’s use of chips is growing
fast and will probably keep growing for the
foreseeable future. The average car in 2010
contained US$300 worth of microchips. As cars

increasing capacity at existing fabs, but some is
construction of new facilities, such as Intel’s two new
fabs in Arizona for US$20 billion-plus.11 In addition,
aggregate venture capital investment in startup chip
companies will have more than tripled in 2021 and

become increasingly digital, that figure will likely

2022 compared to the annual average of the

rise to more than US$500 in 2022, totaling more

previous 15 years. Even though they are mostly

than US$60 billion for the year.4 Although there

focused on designing chips rather than

were some signs that the auto industry’s chip

manufacturing them, these companies will all want

shortage was easing by the summer of 2021,5

to make chips to use up still-tight capacity.12

lead times were still longer than usual and
automakers were still cutting production.6
• The health care industry’s use of chips will likely

To guard against future shortages, governments are
pushing to increase local supply. As of 2020, 81% of

grow. Regulators are approving connected home

semiconductor contract manufacturing was based in

health care devices such as wearables and smart

Taiwan or South Korea.13 The United States,14 the

patches whose use may span hundreds of

European Union,15 and China16 have all committed to

millions of units, especially given the rise in

growing their country or region’s semi fabricating

virtual visits.7

capacity, a process called localization. Localization is

• The demand for chips specialized for artificial
intelligence—specifically, for machine learning

not just about avoiding shortages, but also about
enhancing national security: The proposed US$52

training and inference—is predicted to grow at

billion CHIPS for America Act was a part of the

over 50% annually across all computing

National Defense Authorization.17

categories for the next few years, with most of
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These localization initiatives are an effort to reduce

miniature interface layers in packaged chips. This

the risk created by the chipmaking industry’s historic

shortage has constrained chip manufacturing for

concentration of manufacturing in a very few

some time now, with lead times of one year or

geographic areas: Silicon Valley in the past, and

more.19 Additionally, to make chips, manufacturers

Taiwan and South Korea more recently. This

need not just buildings and wafers, but equipment

clustering improved efficiency, turnaround times,

such as photolithography tools and wirebonders,

and profitability in good times—but as we have seen,

which respectively print nanometer-scale patterns

it also amplifies risk. If, as seems likely, multiple

on semi wafers and add thin wire interconnects to

countries decide to mitigate that risk by building their

chip packages. Equipment of both kinds, new and

own manufacturing capacity, the overall industry

even used, is in short supply. Photolithography lead

capacity utilization rate may trend lower compared

times are more than 10 months, and lead times for

to the last decades, though it will likely remain

wirebonders, which are normally abundant, stand at

volatile. In the long run, this would likely mean fewer

over six months.20

shortages at the cost of some efficiency.
“Digital transformation is built on silicon
Localization efforts, however, will take time.

and broadens the drivers for

Increasing chip manufacturing capacity is a slow

semiconductor innovation. Demand for

process, and rightly so: Cutting-edge chips have been

semiconductors is no longer about one or

called the most complex devices ever made, and it

two killer applications, but rather an

takes the most expert chipmakers in the world

expansive, structural shift in the economy

billions of dollars, years, and all of their expertise to

toward digitization and automation.”

get a new plant up and running.

18

Complicating things further are shortages that casual
observers may not know are key parts of chipmaking.
One is a shortage of packaging substrates—the

38

— Gary Dickerson, president and CEO, Applied
Materials, Q3 2021 earnings call,
August 19, 2021.21
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THE BOTTOM LINE
Considering that chip shortages are likely to last through 2022, everybody should be prepared for longer lead
times and possible delays. The extent of these will likely vary by industry and application.
In mid-2021, some of the more acute shortages appeared to be easing, often depending on which kind of
chip was needed. Growth in demand for chips for hyperscale data centers, AI, and cryptomining suggests
that those chips will be in relatively tight supply for the next 6–12 months.
Chip users should expect chips made on the most advanced process nodes (3-, 5-, and 7-nanometer) to be
in short supply until well into next year. These chips are the hardest to make; they tend to have lower yields,
fewer fabs are capable of making them, and they are in high demand. Less advanced technology nodes may
see supply/demand balance restored sooner.
Meanwhile, the biggest challenge for semiconductor makers, distributors, and equipment suppliers will likely
be avoiding the boom-and-bust cycle for which the industry is known. Historically, every shortage has been
followed by a period of oversupply, resulting in falling prices, revenues, and profits. The cycles of the past
25 years have been like a roller coaster that no human would voluntarily ride. Between 1996 to 2021, yearover-year chip revenue soared by more than 20% no fewer than seven times. It also plunged by almost 20%
year-over-year five times over the same period. The drop was especially stomach-churning in 2001, which
saw revenues fall by nearly 50% from a year earlier.22
Taking the long view, however, up and to the right has been the consistent trend. Global semiconductor sales
were up by 25% in 2021 despite ongoing shortages, and they are predicted to rise a further 10% to US$58
billion in 2022.23 This is almost ten times greater than the 1990 figure of US$58 billion. When measured as
a percentage of global GDP, 2021 chip revenues were 130% larger than they were 30 years ago.24 Given
the continuing tail wind of demand from the digital transformation of every aspect of life, semiconductor
revenues look to keep gaining share of global economic output, whether chips are scarce or abundant.
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India perspective

Amid the global chip shortage, India stakes its claim

India is a net importer of chips in the absence of

increasing use of digital products has created a

semiconductor fabrication units (“fabs”). The global

spike in demand that surpassed supply. The gap

shortage also had its impact felt in the country across

between a chip being ordered and delivered is

industries such as automobile and consumer

measured in chip-lead time in mid-2021. The chip-

electronics. Now with the government’s bold US$10

lead time was in the range of 20-52 weeks,25

billion Production Linked Incentive (“PLI”) scheme for

resulting in significant delays across product supply

the semiconductor and display manufacturing

chains.

industries, it is the propitious moment for India to
enter the global semiconductor value chain. Our

The global chip shortage has also affected many

actions in the next three-five years will be crucial to

industries in India. The Indian semiconductor

create the strategic capacity and local value chain as

market, estimated at US$15 billion in 2020, is

“digital” takes the center stage in the new
economic order.

projected to reach US$63 billion by 2026,26
according to industry estimates. This indicates a
projected increase in demand that needs to be

The global shortage of semiconductor chips due to

supported by a corresponding increase in supply.

COVID-19-induced lockdowns in factories and

The auto sector in the country was affected the

disruption in supply chains has affected the

most as the shortage led to production losses and

manufacturing industry across the world. Chips are

increased the wait time for certain models from 2-3

used to power electronic devices and sensors in

months to 6-9 months.27 With just-in-time delivery

diverse sectors as well as products such as

schedules, auto-makers usually keep the inventory

computers, laptops, tablets, mobiles, servers,

at an optimum level and rely on the electronics

industrial products, defense systems, and

industry’s supply chain to feed production lines

automobiles. In the current market situation,

according to demand.

FIGURE 1
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As the country recovered from the second wave of

India has capabilities and a talent ecosystem in

COVID-19, vehicle sales surged at a faster pace.

semiconductor design services. It has been a

However, chip shortage forced carmakers to roll

preferred destination to set up offshore design and

back their production in 2021. According to various

engineering capability centers for several large

estimates, orders of Passenger Vehicles (“PV”) have

semiconductor OEMs. In the past few years, the

accumulated up to 500,000 units, with waiting

market also witnessed a strong growth in the

time for delivery stretching to over six months.

electronics manufacturing services industry, with

28

Chip shortage is also likely to moderate the growth

the country becoming the second-largest mobile

of PV sales to 11-13%29 year-on-year in FY22,

phone manufacturing hub in the world.35

against the previous forecast of 14-16%.
Incentive schemes and policy support for the
Consumer electronics is another key industry

semiconductor and display manufacturing

affected by the shortage. According to industry

industries, along with the PLI schemes for large-

estimates, chip shortage is one of the reasons

scale electronic manufacturing, telecom,

for a 2% year-on-year decline in India’s smartphone

networking products, and IT hardware, have the

shipments to 52 million units

30

in Q3 2021.

potential to create integrated domestic value
chains for electronic products. These chains will be

The situation is likely to gradually improve in 2022

crucial to the growth and development of the

and 2023 because Original Equipment

broader digital economy of India.

Manufacturers (OEMs) are retooling their supply
chain, products, and pricing strategies.

This domestic ecosystem when rightly supported

Semiconductor companies and foundries are also

by enablers such as plug-and-play infrastructure

setting up additional capacity to cater to the

and improvements in ease of doing business, will

elevated demand.

help the country establish a strong regional supply
base for electronic products.

Policy and regulatory scenarios

Unlike other Asian countries promoting an export-

In December 2021, the Indian government

oriented industry structure, India has the

approved a PLI scheme of US$10 billion (INR 760

advantage of a very large and growing domestic

billion) for the semiconductor and display board

market. This will form the basis for the domestic

manufacturing ecosystem in the country over the

semiconductor and electronics manufacturing

31

next five-six years. With this new announcement,

industries in the next three-five years. It will

India is expected to offer incentives worth US$30

emerge as a strong regional hub in the mid-to-long

billion (INR 2,300 billion) for the electronics

term as the ecosystem matures.

industry, including the entire supply chain across
electronic components, sub-assemblies, and
finished goods.32

Concluding remarks

The ambitious scheme is expected to contribute to

Since November 2020, chip shortage has disrupted

the targeted US$1,000 billion digital economy and

the end-user industries. As demand for chips soar

US$5,000 billion Gross Domestic Product (“GDP”) by

in the current market environment, the supply

2025. Additionally, the scheme is expected to

ecosystem is likely to be constrained in the near

create about 35,000 direct and 100,000 indirect

term. However, the situation is likely to witness a

jobs, and attract US$22 billion (INR 1,670 billion)

gradual improvement in 2023 as global supply

investments.34

increases and demand normalizes.
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Governments across the world are proposing

ecosystem from semiconductor fabs to end-

initiatives to support semiconductor manufacturing.

product assembly for India in the electronics value

India’s recently announced PLI scheme for the

chain. In the long run, India’s presence could also

semiconductor and display manufacturing

enable large domestic corporations to actively

industries has the potential to herald an integrated

participate in this segment.
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Upping the ante: Venture
capital investment in chip
companies reaches new highs

As VCs push gigadollars to fabless semiconductor
startups, the innovation ecosystem is the sure winner
Duncan Stewart, Karthik Ramachandran, Ariane Bucaille, and Gillian Crossan

Venture capital investment in semiconductors is

Much of this investment will likely go toward

taking off in earnest. Deloitte Global predicts that

companies in China, if recent trends are any sign.

venture capital (VC) firms globally will invest more

Investments in Chinese semiconductor companies

than US$6 billion in semiconductor companies in

tripled from 2019 to 2020. And in the first half of

2022. That may only be 2% of the US$300 billion-

2021 alone, VCs from both inside and outside China

plus of overall VC investment expected for 2022 …

invested US$3.85 billion in Chinese chip companies,

but it would be second only to the remarkable 2021

equal to or larger than the amount of global

figure of an estimated US$8 billion, and more than

investment in the entire industry in 19 of the last

three times larger than it was every year between

20 years.1

2000 and 2016 (figure 1).
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FIGURE 1

Global VC investment in semiconductors is on the rise
Number of semiconductor VC deals per year and total annual deal value (US$ billion),
2000–2022
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Source: Data for 2000 to Q2 2021 based on PitchBook; 2021E and 2022P values are based on Deloitte's estimate based on
partial data for 2021, and our prediction for 2022.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights

Small investments could
pay off big, VCs hope
To be clear, VCs are not investing this money to

engineers and other key staff, buying chip design
and verification tools, and producing an electronic
design for a proposed chip. They then send their
design to a third-party foundry that turns the

build new chip fabricating plants. Many new chip

design into an actual chip to be processed, tested,

plants (“foundries”) will be built in 2022 and 2023,

and, if it works, packaged. Sometimes the chip

but each new foundry costs billions of dollars, and

works well; other times it needs to be redone.

they are being funded by governments and the
chipmakers themselves. Instead, most VC

For VCs, not only is the price of admission lower—

investments will go toward what are called “fabless”

millions, not billions—but the returns can be much

semiconductor companies. These companies

better. VCs invest in a portfolio of chip startups,

receive tens or hundreds of millions of dollars from

following the rule of thumb that some portion will

VCs over several rounds, as well as occasional

provide a lucrative exit through going public,

infusions of cash from larger chip companies that

merging with a special-purpose acquisition

view fabless chips as a strategic investment.

company (SPAC), or being acquired by another chip
company. These events have been growing in both

Fabless chip companies make nothing physical

frequency and valuation over the past few years,

(hence the name). Their business consists of hiring

increasing semiconductors’ allure for VCs.2 The chip
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Between 2004 and 2016, the average investment

industry saw high levels of investment from
corporate VCs (US$4.3 billion in 148 deals) and

per deal was just under US$9 million. In 2020, that

private equity firms (also US$4.3 billion in 30 deals,

figure rose to US$14 million, and rose again to

not included in the 2020 column from

US$26 million in the first half of 2021 (figure 2).

figure 1) in 2020. Combined, corporate VCs and

With 2021’s per-deal average being roughly triple

private equity firms have invested US$5.2 billion as

the average for most of the rest of this century,

of 1H21, on track to surpass the 2020 level.3 We

chip startups are better funded, with more money

expect corporate VCs in particular to stay active:

to spend on innovation and to tide them

Semiconductor mega-mergers are creating new

over stumbles.

companies that have even greater appetite for
these kinds of deals.

Just as an example, high-performance AI chipmaker

And we will almost certainly see many more home-

and that money has helped it develop the largest

run chips in the next few years than we have in the

chip ever built. The only wafer-scale processor ever

last 20 years. Partly, it’s because the number of

produced, Cerebras’s chip contains 2.6 trillion

Cerebras Systems has raised over US$100 million,

semiconductor deals per year has been increasing

transistors, 850,000 AI-optimized cores, and 40

along with their total value. VCs made just under

gigabytes of high-performance on-wafer memory,

150 deals per year, on average, between 2004 and

all aimed at accelerating AI processing.4 That’s 56

2016; in 2020 and 2021, that number jumped to

times larger than the largest GPU, with 123 times

about 380 per year. Mostly, though, it’s because

more cores and 1,000 times more memory.

more money is being invested in each company.

FIGURE 2

Semiconductor deal size shot up in the ﬁrst half of 2021
Average dollar value per VC semi investment, 2000–2021 (US$ million)
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THE BOTTOM LINE
VCs are not likely to pull the plug anytime soon. We expect VC investments in semiconductors to remain
high beyond 2020–2021 for four main reasons:
High demand for new chips, chip designs, and architectures. New kinds of chips for high-performance
computing and machine learning, the main type of artificial intelligence, are attracting investment because
of strong end-market demand.5 Companies that make specialized chips for other growing markets, such as
privacy-enhancing technologies, automotive applications, and cryptomining, are also seeing demand rise.6
The capabilities that these applications need demand fundamental changes at the hardware level that
can’t be addressed by the software layer alone.
High valuations. Overall tech valuations have skyrocketed, especially for semiconductor companies. Since
2016, the S&P 500 is up 121%, the NASDAQ is up 198%, and the Philadelphia Semiconductor Index is up
418%. And tech behemoths and even SPACs are starting to eye silicon, giving VCs additional exit options.
Increased government investment. Governments worldwide are directing substantial investments
toward the semiconductor industry. The United States has allocated US$52 billion for investment in the
semiconductor industry as part of the CHIPS for America Act.7 The European Union has set a goal of doubling
its share of global chipmaking to 20% by 2030 and has introduced its own Chips Act.8 Billions of dollars of
EU government money will flow to fabless chip startups directly or via VC funds. And China has created a
US$50 billion fund of its own for investing in domestic semiconductor companies.9 The country is hoping to
boost chip production capacity and expand indigenous fabrication capabilities, in part to avoid US technology
embargoes. (That said, China has been trying to grow its domestic chip business for years—and has been
struggling, in part due to China lacking access to cutting-edge critical manufacturing technologies.)10
Growing fab capacity and expansion plans for capital and R&D. The chip industry is massively
increasing its fabricating capacity. Twenty-nine new fabs have started or will start construction in 2021 and
2022: eight in each of China and Taiwan; six in the Americas; three in Europe, the Middle East, and Africa;
and a pair each in Japan and Korea.11 As a result, global manufacturing capacity is expected to grow by
36% from 2020 to the end of 2022, from 22 million 200 mm-equivalent wspm (wafer starts per month—a
measure of aggregate global chipmaking capacity) to 30 million wspm.12 Existing chip companies will use
some of this capacity, but the startups that VCs are funding will also use a fair amount.
In more detail, which kinds of new chips, and therefore which industries and customers, are likely to
receive most of the VC money and drive innovation? As mentioned in the companion prediction on
RISC-V, we see lots of growth and investment in the RISC-V architecture, but many other areas are
attracting investment too. AI and machine learning (especially edge AI), data center and high-performance
computing, 5G, and Internet of Things chips all seem poised to show above-industry growth rates for
years to come. In general, foundries are also looking to enhance their chip development environments to
promote faster, easier chip development for startups and other smaller players.

Digital transformation is built on silicon and broadens
the drivers for semiconductor innovation. Demand for
semiconductors is no longer about one or two killer
applications, but rather an expansive, structural shift in
the economy toward digitization and automation.
- Gary Dickerson, president and CEO of Applied Materials, “Q3 2021 earnings call,” August 19, 2021.13
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RISC-y business: Could open chip
standard RISC-V gain traction
against dominant incumbents?

The open-source chip architecture offers lower costs and greater
access, but its future in the marketplace is anything but certain
Duncan Stewart, Eiji Kodama, Ariane Bucaille, and Gillian Crossan

RISC-V (pronounced “risk five”), an open-source

available for RISC-V processing cores continues to

instruction set architecture for chip design, is

expand.1 Revenue will grow more slowly, as might

creating ripples that may evolve into the wave of

be expected from an open-source solution. Still,

the future. Deloitte Global predicts that the market

RISC-V revenue will likely reach close to US$800

for RISC-V processing cores will double in 2022

million in 2023, up from less than US$400 million in

from what it was in 2021—and that it will double

2021, and is expected to approach US$1 billion

again in 2023, as the served addressable market

by 2024.2
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FIGURE 1

RISC-V revenue is on track for exponential growth
Total RISC-V market revenue, 2018–2025 (US$ millions)
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RISC-V is making headway—
and facing headwinds

image sensors, security management, AI
computing, and machine control systems for 5G.
Other companies are planning on using it for

Traditionally, processing cores—the best known of

different storage, graphics, and machine-learning

which are the central processing units (CPUs) found

applications. Even Intel’s foundry services division

in computers, data centers, and phones—have

is partnering with RISC-V player SiFive.3

been closed and proprietary. Proprietary
instruction set architectures (ISAs) from Intel and
Arm have made up nearly all CPUs deployed
globally in recent years. The open-source nature of
RISC-V offers several advantages over proprietary
ISAs. For one thing, it’s free. This can save
companies millions of dollars in license fees, which
is especially important for earlier-stage companies.
For a second thing, it’s sanction-free: Being opensource, RISC-V is also not affected by export
restrictions. This makes it appealing to companies,
especially in China, that have been affected or fear

At a more technical
level, RISC-V designs
are easier to modify
than traditional ISAs,
allowing for greater
flexibility.

being affected by those restrictions.
To be clear, the technology is still relatively new,
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At a more technical level, RISC-V designs are easier

and RISC-V is not yet suitable for all markets or

to modify than traditional ISAs, allowing for greater

customers. The technology has disadvantages as

flexibility. They are also compatible with a wide

well as benefits: It is relatively new, has few high-

range of applications. Even though a few doubters

profile design wins, lacks some of the features of

continue to argue that RISC-V could face challenges

Arm or x86 ISAs, and doesn’t have the same level of

across ecosystems, companies are tapping into

support for designers. Additionally, fabricating a

RISC-V cores for all of artificial intelligence (AI)

RISC-V chip at a foundry is not materially easier,

All chips, all the time

faster, or different from making a traditional closed

AI cares. A number of new AI chip designs appear

ISA-based chip: The manufacturing technology is

to be using RISC-V. Interestingly, expectations were

the same. Even by 2025, sales of chips from Intel

that the technology would not be used in data

(particularly its x86 chip) and Arm will likely be

centers in the near term, but some speculate that

many times larger than the new kid on the block.

AI chips may allow RISC-V to break into the data
center market earlier than expected.7

So, who cares about RISC-V? The answer differs
depending on the stakeholder:

The automotive and IoT markets care. The
served addressable market (SAM) for RISC-V in

China cares. As a result of recent US sanctions,

automotive was 4 million cores in 2020, forecast to

Chinese manufacturers have lost or fear losing

rise to 150 million cores in 2022, and to 2.9 billion

access to x86 or Arm ISAs. Even if trade policies

cores by 2025.8 Supporting that potential, a leading

change, Chinese companies would remain aware

RISC-V company and a leading automotive

that, at any future point, the “ISA rug” could get

chipmaker announced a strategic partnership in

pulled out from under them. Going the RISC-V

2021 targeting multiple auto applications with high-

route could give them a way around that possibility,

end solutions.9 The chips in autos tend to be less

helping China meet its aggressive goals for

powerful than personal computer or data center

reducing reliance on chip imports. The country has

CPUs, so success in vehicles could augur well for

been trying to become more self-sufficient in

RISC-V doing well in other Internet of

making chips for years, although this has seen

Things markets.

some challenges.4 About a third of RISC-V
organization members are from China, and

PC chipmakers care less, at least for now. The PC

multiple large Chinese companies have announced

market is unlikely to shift in a large way to RISC-V in

RISC-V chips already.

the near term. Although there is a Chinese initiative
to use the technology to build laptops that support

Startups care. In the three years between 2020 and

various open-source browsers, the goal is to build

2022, venture capitalists (VCs) will invest about

2,000 laptops by the end of 2022,10 compared to a

US$22 billion into startup chip companies of all

global annual market of roughly 300 million PCs in

kinds. To put this into perspective, that’s more than

2020. There is also a Russian initiative, but its goal

the US$21 billion they invested in the entire 11 years

of selling 60,000 systems by 2025 is similarly

between 2005 and 2016.5 All that money means

modest.11 That said, the SAM opportunity for RISC-V

more chips being made—but startups usually must

in laptops is large—just under 300 million

make them on a budget. A million-dollar license fee

processing cores in 2022.12

may not matter to one of the world’s largest
smartphone companies, but it does matter for a

Foundries care a bit. Although ISAs don’t matter

startup that has relatively little cash and a monthly

much to those who actually make the chips, it is

burn rate. It’s not surprising that, according to a

possible that RISC-V, with its lower cost and greater

2020 study, more than 23% of new ASIC (application-

flexibility, could lead to a Cambrian-style explosion

specific integrated circuit) and FPGA

in new chip designs. Hundreds or thousands of

(field-programmable gate array) chips from startups

new chips may need to be manufactured by

incorporated at least one RISC-V processor.6

foundries, in low volumes at first, but any potential
boom in new chip designs would be a tailwind for
semiconductor manufacturers.
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THE BOTTOM LINE
For now, large traditional chipmakers likely have little reason to worry that RISC-V will eat into their
business. The cost of licensing an ISA from Arm may be rising,13 but it is usually “only” a few million
dollars at most. And though the cost of a license to Intel’s x86 is unknown, largely because Intel has
historically not licensed its chips except AMD to and Via, it is probably also in the single-digit millions
as well.14
Millions of dollars may seem like a lot, but in the context of a new chip design for a popular smartphone
or other application where chip volumes are measured in the millions, reducing the ISA license cost
alone is unlikely to be a material consideration. Chipmaking entails multiple costs: design, verification,
validation, software, manufacture, having to respin if the first design contains a mistake, and so on. All in,
making a new chip of a relatively leading-edge design will likely cost more than US$500 million in 2022,15
and a few million dollars out of that for licensing fees is just a drop in the bucket.
In the future, it will be interesting to see if RISC-V will take hold in an industry dominated by two large
incumbents. It’s worth remembering that there have been nearly 50 different ISAs over the years16 …
and Arm and Intel accounted for nearly 100% of the market in 2020. A few, such as MIPS, ARC, and
Tensilica, still have niche roles, but the rest of Arm and Intel’s competitors are just plain gone. Not
because their chips were bad, or expensive, or didn’t work; instead, there seems to be a technology
industry imperative toward ISA consolidation, as there is in other technology spaces. Two major players
seem likely for the next decade; for those following RISC-V, the hope is that there’s room for a third too.
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Fixed wireless access: Gaining
ground on wired broadband

The FWA market is growing strongly, with 5G powering enhanced
performance. Will it be key to closing the digital divide?
Naima Hoque Essing, Duncan Stewart, Kevin Westcott, and Ariane Bucaille

The economics and data rate performance of fixed
wireless access (FWA), which uses radio waves to
1

deliver internet service between two stationary

A confluence of factors is
driving FWA growth

locations such as a mobile tower and a customer’s

Many operators have deployed FWA selectively for

home or office, are finally becoming competitive

decades to offer customers internet service,

with that of wired internet services. Deloitte

typically in underserved areas where wired internet

Global predicts that the number of FWA

connections are unavailable. But to date, FWA has

connections will grow from about 60 million in

not achieved widespread operator adoption

2020 to roughly 88 million in 2022, with 5G FWA

outside of a few countries such as Austria or

representing almost 7% of the total (figure 1).

Finland. However, with more governments

While our analysis reveals a 19% 2020–2026 CAGR

providing broadband funding and more regulators

in total FWA connections, 5G FWA connections will

viewing wireless as an acceptable alternative to

grow even faster, at a CAGR of almost 88%, over

wireline connections, more operators are

the same period.

2
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FIGURE 1

The number of global FWA connections is growing rapidly, with
5G expected to make up an increasing share
FWA connections by year (millions)
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considering FWA, especially the enhanced 5G
version, for delivering broadband internet services.

FWA’s most important impact may be to help
narrow the digital divide by improving internet
availability in underserved markets. It can be

5G should further accelerate FWA’s expected

challenging to justify broadband investments in

growth. Coupled with greater spectrum availability,

sparsely populated areas with few paying

5G’s deeper network infrastructure and greater

subscribers or inaccessible terrains such as

spectral efficiency significantly improve the

mountains or islands, or even in cities where local

economics and technical feasibility of FWA

ordinances and permitting make it challenging and

deployments and can thus support new

expensive to connect to customer premises. FWA

deployment and revenue opportunities. These

can provide an economical solution.3 Being wireless,

traits make it far more achievable for operators to

it can reduce the massive upfront cost and time

implement FWA in underserved markets, as well as

needed to secure permissions, dig trenches, lay

more attractive to offer it in competitive markets as

last-mile fiber, and deploy technician-installed

a replacement or alternative to existing wired

equipment at households and businesses.

internet connections (such as xDSL or cable).

Moreover, operators can often roll out FWA using
their existing mobile wireless networks and fiber
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backhaul infrastructure, further reducing costs.

With regard to FWA’s 5G version specifically, many

These factors have opened up markets for

network operators worldwide view 5G FWA as a way

broadband services in places where it was

to expand revenue opportunities and help

previously unavailable, as we have seen in the

monetize investments in 5G and wireless

Philippines, South Africa, Sri Lanka, and Turkey.

spectrum. For many, FWA is emerging as one of

Recognizing high-speed internet’s importance to

providers that have launched 5G also have an

economic development,4 many governments across

FWA offering, compared to 62% among those that

the globe are implementing sizable programs to

haven’t yet launched 5G.10 Countries with

fund or subsidize building broadband networks in

operators early out of the gate include Australia,

underserved areas. Although these programs

Austria, Canada, Finland, Norway, Switzerland, the

the leading use cases for 5G. Almost 90% of

typically favor wired solutions, they are increasingly

United Kingdom, and the United States, and we

technology-agnostic as long as the service can meet

expect the list to expand.11

minimum performance thresholds. In the United
States, for example, the FCC’s Rural Digital

Operators have multiple deployment options

Opportunity Fund (RDOF) awarded US$9 billion to a

depending on their service area demographics,

broad range of wired, fixed wireless, and satellite

spectrum availability, and technology portfolios.

providers. The United Kingdom’s £1.2 billion

For example, in dense city locations, 5G FWA can

Project Gigabit, which aims to equip at least 85% of

be used to augment existing fixed or mobile

UK premises with gigabit-capable broadband by

phone networks to offer pop-up wide area

2025, is being lobbied to consider wireless options.6

networks (such as for small or medium businesses’

5

And the European Union is studying FWA as a

networks, live events, or construction sites); it also

means to achieve national broadband goals.7

can enhance redundancy and surge capacity. As

In addition to addressing households with no

connections as a gap filler and backup for fiber to

broadband access, network operators are also

provide uninterrupted internet access is growing

increasingly viewing FWA as a competitive

in importance. FWA can also be offered more

the pandemic has shown, using wireless

alternative to existing wired internet services,

broadly as a competitive alternative to existing

especially DSL, which in some markets is no longer

home internet, such as in a suburban area with no

considered “broadband.” Operators in the United

or few other options. In most cases, operators will

States, Italy, and Switzerland have explicit plans to

selectively roll out 5G FWA in those areas where

8

use 5G FWA along with fiber to upgrade and replace

they have suitable spectrum, excess wireless

existing DSL connections, which reduces costs by

network capacity, and adequate supporting

decommissioning legacy copper networks.9

infrastructure, but also where fixed wireline is
otherwise uneconomical or slow to deploy.
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THE BOTTOM LINE
The growth in FWA has ramifications for several industry players. Most obviously, network operators have
an opportunity to use FWA as a source of incremental revenue. Even though mobile is currently a more
profitable use of spectrum than FWA, most wireless networks, except in the densest urban areas, are
underutilized. Filling this unused capacity with FWA service can thus be accretive to earnings. That said,
spectrum is a scarce resource, and operators should prioritize its use to where it can generate its highest
value. In addition, operators have new methods and technologies (such as small cell and site densification)
that can help them address scenarios should demand exceed supply.
5G FWA specifically also has implications for network equipment providers. Unlike previous versions, 5G
FWA complies with industry standards such as 3GPP; this means that it can drive greater consistency in the
equipment needed to support it, since more network operators can adhere to the same standards. This,
in turn, can allow the equipment vendor ecosystem to collectively develop and commercialize common,
interoperable equipment and devices at scale, lowering costs and simplifying both operator and user
installation.12 By providing a larger base upon which to commercialize inventions, common standards can
also support greater innovation. Small cells, beamforming, and massive MIMO (multiple-in, multiple-out)
capabilities are examples of new radiofrequency (RF) technologies13 that operators can deploy to increase
their 5G networks’ spectral efficiency and traffic density, particularly in areas where network capacity
becomes an issue.
Finally, cable companies should be alert for increased competition from mobile network operators seeking
to attract new customers and improve stickiness by bundling 5G FWA with mobile subscriptions. While
5G FWA doesn’t yet pose an existential threat to cable—wired connections, when available, almost always
offer a more reliable connection than wireless options—that could change as its economics and ease of
use continue to improve.
FWA’s commercial viability is fast increasing. Besides its growing appeal as a replacement for wired
connections, its favorable cost and quality profile can make it the most sensible and economical option for
bringing broadband to both underserved areas and competitive markets. Because of this, FWA may well
play a key role in making the internet more widely accessible while offering telecom industry players new
revenue, growth, and innovation opportunities—a potential win-win for all.
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Wi-Fi 6: Unsung, underexposed—
and indispensable to the future
of enterprise connectivity
The next generation of Wi-Fi is set to play a pivotal role
as organizations innovate with advanced networking
Susanne Hupfer, Sayantani Mazumder, Ariane Bucaille, and Kevin Westcott
5G may get the lion’s share of the publicity, but

devices, but Wi-Fi 6 is also used in many others,

Wi-Fi 6 devices are quietly outselling 5G devices by

including wireless cameras, smart home devices,

a large margin and will likely continue to do so for

game consoles, wearables, and AR/VR headsets.2

the next few years at least. Deloitte Global predicts
that more Wi-Fi 6 devices will ship in 2022 than 5G
devices, to the tune of at least 2.5 billion Wi-Fi 6

Wi-Fi 6 and 5G are partners

devices versus roughly 1.5 billion 5G devices. And
1
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for good reason: Wi-Fi 6, just as much as 5G, has a

With the lavish press and advertising spend

significant role to play in the future of wireless

devoted to 5G, one might think that next-

connectivity—not just for consumers, but also for

generation wireless networks in the enterprise

the enterprise. Smartphones, tablets, and PCs are

will revolve almost exclusively around 5G, with

some of the most popular Wi-Fi 6–equipped

Wi-Fi 6 playing a supporting part at best. But

Making connections

that’s not the reality uncovered by Deloitte’s 2021

complementary strengths. Both technologies enable

global advanced wireless survey of 437

higher speeds, lower latency, and increased device

networking executives from nine countries, which

density and network capacity. The differences lie in

found that 45% of enterprises are concurrently

areas such as range, support for mobility, and cost.

testing or deploying Wi-Fi 6 and 5G for their

Wi-Fi 6 and its predecessors tend to be used for

advanced wireless initiatives. Indeed, nearly all

smaller, less expensive local area networks, often for

respondents (98%) expected their organization

connectivity inside homes and offices, while cellular

3

would be using both technologies within three

networks such as 5G are used for both indoor and

years. Projected investment reflects coadoption

outdoor wide area networks, often for devices that

as well: Over the next three years, on average,

move across large geographic areas (for instance, for

these leaders expect to allocate 48% of their

smart city applications, ports and airports, and

enterprise wireless network spending to Wi-Fi and

connected vehicles).4 Because decision-makers are

52% to cellular technologies.

targeting a blend of usage scenarios, it makes sense

This is not entirely a surprise, as Wi-Fi 6 and 5G have

determine what combination will work best for their

some similar capabilities but also have different,

situation (figure 1).5

that they’re evaluating both technologies to

FIGURE 1

5G and Wi-Fi 6 have complementary uses
Which next‐generation networking technology, 5G or Wi‐Fi 6, does your organization prefer to
use for each of the following scenarios?
Prefer 5G

Prefer Wi-Fi 6

No preference

Wireless preferences of global networking executives for various use cases
Indoor use cases
25%

53%

22%

On-campus environment
28%

50%

20%

Fixed use cases
29%

47%

23%

Outdoor use cases
45%

32%

21%

Oﬀ-campus environment
43%

34%

21%

Mobile use cases
54%

28%

17%

Notes: N = 437 global networking executives. Not showing small percentages of “Don’t know” responses.
Source: Deloitte's Global Study of Advanced Wireless Adoption, 2021.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights
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Further, unlike past generations of wireless, Wi-Fi

strategic priority for the enterprises surveyed, with

6 and 5G are designed to work together smoothly,

eight in 10 networking executives expecting

and the wireless industry appears headed toward

advanced wireless technologies to transform their

a future in which devices can roam securely and

enterprises substantially by 2023, changing how

seamlessly between all types of wireless

they operate, develop new products and business

networks. Industry associations and standards

models, and engage with customers. These

bodies are co-developing future network

decision-makers already regard Wi-Fi 6 and 5G as

standards that will enable convergence of cellular

the most critical wireless technologies for their

and noncellular technologies, permitting

businesses (figure 2). Sixty-five percent of the

6

integration of Wi-Fi 6 into core 5G networks. The

networking leaders in our study expect Wi-Fi 6 to

expected benefits of an integrated architecture

be a top-three critical wireless technology for their

7

include improved traffic control on factory floors

business by 2023, and 76% expect 5G to be in the

and the ability to provide uninterrupted service for

top three as well.9 Over the next few years, as

smart city and edge applications.8

wireless infrastructures are built out and more
devices become available, leaders expect both
technologies to become even more significant.

What’s clear is that these buildouts will not be
merely tactical solutions. Advanced wireless is a

FIGURE 2

5G and Wi-Fi 6 are already seen as the most critical wireless
technologies—and their importance will continue to grow
Percentage of global networking executives ranking each a top-three critical wireless technology for
their organization’s business initiatives
Today

In 3 years
76%

69%

65%
58%
43%

39%

42%
31%
24%
15%

5G

Wi-Fi 6

NB-IoT

Wi-Fi 5 or older

4G LTE

Note: N = 437 global networking executives.
Source: Deloitte's Global Study of Advanced Wireless Adoption, 2021.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights
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Ease of deployment has likely also contributed to
Wi-Fi 6’s head start. Wi-Fi networks are already
widely established, along with a large base of Wi-Fi
devices. As enterprises upgrade to Wi-Fi 6 networks,
they can take advantage of backward compatibility,
avoiding the need to replace older Wi-Fi devices all
at once.11 Familiarity may also be a boon: While
there are 4G LTE private cellular networks around
the world, these are outnumbered by enterprise
Wi-Fi deployments, meaning that many IT
departments already have expertise in deploying
and operating Wi-Fi networks. Conversely, setting
up a 5G network (either alone or with a network
operator) generally means learning something new
and potentially more complex, adjusting to a
standard that is still rolling out, and perhaps
working with a partner that is also just getting up
to speed on 5G.12
Though Wi-Fi 6 and 5G are equal partners in terms
of building solutions, our study revealed that
enterprise Wi-Fi 6 pilots and deployments are
outpacing 5G in all the countries we studied, with
double-digit gaps in some regions. While those
gaps may narrow, we expect the Wi-Fi 6 enterprise
adoption lead to persist through 2022 (and
beyond). One likely reason is cost, as Wi-Fi 6
devices are more affordable and more widely
available than 5G devices.10 Acquiring suitable
spectrum may also be a challenge in some
countries: Whereas Wi-Fi 6 uses free, unlicensed
spectrum, 5G generally requires enterprises to
license spectrum from network providers or
government entities. In a number of major markets
around the world, governments have set aside

Acquiring suitable
spectrum may also be
a challenge in some
countries: Whereas Wi-Fi
6 uses free, unlicensed
spectrum, 5G generally
requires enterprises to
license spectrum from
network providers or
government entities.

specific spectrum that can be assigned to a
company for a particular area, such as a

It’s worth noting, however, that the countries

manufacturing campus or airport, often for a

reporting the highest levels of Wi-Fi 6 pilots and

nominal cost. But policy, spectrum band ranges,

deployments (Germany, Brazil, United Kingdom,

conditions, and costs vary by country.

China, and Australia) were also those that reported
the highest levels of 5G pilots and deployments.
Once again, it’s apparent that both technologies
are being adopted concurrently and that both have
a place in advanced wireless initiatives.
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THE BOTTOM LINE
Three-quarters of the decision-makers in our 2021 advanced wireless survey believed that advanced
wireless could create significant competitive advantage for their organization. To capture this advantage,
organizations implementing advanced wireless initiatives can keep several things in mind.
A critical first step is to be crystal clear about goals. Innovation is a key objective for advanced wireless
adoption. Our executive survey identified the desire to innovate using new technologies as one of the
two top drivers of adoption, with four in five respondents reporting that advanced wireless was very or
extremely important to their organization’s ability to implement Internet of Things, AI, big data analytics,
and edge computing capabilities.13 Improving efficiency was the other top adoption driver, and enhancing
customer interactions was the third most commonly cited driver.
Adopters should also determine which usage scenarios they wish to target, their application requirements,
and deployment and spending constraints. Understanding Wi-Fi 6 and 5G’s specific capabilities and
associated costs (e.g., for devices, solutions, and customer-premises equipment) can help decision-makers
determine which would be better suited to different situations.14 For some advanced enterprise use cases,
such as automated guided vehicles and autonomous robots in industrial IoT scenarios, both Wi-Fi 6 and 5G
have proponents and may even be adopted side by side.15
Because advanced connectivity is a key enabler of other innovative technologies, leaders should
increasingly treat advanced networking as a key component of their organization’s end-to-end enterprise
architecture. As they consider how to architect and manage a landscape with heterogenous underlying
technologies, networking executives face a key question around which partners to engage in this effort. To
assemble complete advanced wireless solutions, organizations generally engage with a variety of vendors,
such as cloud and application providers, consulting firms and other integrators, telecom companies, and
network equipment providers.16
Given the role that infrastructure providers and device makers have played in initial Wi-Fi 6 trials, tapping
into their expertise could help an enterprise assess its capabilities and establish pilots.17 Telecoms have
a great deal to offer advanced wireless adopters too. With the benefit of holding 5G-suitable spectrum,
many are seeking to extend their public networks deeper into the private setting. Given their extensive
experience running cellular networks, network providers can offer key capabilities such as cybersecurity,
privacy, and established relationships with other carriers to support WAN and mobility use cases. And
for some mission-critical services (such as those that need to be free of device interference), dedicated,
licensed 5G spectrum may have a distinct advantage. And, with better integration of Wi-Fi 6 and 5G
anticipated, network operators will have the ability to direct and optimize traffic across both types of
networks—for instance, offloading to Wi-Fi 6 to reduce cellular congestion.18
Whatever the end, Wi-Fi 6 will almost certainly be an important part of the means. As 5G’s essential
partner in advanced wireless solutions, Wi-Fi 6 will be increasingly central to realizing the benefits that
organizations are pursuing through next-generation connectivity.
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Wearable technology in health
care: Getting better all the time

Smartwatches and wearable medical devices help people
monitor their health 24/7. Their impact could increase if
doctors trust their utility and people feel their data is secure
Jeff Loucks, Duncan Stewart, Ariane Bucaille, and Gillian Crossan
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Advances in sensors and artificial intelligence (AI) are

hit the market and more health care providers

helping millions detect and manage chronic health

become comfortable with using them. These

conditions and avoid serious illness on devices small

numbers include both smartwatches, which are

enough to be worn on a wrist or penny-sized patch.

marketed to and purchased by consumers, and

Deloitte Global predicts that 320 million consumer

medical-grade wearables—typically called “smart

health and wellness wearable devices will ship

patches”—which are often prescribed by health care

worldwide in 2022 (figure 1). By 2024, that figure will

professionals but are increasingly becoming

likely reach nearly 440 million units as new offerings

available off the shelf.
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FIGURE 1

The global health wearables
market is already big and
expanding fast
Number of units shipped globally (millions), 2021–2024

sophisticated, the percentage of consumers using
them to manage chronic conditions and detect
symptoms of serious diseases will likely increase.
The pandemic highlighted the value of

Smartwatches and ﬁtness trackers

smartwatches for monitoring health. As COVID-19

Wearable medical sensors and devices

spread, smartwatches that measure blood oxygen
saturation (SpO2) became widely available, alerting

160
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19% CAGR

people with low SpO2—a life-threatening symptom
that is hard for people to detect unassisted.2 More
than 10% of US consumers who own smartwatches

280

are now using them to detect COVID-19 symptoms.
The pandemic may even have encouraged
11% CAGR

2021 2022 2023 2024
Source: Deloitte analysis of industry market sizing data.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights

smartwatch sales: Fifteen percent of US consumers
who own a smartwatch purchased it after the onset
of COVID-19.3
Smartwatch innovation is progressing rapidly,
driven by advances in sensors, semiconductors,

Smartwatches and smart
patches are getting
smarter about health—
and more widely used

and AI. For example, some smartwatches now
feature optical sensors that continuously measure
variations in blood volume and composition using
a technology called photoplethysmography (PPG).
Algorithms produced and continually improved via
machine learning use data from these sensors to

While health care companies produce a range of

provide insights into users’ activity levels, stress,

devices that help patients monitor health markers

heart pattern anomalies, and more.4

intermittently—including blood pressure cuffs and
ECG monitors—our analysis focuses on

As another example, companies are getting closer

smartwatches and smart patches, which are seeing

to enabling smartwatches to monitor blood

rapid consumer adoption.

pressure, using PPG and other technologies such
as Raman spectroscopy, and infrared

Deloitte’s 2021 Connectivity and Mobile Trends

spectrophotometers.5 Measuring blood pressure

survey found that 39% of respondents owned a

with a cuff is inconvenient and uncomfortable.

smartwatch.1 Their most common uses have

Most importantly, periodic blood pressure

historically been to help people get fit, lose weight,

measurements can miss signs of chronic

and beat their personal best in their next race

hypertension, which can cause heart disease, heart

(figure 2). But increasingly, people are using

attacks, and strokes. Accurate, continuous,

smartwatches to monitor their health, not just their

unobtrusive blood pressure measurement could

running pace, as new hardware, software, and apps

expand the smartwatch market: 1.3 billion adults

have turned them into personalized health clinics.

worldwide suffer from hypertension.

Heart rate monitors are now standard on most
smartwatches, and some have FDA approval for

Of course, there are limits to what current

detecting abnormalities such as atrial fibrillation, a

smartwatch sensor technology can do without

major cause of stroke. As these devices get more
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FIGURE 2

People use smartwatches to monitor heart health, sleep quality,
and chronic conditions
Which of the following do you use your smartwatch to measure? Select all that apply.
Steps per day
90%
59%

Workouts/athletic performance
85%

42%

Heart health
84%

37%

Sleep quality and duration
82%

35%

Calories
80%

32%

Stress levels
17%

Possible COVID-19 symptoms
11%

Chronic health conditions
8%

Other
2%
Notes: Respondents to this question both owned a ﬁtness tracker or smartwatch personally and used these devices.
The data reﬂects responses from US consumers to a survey conducted in June 2021.
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Source: Deloitte 2021 Connectivity and Mobile Trends Survey.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights

attaching to—or getting under—a person’s skin.

range of technologies. For example, smart patches

That’s where smart patches come in.

that measure heart rate variability often use
electrocardiogram technology that tracks the

Smart patches, developed mostly by medtech

heart’s electrical activity directly and more

companies, are typically small and unobtrusive,

accurately than smartwatches.6

affixing directly to a person’s skin. Some “minimally
invasive” smart patches use microscopic needles

Smartwatches and smartphones still play an

that painlessly penetrate the skin to act as

important role. Data from smart patches is being

biosensors and sometimes to deliver medications.

integrated with smartwatch and smartphone apps,
sending data to these devices for display and
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Unlike smartwatches, which provide a broad range

analysis. With the right technology, including

of health data and insights, smart patches are

interoperability capabilities, doctors could see

typically designed for a single indication such as

wearable health data on a patient’s health record,

diabetes management, patient monitoring, and

gaining access to more comprehensive information

drug delivery. Smart patches also employ a broader

to inform diagnosis and care.
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THE BOTTOM LINE
Companies of all kinds, from giants to upstarts, are developing new functionalities to meet growing
demand for health care wearables in 2022 and beyond. But more widespread acceptance by consumers
and health care providers may come slowly, as wearables are relatively new. Headwinds include:
Doctor skepticism. Health care providers who use wearable technology to monitor chronic health
conditions and to track vitals, sleep quality, and medications are finding the technology helpful.7 However,
they also report three main drawbacks:
1. Data utility. Deloitte’s latest survey of US physicians shows that if technology doesn’t increase
efficiency and isn’t incorporated into their workflow, clinicians aren’t interested in using it.8 Only 10%
of responding physicians said that they had integrated data from patient wearables into their
electronic health records (EHRs). This is slowly changing: Major EHR vendors are now enabling
consumers to share data from their health apps with their doctors.9 For now, however, most doctors
either don’t have access to data from patient wearables or need to enter it manually.10
2. Data accuracy. Some doctors don’t trust data from consumer wearables. For instance, those who
have already been diagnosed with atrial fibrillation can be alerted of episodes by various
smartwatches, an application cleared by the FDA and other regulators globally.11 But this smartwatch
capability is less useful as a mass screening tool, generating many false positive results and sending
healthy patients for unnecessary further tests, putting both the patient and the health care system
under stress.12
3. User error—and anxiety. When wearables aren’t worn correctly, they can be inaccurate. Some who
use wearables to monitor their health also fall prey to anxiety and obsessive behavior. Paying too
much attention to pulse rate and heart rhythm, for example, can cause physical reactions that mimic
symptoms of serious conditions such as atrial fibrillation, leading to unnecessary admissions and
patient distress.13
Data privacy concerns. Since the COVID-19 pandemic began, consumers have become more willing
to share health data.14 Data privacy remains a hurdle, however. Forty percent of smartwatch or fitness
tracker owners are concerned about the privacy of data these devices collect, according to Deloitte’s 2021
Connectivity and Mobile Trends survey. That figure rises to 60% among smartwatch owners who use them
exclusively to track their health.
Cybersecurity threats. Like all connected devices, health and wellness wearables are vulnerable to
cybersecurity threats. The consequences for users could be severe. Fake smartwatch alerts could prompt
patients to overdose on medications.15 Medical devices such as drug infusion pumps and pacemakers
have been hacked, too.16 As more smart patches administer medications, millions more people could be
vulnerable to threats. Finally, hackers have recently stolen millions of health and fitness records originally
collected on smartwatches.17 With health and wellness wearables, it’s critical that companies integrate
cybersecurity into their product development, software, supply chains, and cloud computing.18
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Increased regulation. Currently, tech companies can decide not to classify smartwatches as health care
devices to avoid regulations such as the United States’ Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act,
which requires people’s explicit knowledge and consent to share sensitive health information. But as these
devices and their outputs are integrated into EHRs, and their alerts direct more patients into the health
care system, regulators could require companies to adhere to more restrictive rules.19
These headwinds are not insurmountable barriers, and likely won’t stop consumer health and wellness
wearables from growing in the next two years. Devices will get more accurate, and the apps will get
smarter, enabling people to monitor a broader range of health indicators and conditions. It also seems
likely that regulators will approve wearable devices for additional indications. For these reasons, big tech,
medtech, and a legion of startups believe that the health wearables market is a strong one, and their
investment and innovation could make it a self-fulfilling prophecy.
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Mental health goes mobile:
The mental health app market
will keep on growing

Mental health care needs are pressing around the world.
Apps can deliver support on demand and on the go
Brooke Auxier, Ariane Bucaille, and Kevin Westcott

There seems to be an app for everything these
days, and mental health is no exception. Deloitte
Global predicts that global spending on mobile
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A growing market
with a big impact

mental health applications will reach close to

Though US$500 million may not seem like much

US$500 million in 2022.1 That’s assuming an annual

compared to the estimated US$1.6 billion 2021

growth rate of 20%—a conservative figure,

global market for health and wellness apps overall,3

considering the 32% growth these apps enjoyed,

it’s impressive given that many emotional and

from US$203 million to US$269 million, from the

mental well-being apps are free or low cost.

first 10 months of 2019 to the same period

Typically, they are also easy to access and integrate

in 2020.2

into daily habits, require little effort to use, provide

Health care anywhere

an enjoyable experience, and—best of all—they

Apps can be used to manage mental health

can work. They are also more resistant to

conditions such as anxiety or depression either on

disruption than traditional therapies, though they

their own—enabling individuals to learn about and

are not a replacement for professional mental

self-manage their mental health—or in conjunction

health treatment. All of these factors likely

with more traditional talking therapies, by

4

providing a channel to access asynchronous or

contribute to their growing popularity.

synchronous support from a mental health
App developers are taking notice. As many as

professional through means such as live chat,

20,000 mental health apps may exist today,5 with

video, and telephone. Beyond supporting

two of the most popular being Calm and

individuals with mental health diagnoses, apps can

Headspace.7 Both of these focus on mindfulness

also be used to improve general well-being by

and meditation, and are meant to help individuals

encouraging behavior change, including practicing

get support other than from connection to a

mindfulness and meditation.

6

therapist or other traditional mental health
services. Additionally, many mental health app
developers are launching collaborations with other
online services and apps, such as Snapchat8 and
Bumble,9 which will likely make them more
accessible to a larger share of consumers.

FIGURE 1

Mental health and well-being
apps will see strong growth
through 2022
Global spending on mental health and
well-being mobile apps, 2019–2022, US$ millions
Spending on emotional
well-being apps (in US$ millions)
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The potential market for these apps is considerable.

372

300

Beyond supporting
individuals with mental
health diagnoses, apps
can also be used to
improve general wellbeing by encouraging
behavior change,
including practicing
mindfulness and
meditation.
Nearly 800 million people worldwide, or 11% of the
global population, live with a mental health

269

condition.10 Moreover, data shows that the COVID-

203

19 pandemic has exacerbated mental health
concerns and triggered declines in well-being, with
a dramatic rise in the prevalence of problems such

100

as depression, anxiety, post-traumatic stress
symptoms, and stress.11 About four in 10 adults in

0

2019

2020

2021

2022

Note: Spend estimates for 2021 and 2022 are predictions.
Source: SensorTower, Mobile Wellness Market Trends 2021.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights

the United States, for example, reported symptoms
of anxiety and depression from June 2020 to March
2021, compared to a much smaller share reporting
these symptoms from January to June 2019.12 While
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more diverse population. US-based research shows

this may not reflect an actual increase—some
medical professionals and researchers suggest that

that for individuals who identify as Black, Hispanic,

the pandemic has helped people open up about

Asian, or Native American, having a provider who is

their mental health and made accessing treatment

empathetic, culturally competent, or who looks like

more socially acceptable13—it points to the

them is a top priority.19 About half of participants in

prevalence of the issues that mental health

this study said they would be willing to use a virtual

apps address.

visit instead of seeing someone in person if it meant
they would get access to a provider who looks like

Apps can not only help address the volume of need

them, talks like them, or has a shared life experience.

for mental health support, but also make that
support more accessible. Professional mental health

Research shows that mental health apps have clear

resources such as talking therapies are hard to

clinical advantages for their users.20 Meta-analyses

access or are stigmatized in many countries and

of trials covering more than 20 mobile apps found

communities, and in some of these cases, people

that using them to alleviate symptoms and self-

are using mobile applications to replace or

manage depression significantly reduced depressive

supplement traditional methods of treatment. In

symptoms.21 A similar analysis of anxiety treatment

China, for instance, where human resources for

apps found that users experienced a reduction in

professional mental health treatment are often low

anxiety symptoms after use, with the greatest

and stigma around mental health conditions is

reduction occurring when the apps were paired with

high, consumer spending on wellness apps grew

face-to-face or internet-based therapies.22 Apps that

by more than 60% in the first 30 days of the COVID-

focus on mindfulness and meditation have also

14

19 pandemic (March 7–April 5, 2020) versus the 30

been shown to deliver benefits. A study of one of

days prior (February 6–March 6, 2020).15 We believe

these apps found that users experienced decreased

that this dynamic will drive strong mental health app

depression and increased positive emotions after

growth in China and many other Asian countries. It

just 10 days of use.23 Other research tied the use of

is worth noting, however, that there is very little

another app to reductions in stress and sleep

regulation around mental health or medical apps,

disturbances and improvements in mindfulness and

which is cause for growing concern internationally.

16

compassion.24

Again, the pandemic exacerbated the access

Improved well-being has economic as well as

problem by disrupting access to traditional mental

personal benefits. Poor mental health puts a

health support in most countries and communities.17

strain on the global economy. Prepandemic

Sixty percent of respondents in 130 countries

estimates suggest that poor mental health costs

participating in a summer 2020 World Health

the world economy US$2.5 trillion per year, a cost

Organization survey reported disruptions to mental

that was projected to increase to US$6 trillion by

health services for vulnerable populations, including

2030.25 Lost productivity as a result of anxiety and

children, adolescents, older adults, and women

depression accounts for US$1 trillion of this

requiring prenatal or postnatal services. In some

yearly sunk cost. Without action, these impacts

cases, digitally enabled services helped to fill the

will continue to be felt across economic sectors in

gaps, but adoption of these interventions shows

terms of both lost consumer spending and lower

wide disparities, with the divides generally

workforce productivity. While most countries

negatively impacting those in low-income countries.

allocate only a modest share of their government

18

health budgets to mental health care and
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Digitally enabled health services, including mental

support,26 opportunities exist for app creators

health services, can also expand access to care to a

and corporations alike to step in.
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The financial implications of poor mental health are

importance of supporting employee well-being and

not lost on businesses. In part, we expect mental

partnering with mental health apps to make them

health app adoption to continue to grow due to the

accessible to their workforce.27

many corporations that are recognizing the

THE BOTTOM LINE
To meet growing demand and capture interested audiences, mental health app creators and developers
can pursue novel methods for monetization, such as subscription tiers or tailored paid programs
and offerings. They could also explore personalizing these services for users and customizing apps to
encourage regular use and check-ins. And finding ways to integrate socialization and network support
into the user experience may increase app stickiness and integrate desirable community and connection
interventions into the oft-isolating state of poor mental health.
On their side, mental health care providers might leverage apps to improve care quality and accessibility.
They could make treatment available to broader populations, making mental health care and well-being
easier to manage for millions of consumers. Research partnerships between app developers and health
care providers should help improve the quality of these services.
Transparency is also key. Developers and care providers should work to help ensure that the methods
used to design mental health apps are clearly communicated to consumers. They should also provide
transparency around privacy practices and data collection, especially given the potentially sensitive nature
of these apps and the user data collected.
Mental health apps can be a boon for those who cannot access—or would not seek—traditional care, as
well as for people using them to supplement other therapeutic methods. The market’s strong growth
points to a significant unmet need that these apps can fill. Going forward, mental health apps can offer
opportunities not only for app developers to monetize new and existing products and services, but also
for organizations worldwide to engage in corporate social responsibility efforts to increase well-being and
improve access to care.
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India perspective

Providing momentum to mental health care in
India by deploying digital technology at scale
“Technology is a
powerful enabler;
however, it needs to be
contextually suitable
for target communities,
and sustainable in
terms of long-term
funding and support.”
– A leading non-profit
organization addressing
mental health
challenges in rural
communities

Historically, mental health has not attracted
investment or government funding as the impact
of mental health challenges is not visual. As a
society, there is a stigma attached to mental
health, preventing open dialogs and impeding
timely recognition and diagnosis of the disease.
Even as a practice area, psychiatry does not
attract many practitioners – India has only ~0.29
psychiatrists29 and ~0.07 psychologists30 per
100,000 population, compared with a median of
0.51 psychiatrists and 0.26 psychologists in other
low- and mid-income countries. This has resulted
in a treatment gap that includes diagnosed
patients who have not received treatment; this
gap was estimated to be more than ~80% as of
2016. The gap is further widened in semi-urban
and rural areas, as well as economically weaker
segments of our population.
At present, mental health in India, as a standalone
issue, can no longer be disregarded and warrants
special attention. Given the challenges of

India accounts for ~15% of the global mental

awareness, access, and capacity, technology can

health burden with nearly 200 million28 citizens

play a significant role in building scalable

facing some form of stress. In the past

solutions that can help the population deal with

24 months, COVID-19 has further exacerbated

mental health issues.

mental health stressors – disruption of daily
routines, loss of lives and livelihoods, loneliness
and social isolation, and the blurring of lines
between one’s personal and professional lives. As
a disease area, the impact of mental health

Digital India – the millennial
and Gen Z segment

conditions is significant and wide; these

Indians are no strangers to technology with the

conditions affect not just people, but also the

country adding ~25 million new smartphone

daily functioning of their families, co-workers, and

users every quarter; ~60% population is expected

communities.

to have a smartphone in 2022. This number is
fuelled by India’s digitally native cohorts
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FIGURE 2

Key challenges requiring to be addressed

Lack of
awareness of
value of mental
and behavioral
well-being

Lack of access
to affordable,
effective, and
timely care

Poor mental
Lack of trained
health literacy and
professionals and
existing stigma
other caregivers to
around mental and
effectively manage
behavioral health mental health diagnosis
diseases
and treatment

– millennials and Gen Zs. Health and individual

Lack of integration
between social and
health services to
help with prevention
and offer holistic
health solutions

Globally, various tech-led solutions have

well-being are becoming more important – about

emerged, funded by venture capital. In India,

36% Indian millennials have a fitness app installed

between 2016 and 2020, investment was ~US$20

on their phones and ~45% think leading a healthy

million, which sharply rose to ~US$28 million in

life is essential. This growth in mobile and

2021. A clear shift is that innovators are now

internet penetration, and adoption of digital

attempting to address the treatment gap, and

health and well-being tools could be the

funders are willing to invest in technology-led

foundation for at-scale and digital-led mental

solutions.32

well-being.31
Multiple types of solutions have emerged in the

Advantages of tech-assisted
mental well-being solutions

past, addressing different stages of the patient
journey. While technology can be a true disrupter,
most care models have a physical element to
ensure proper care and treatment. Digital apps

Technology can play a significant role when it

play an important role in augmenting

comes to addressing the top three challenges for

in-person care.

at-scale treatment of mental health in India –
awareness and stigma, access to medical
professionals, and cost-effective treatment.

FIGURE 3

Stages of the patient journey that technology-backed solutions
can address

Awareness and
advocacy

Self-care
prevention and
wellness

Clinical
diagnosis

Treatment
and
recovery

Management
and monitoring

Research
enabler
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y

Awareness and advocacy: Use social media

have taken this one level further by placing

to power vernacular and regionally relevant

technology-backed interventions within their

campaigns to drive awareness and advocacy

SMART (Systematic Medical Appraisal, Referral,
and Treatment) framework.33

y

Self-care, prevention, and wellness: Digital
platforms for individual well-being, including
diet, meditation, and positive nudges

y

Clinical diagnosis: Combining new
phenotypes, insights, and tools to facilitate
more accurate self-assessment and
professional diagnosis

y

Treatment and recovery: Ongoing access to
professionals – therapists, psychologists, or
psychiatrists using telemedicine channels
(video, voice, or text-based)

y

Management and monitoring: Delivering
mental health and wellness management
tools using an accessible and scalable
interface for stress, anxiety, depression, and
addiction

y

Research enabler: Facilitating natural
interaction and learning without judgement,
without stigma, at scale

Tech solutions can also be used extensively to
further bridge the capacity gap in rural areas. A
case in point is a renowned mental health
organization that uses smartphones to train
counsellors from 11 underserved and remote
districts in Chhattisgarh; the training led to a
significant increase in learning and confidence
over a period of six months. Another example is
that of a government-run program that provided
community volunteers smartphones loaded with
an application containing training materials and
films to build competency and increase
awareness. These interventions prove that if
ethically designed technology is offered to
general physicians, government workers, and
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“We are far from a point
where AI can replace
professionals but not
far from a point where
it can help enhance
service efficiency.
Tele and text-based
solutions have seen
higher penetration as
there is no dependency
on internet services. For
impactful treatment,
especially in rural
areas, investment in
vernacular solutions
through a network of
doctors, therapists, and
carers is critical.”
– founder of a digital
mental health provider
The potential for mental
health care at scale

community volunteers, it could help improve

The benefits of digital mental wellness

mental well-being. States such as Andhra Pradesh

interventions, both direct and indirect, are clear.

Health care anywhere

Equitable access, affordability, privacy, and

The success of scale could also help build an

convenience are at the top of the list and can

archive of user data to drive further innovation in

greatly benefit India’s primary care system. Digital

this space, and unlock new research and delivery

apps and wellness interventions play a crucial

models. However, this must be managed with

role and offer complimentary capabilities to

great care, with privacy and ethical data

in-person treatment or therapies.

management taken seriously. The government
would need to put into place strict regulations,

Though such solutions seem scalable, this

standards, and protocols, along with ensuring

remains to be proven. Scalable technology would

regular monitoring. Further, investment will be

mean further decreasing costs and eliminating

needed to help digital products manage data

barriers of time and travel to increase the

through intelligent solutions while also managing

addressable market to include rural, remote, and

users’ apprehension and familiarity with such

low socio-economic areas. If successful, this can

tools. Another ethical dilemma that should be

drastically decrease the stigma associated with

considered is that of AI-powered diagnosis and

mental health conditions and encourage people

treatment, its impact on mental health and

to move toward a preventative mental wellness

subsequent human behavior, and the question

model. Personalisation of such services can

around accountability in the event of any negative

further lead to increased user engagement that

impact.

can equip people to better manage their mental
health in the future.
FIGURE 4

Key benefits to achieving technology for mental health at scale
Create an
archive of
ethically
managed data

Equip people
will the
emotional tools
to better manage
future situations

Help people
move toward
a preventative
mental health
approach

Drive further
innovation
and unlock new
research and
delivery models

Eliminate
barriers of time
and travel,
especially for
rural areas
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The government is also using the rise in internet

support to conduct deep research around

access and telecommunications, for interventions

consumer behavior to make their solutions India

under the National Mental Health Program. One

specific, keeping in mind the need for low data

such intervention, Mental Health and Normalcy

bandwidth and cultural nuances. Socioeconomic

Augmentation System (MANAS), was launched in

status should not dictate the access, and

2021 as a mobile app to encourage positive

technological solutions have the potential to

mental health in the 15−35 age group. To

bridge the gap and help increase self-

continue with this momentum, the government

empowerment regarding mental health.

should increase investments in mental health

Therefore, success in minimizing the gap to

with a special focus on increasing the number of

mental healthcare could depend on integrating

trained professionals in this field. Innovators

intelligent and ethical technology-enabled

should also have adequate investment and

solutions into the primary care ecosystem.
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Making smartphones sustainable:
Live long and greener
Lengthening phone lifetimes would help reduce the
environmental impact of smartphones. But could
smartphone vendors find other revenue sources?
Paul Lee, Cornelia Calugar-Pop, Ariane Bucaille, and Suhas Raviprakash

Deloitte Global predicts that smartphones—the

The bulk of these emissions, 83% of the total, will

world’s most popular consumer electronics device,

come from the manufacture, shipping, and first-

expected to have an installed base of 4.5 billion in

year usage of the 1.4 billion new smartphones

20221—will generate 146 million tons of CO2 or

forecast to be shipped in 2022.4 Usage-related

equivalent emissions (CO2e) in 2022. This is less

emissions from the other 3.1 billion smartphones

than half a percent of the 34 gigatons of total CO2e

in use during 2022 will generate an additional 11%,

2

emitted globally in 2021, but it is still worth trying

and the remainder will come from refurbishing

to reduce.3

existing smartphones (4%) and end-of-life
processes (1%),5 including recycling.6
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Making smartphones is an
emissions-laden process

time, its end-of-life CO2e emissions are determined
partially by the ease with which its components can
be recycled.13

A brand-new smartphone generates an average
of 85 kilograms in emissions in its first year of use.

Because manufacturing accounts for almost all of a

Ninety-five percent of this comes from

smartphone’s carbon footprint, the single biggest

manufacturing processes, including the extraction

factor that could reduce a smartphone’s carbon

of raw materials and shipping. Exactly how much

footprint is to extend its expected lifetime.14 There

CO2e this releases depends on several factors,

could still be just as many smartphones in use;

mainly:

what would change is that each smartphone would
be used for longer, regardless of the number of

•

How much recycled material is used.7

individual owners of each smartphone during its

Reusing materials implies a reduction in carbon-

lifetime. Even accounting for the CO2e emissions

intensive mining. Tin can be reused for circuit

resulting from refurbishing and shipping a used

boards, cobalt for batteries, and aluminum for

phone, prolonged ownership, whether by the

enclosures. Technology now also exists to

original owner or a series of owners, provides a

recycle rare-earth elements, which go into

clear-cut benefit.

8

components such as speakers and actuators; up
until a few years ago, extracting rare-earth

Several trends point to the likelihood that

elements from these components was

smartphone lifetimes will likely indeed become

considered commercially unviable due to their

longer in the medium term:

small size.

9

Smartphones are becoming physically tougher,
•

How energy-efficient manufacturers’

reducing the need for unplanned replacement.

facilities are. The production of the integrated

Screen breakages and water damage have

circuits used in smartphones consumes

historically been common causes for a phone to be

significant amounts of energy. For example, up

written off. But screens can now cope with multiple

to 30% of a semiconductor fabrication plant’s

short drops, and resilience to being dropped is a

operational costs comes from the energy

point of differentiation.15 And flagship-model

needed to maintain constant temperature

smartphones, whose higher sales price enables the

and humidity.10

use of higher quality, are becoming more resistant

How heavily the manufacturing ecosystem

can now survive immersion at up to 6 meters’ depth

relies on renewable energy. This relates to

for half an hour.16

to water damage every year. The latest flagships
•

owned facilities as well as to third parties to
which vendors outsource manufacturing.

Software support for smartphones is being

Vendors may need to convince and assist their

offered for longer. The period over which a vendor

outsourced supply chain to migrate to

maintains software support has a strong impact on

renewable energy sources such as wind, solar,

the resale value of a device: It is hard to sell a

and hydro.

phone that is unlikely to be useful. To enable older

11

phones to work well, smartphone vendors create or
After it is manufactured, a smartphone generates

source specific versions of each operating system

an average of 8 kilograms of emissions from usage

(OS) for each model of phone. Such an OS refresh

during its working life, which is most commonly

may well include design changes that make an

between two and five years.12 At the end of that

existing phone “look” new; updated code can also
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make existing processes flow better and consume

Consumers are keeping phones for longer. The

less energy. Vendors also need to provide regular

average ownership time for smartphones has

security updates to patch vulnerabilities. As of the

steadily been lengthening in developed markets.

start of 2022, the length of this kind of support for

Figure 1 shows that between 2016 and 2021, there

a given smartphone’s OS is likely to vary between

was a decline in the proportion of respondents

three and five years, depending on vendor, but we

whose smartphones had been bought in the prior

expect that by 2025, competitive pressures may

18 months (the trend reversed in markets in 2021,

have made five years commonplace for most

which we attribute to forced savings on services as

flagship models.17 In the EU, all smartphone

a result of the pandemic leading to greater spend

vendors may need to provide security updates for

on devices). Over the same period and in the same

five years beginning in 2023.18

markets, the percentage of smartphones

FIGURE 1

Consumers are keeping their smartphones for longer
Proportion of smartphone owners who had purchased their phone in the prior 18 months,
2016–2021
2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021
67%

61%
60%
58%
55%

52%
51%

Australia

62%
59%
55%
50%
48%
48%

Belgium

58%
58%
56%

56%

51% 51%
47%

Germany

66%

63%

62%
60%
50%
49%
48%

Italy

59%
57%

54%
51%

Netherlands

62%
59%
55%
52% 52%

United
Kingdom

Source: Deloitte Digital Consumer Trends, May–June 2016, May–June 2017, June 2018, May–June 2019, May 2020,
June–August 2021.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights
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purchased over 3.5 years ago doubled on average
from 5% to 10%.

19

traded in. A US$1,000 phone could retain half its
value after the first year, providing the minority of
smartphone users who swap out premium phones

Flagship phones now commonly cost US$1,000

annually a strong incentive to trade them in.21

or more. One powerful motive to keep a

Companies also have an incentive to refurbish: a

smartphone for longer has been the high cost of

one-year-old, pristinely refurbished phone may

new devices, which may require three years versus

retail for 80% of the price of a brand-new one. A

the former typical two years to pay off fully. In

four-year-old premium phone may be unwanted in

2017, the idea of a US$1,000 smartphone raised

wealthier markets but be in significant demand in

skeptical eyebrows. But just one year later, that

emerging ones. Premium phones are also likely to

price point had become commonplace for

be more water and dust resistant and use better

flagships, with most vendors offering multiple

quality glass than lower-priced phones.22 Indeed,

smartphones at US$1,000 or more.20

the refurbished smartphone market is expected to
grow annually at 11.2% per year through 2024, at

The global market for refurbished and handed-

which point it will be worth US$65 billion and

down phones is growing. The higher a phone’s

comprise 352 million units.23

nominal resale value, the more likely it is to be

THE BOTTOM LINE
Longer smartphone lifetimes could reshape how the smartphone industry generates revenues and profits.
Smartphone vendors could offer higher-priced devices to balance out a fall in the quantity of devices sold,
and they may be able to charge a green premium among consumers who favor vendors that have more
sustainable approaches. However, vendors should also think about how to grow revenue from sources
other than device sales, which could include:
• Media services and applications stores
• Online storage—demand for which will grow steadily over time as photos and videos accumulate
• Sales of complementary hardware with lower emissions per unit than smartphones (such as Bluetooth
headphones, whose sales are forecast to grow by 35% in 2022)24
• Commissions on insurance premiums25 and financial products related to the purchase or lease of
smartphones
Over time, smartphone buyers may differentiate their purchases on the basis of a vendor’s green
credentials. But this is unlikely in the short term. According to a Deloitte multinational study, fielded in
mid-2021, use of recycled materials was the least important factor when choosing a smartphone in 10 out
of 13 countries.26
For carriers, which have long generated sales by bundling smartphones with new multiyear contracts, a
reduction in the sale of new phones could be punitive. But mobile operators could also bundle contracts
with refurbished devices, as well as sell ancillary services, such as insurance. Furthermore, many operators
already have a significant proportion of customers on SIM-only tariffs, which only include airtime and are
not linked with sales of new smartphones.
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For the smartphone industry as for others, reaching decarbonization targets often requires companies to
change the way they do business. However, the ultimate payoff can be much bigger than the smartphone
industry alone. Initiatives taken by the smartphone industry are likely to influence emissions reductions
in other device categories. Innovations that reduce emissions for smartphones, such as using recycled
materials, could be applied by the same vendor to other devices, such as tablets, in its portfolio. And
efforts to prolong smartphone battery life by reducing energy consumption could be applied to reduce
energy consumption in other devices, from laptops or smart speakers that historically have had less need
for energy-efficient design due to being plugged into a wall socket.27 The sum of all of these reductions
may add up to a figure far greater than what smartphones alone produce—and even if it doesn’t, every
little bit counts.28
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Floatovoltaics enters the renewable
energy mix: Floating solar panels
are now commercially viable
Asia/Pacific is taking the lead in deploying floating photovoltaic
arrays as the technology advances and its economics improve
Karthik Ramachandran, Paul Lee, and Marlene Motyka
Places that don’t have enough land to build large

more than in the 13-year period from 2008 to

solar arrays will soon be able to build them on

2020 combined.3 Cumulative global FPV capacity

lakes and reservoirs instead. Deloitte Global

could reach 13 GWp by 2025 (figure 1).

predicts that the aggregate installed capacity of
floating photovoltaics (FPVs)—solar panels floating
on water rather than installed on land—will reach
5.2 gigawatts peak (GWp) globally by the end of
1

2022, representing US$4–5 billion in spending.2
Also known as “floatovoltaics,” new FPV

FPVs broaden the range
of options for solar
power generation

installations in 2021 and 2022 alone are

We predict that several factors will drive

anticipated to add a total capacity of 2.9 GWp,

continued FPV growth across regions after an
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FIGURE 1

Global FPV capacity could reach 13 GWp by 2025
Global cumulative installed FPV capacity, 2016–2025 (GWp)
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extended period of sluggish progress.4 In Asia/

FPV capacity additions in the next 3–5 years

Pacific, several governments have set aggressive

expected to be in that region (figure 2).

renewable energy (RE) targets, and solar power
typically plays into these countries’ plans to meet
those targets. However, competing needs for
scarce land from sectors such as agriculture and
real estate are pushing up land acquisition costs.5
High population density also limits land
availability, making land-based PV commercially
challenging. Under these circumstances, FPV will
likely emerge as a feasible alternative for Asia/
Pacific countries with suitable bodies of water. In
addition, electricity shortages in a number of the
region’s developing countries, coupled with their
anticipated strong economic growth, will likely
escalate energy demand.6 In fact, Asia/Pacific

New floating panel
installations in 2021
and 2022 alone are
anticipated to add a
total capacity of 2.9
GWp, more than in the
13-year period from
2008 to 2020 combined.

accounted for more than 90% of global installed
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FPV capacity in 2020, and it is currently leading the

Africa may be another market ripe for FPV. The

charge in FPV adoption, with the majority of new

continent struggles with unreliable electricity
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FIGURE 2

Asia/Pacific is home to many of the world’s largest FPV projects
Select major FPV projects with a capacity of at least 300 MWp, 2020–2025
Country

Type of water body

Capacity (MWp)

Status

China

Reservoir

320

Completed in 2020

South Korea

Estuarine tidal flat (Yellow Sea 1,200
coast)

Phase 1 expected to
be completed in late
2022/early 2023

Vietnam

Freshwater
pond/lake

500

Expected to be completed
in 2023

India

Hydropower
reservoir

600

Expected to be completed
in 2023

India

Hydropower
reservoir

300

To be completed in 2023
(feasibility studies done)

Indonesia

Reservoir

2,200

Work to start in 2022, and to be
completed during 2024–2025

South Korea

Estuarine tidal flat (Yellow Sea 900
coast)

Phase 2 to be completed by
2025

Vietnam

Hydropower reservoir
facilities

400

Auction to be conducted

Portugal

Reservoirs near to various
hydropower plants

500

Auction to be conducted

Source: Compiled using data from publicly available sources.

supplies and drought in several countries.

penetration of RE deployments, currently views

Moreover, reservoirs face issues with evaporation

FPV largely as a complement to existing RE

due to high sunlight exposure, which floating solar

installations, but some early European pilots point

panels would combat. One scientific study found

to growing interest. For instance, Portugal,

that covering even 1% of Africa’s hydropower dam

Netherlands, France, and Norway are looking at

reservoirs with FPVs could double the continent’s

deploying FPVs on hydropower dam reservoirs

hydropower generating capacity to 58 GWp.7

and along shorelines on the open sea. There are
also ongoing pilots in the North Sea and the

FPV could also gain ground in Europe, where

Adriatic Sea to assess the feasibility of using FPV

favorable policies toward RE, such as Fit for 558—

to complement offshore wind farms.9

the EU’s commitment to cutting emissions by 55%
by 2030—could accelerate the adoption of new RE

In several parts of the world, government support

technologies such as FPV. Potential

for FPVs include exclusive tenders/auctions and

decarbonization agreements arising from the

feed-in-tariffs to encourage new capacity

November 2021 COP26 climate change

buildouts. However, even with these incentives,

conference could also prompt greater interest.

FPV adoption will likely be slower in some regions.

Western European countries, with its high

In the United States, for instance, a relative
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abundance of land continues to favor ground-

by a roof’s angle, which can affect energy capture

mounted solar PV projects—although FPVs have

and yield.16 Moreover, FPVs on a nearby lake or

started to attract some initial attention (for

reservoir could generate enough energy to power

example, Fort Bragg announced a 1.1 MWp FPV

nearby residential and small-scale commercial

project in late 2020).10

units on a broader scale, and with greater ease
than putting panels on every single building.

FPVs offer RE project developers distinct
operational and environmental benefits that, in

Of course, FPV also poses risks and uncertainties.

combination, make them commercially viable. For

Few technicians would likely be familiar with FPVs’

one thing, FPVs present a range of deployment

operations and maintenance procedures, making

options compared with traditional land-based

their upkeep challenging; the long-term

solar systems. Floating panels can be set up on

environmental impact is unknown; weather-

lakes, basins, water treatment plants, drinking

related challenges to floating panels are of

water reservoirs, dam reservoirs, estuarine tidal

concern (e.g., strong winds in Northern Europe);

flats, or even nearshore along a coast.11 Pilot

and regulations and permitting for FPV projects

projects have shown that they can be deployed on

are often complex to navigate.

fish farms as well, with no impact on the welfare
of the fish.12
Hydropower developers and operators could also
stand to gain much from FPVs. Several countries
in Asia/Pacific and Europe are planning to install
100 MWp+ FPVs systems on hydropower dams to
enhance hydro energy generation by reducing
water loss due to evaporation.13 Installing FPVs on
a dam’s reservoir requires less effort than
implementing land-based solar PV, as the
hydropower plant is already connected to the grid
and the substation and infrastructure are also
available. A hybrid hydro and solar power system
can also enable overall energy output to be
managed better across seasons.14 And some

Floating panels can
be set up on lakes,
basins, water treatment
plants, drinking
water reservoirs, dam
reservoirs, estuarine
tidal flats, or even
nearshore along a
coast.

hydropower plants are looking at tapping into FPV

For the FPV market to become self-sustaining in

to address peak demand—by, for example, using

the longer term, FPV producers and operators

pumped storage hydropower to store excess solar

likely need to experience an overall increase in

output.

demand. RE power purchase agreements (PPAs),

15

which lock in capacity through multiyear
FPVs could also be an option for residential and

agreements, continue to be critical in securing

small-scale users with energy requirements in the

financing and generating revenue streams. As is

range of 5–20 kilowatts peak, as long as they are

the case with land-based solar PV, buyers of FPV

located near a water body. Even though rooftop

projects will also likely be exposed to risks such as

solar panels are far easier to install, as it only

weather fluctuations and the financial and cost

involves putting a panel on top of the roof,

implications of multiyear PPAs.

floating panels overcome the limitations dictated
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Due to these factors, coupled with the fact that

project’s operational, environmental, and

FPV technology is still nascent, energy producers

technological benefits could still outweigh the

might view FPV projects as riskier than

risks enough to make the project attractive to the

implementing more-established, conventional RE

financiers and banks that would fund it.

technologies. Nonetheless, a particular FPV

THE BOTTOM LINE
Energy ecosystem players—solar and hydropower producers and operators, photovoltaic system
developers, enterprises, residential consumers, clean energy companies, and technology solution
providers—all have an opportunity to tap into FPVs’ emerging value based on each player’s role in the
value chain.
Technology companies could help organizations plan, develop, and deploy the foundational infrastructure
for FPVs, maintaining the infrastructure once it is deployed, and measuring and monitoring its
performance. Semiconductor companies could design and develop core manufacturing equipment and
chipsets for solar panels. Software providers might help businesses and governments use AI-based
dashboards that allow them to design, plan, review, and dynamically change their energy efficiency targets
and goals for RE sources, including FPVs; they could also develop products that monitor weather and
provide situational awareness when managing FPV panels. Analytics providers could partner with RE end
users to offer them insights on where and how panels can be deployed, and they could help FPV operators
assess grid operations and discover system issues early on.
Apart from these potential revenue opportunities, FPVs could be a part of the overall mix of clean energy
investments that companies can contract for in the form of PPAs. One emerging use case is for data
center and cloud service providers to tap into FPVs to supply energy for their operations. Some countries
in southeast Asia are already experimenting with submersible data centers that use the surrounding
water as a cooling agent. FPVs could be installed on top of or adjacent to these data centers as a backup or
primary source of power.17
With the technology advancing and commercial interest and adoption increasing, FPV is poised to gain
a firm foothold in the RE space. The day may fast be approaching when floating solar panels will play a
prominent role alongside other RE sources in powering a cleaner world.
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India perspective

Enhanced focus on FSPVs to scale solar PV
deployment and strengthen energy security for India
Solar energy is a key technology
leading energy transition
to a cleaner energy system
and energy self-reliance.

Rajarhat, Kolkata. This was followed by another 10
kW plant at the Sukhna Lake in Chandigarh. In
2016, National Thermal Power Corporation (NTPC)
commissioned a 100 kW plant on one of its
reservoirs at its combined cycle power plant in

India has fewer conventional energy resources,

Kayamkulam district, Kerala. Another 500 kW was

such as oil, gas, and coal. The country largely

commissioned by the Kerala State Electricity

depends on import to fuel its US$3 trillion

Board (KSEB) in December 2016 at the Banasura

economy. As India aims to become self-reliant in

Sagar Reservoir in Wayanad. In 2021, NTPC has

the foreseeable future, it faces an uphill task to

commissioned a 25MW floating solar plant at the

meet its burgeoning energy demand that is

Simhadri thermal power plant in Vishakhapatnam,

expected to reach 15,820 TWh by 2040.18

Andhra Pradesh, and another 100 MW plant at
Ramagundam. The potential capacity for FSPV in

The development and deployment of solar energy

India has been assessed at more than 200 GW. It

is critical for the transition to a cleaner and more

can cater to a majority of India’s solar energy

carbon neutral grid, which is more self-reliant.

needs over the next decade.

India receives nearly 5,000 trillion kWh of solar
energy per annum with about 300 days of good
sunshine.19

India’s thrust on FSPVs

India’s aim is to achieve 450 GW of renewable

FSPVs have gained traction worldwide over the

energy capacity by 2030; of which, about 280 GW

years. Within India too, FSPVs are expected to play

(nearly 62% of the energy mix) could be through

an important role in paving the path for the

solar energy.20 The government plans to achieve 227

country to attain energy sufficiency given the

GW of renewable energy capacity by 2022,

natural advantage of numerous water bodies

exceeding the target of 175 GW set out in the Paris

spread across its vast landscape. Promoting FSPVs

agreement.21 The anticipated renewable energy

in India has distinct advantages that include

increment includes 114 GW from solar capacity

avoiding the difficult business of acquiring land

additions by 2022. As of September 2021, India had

and managing frequent re-settlement of people.

about 101.5 GW of the installed renewable energy

FSPV technology offers immense opportunities to

capacity with solar energy accounting for nearly

overcome some key issues of ground-mounted

45.6% of the installed capacities.

solar, such as levelled land, lack of evacuation
infrastructure, loss in performance (degradation,

India’s experience of
Floating Solar Photovoltaics
(FSPVs) development
India’s journey in FSPV started in 2015 with the
development of a 10 kW FSPV plant at a pond in
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due to high operating temperatures), and gains in
solar generation (due to evaporative cooling from
water in reservoirs). Relatively easier tracking of
the sun by FSPVs enhances their ability to
optimally capture solar energy that may lead to
higher energy yields.
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A key development in promoting the Indian FSPV

2022-23. For about six projects, mainly in

sector is to integrate infrastructure available

Telangana, Madhya Pradesh, West Bengal, Assam,

nearby existing mid-to-large reservoirs, dams, and

Odisha, and Goa, the respective state department

hydro-stations. Availability of power transmission

of new and renewable energy has invited

infrastructure due to proximity to thermal or

expressions of interest from numerous

hydropower generating stations and leveraging

solar developers.

them for FSPVs can lead to optimal development
According to Deloitte India estimates, capital costs

of already existing resources.

for setting up an FSPV in comparison with a landAn initiative on similar lines has been the

based solar energy plant, on an average, is

announcement by the central Indian state of

20−30% higher. Among other things, FSPVs’ capital

Madhya Pradesh. The state has launched a mega

costs mainly depend on cost of floating platforms

600 MW floating solar PV park planned to

on which it is installed. With reduction in crude

commence operations by 2023. This unique

prices (that has an impact on floating platforms’

initiative of a floating solar park built on the

cost) and technological advancement with efficient

Omkareshwar reservoir shall have ready plug and

and comparatively low-cost materials, the industry

play infrastructure in terms of grid connectivity,

could observe lower capital costs for the

land, roads, and other basic infrastructure for

installation of FSPVs over time.

developers to use immediately. In the future, as
FSPVs gain mainstream momentum with reduced

Deloitte India further estimates that the FSPV

crude prices and improved designs, Deloitte India

sector in India has a high potential to become self-

foresees the launch of many more floating solar

sustainable, largely due to the benefit of

projects by both central and state government

economies of scale as and when the tariff rate

agencies. NTPC, a public-sector undertaking and

keeps on reducing over the next few years.

among India’s largest energy companies, has been
at the forefront of developing FSPV projects in
India. It commissioned two FSPV projects in 2021

Conclusion

(a 25 MW and another 100 MW FSPV plants) at its
existing thermal and hydro-power plants.

FSPV presents a possibility to generate clean
energy using a technology that is land neutral and

The government has set a target of achieving 10

has the potential to conserve water by reducing

GW of FSPV capacity by 2022. According to a

evaporation losses. Through its many inherent

recent report (India Focus: Floating solar generates

advantages, FSPVs offer a promising alternative

energy and jobs, March 2021, by NRDC), India has

for supporting India’s clean energy transition. The

the potential to develop 280 GW23 of FSPV capacity

Indian government’s continued support through

using about 30% of its medium and large

favorable policy and economic initiatives, along

reservoirs. The central and state governments are

with sponsoring large FSPV projects, are critical for

22

investing in large-scale FSPV projects, thereby

technological advancement and adoption of FSPVs

promoting increased use of clean energy sources.

on a large scale within India. In the future, rapid

At present, about 92 MW of installed capacity, and

adoption of FSPVs can diversify India’s power

more than 1,700 MW is under development.24 Of

generation mix and decrease reliance on imported

the several projects, about three projects in

fossil fuels, thereby strengthening India’s energy

Andhra Pradesh and Kerala are commissioned,

security.

25

while additional three will become operational by
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Endnotes
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Watt-peak (Wp) indicates the maximum electrical power that one PV panel can supply—under standard
temperature and sunlight conditions. Standard conditions imply a solar radiation of 1,000 watts/square
meter, a temperature of 25°C or 77°F, a clear sky, and around midday/noon—for example.

2.

Based on data and information from secondary research, average project cost ranges from US$80 to
US$120 million for a 100 MW floatovoltaics plant. Therefore, aggregate investments could reach US$4–
US$5 billion, worldwide, in 2022.

3.

World Bank, Where sun meets water: Floating solar market report, October 30, 2018.

4.

Though the first FPV installations were completed in 2007, only a little over 1 GWp of capacity had been
installed worldwide through 2018.

5.

For example, South Korea faced land-related issues due to its aggressive land-based solar deployment
efforts. To read further: Emiliano Bellini, “Korea’s South Jeolla province is becoming a solar hub,” pv
magazine, September 18, 2019.

6.

As a case in point, between 2021–2025, South Korea, India, Vietnam, Thailand, and China are cumulatively
planning to add more than 5 GWp of FPV capacity. South Korea alone is planning to install an additional
2.1 GWp capacity by 2030. Greater interest in FPV over offshore wind can be attributed to the relatively
lower wind velocity in Asia Pacific countries compared with what is typically seen in the wind-rich areas of
Northern Europe.

7.

Fred Pearce, “Floating solar ready for take-off,” Eco-Business, May 21, 2021.

8.

As part of EU’s Green Deal, the EU has set a target of achieving climate neutrality by 2050. This requires
current greenhouse gas emission levels to drop considerably going forward. As an intermediate step to
help achieve climate neutrality, the EU has raised its 2030 climate goal, committing to cutting emissions by
at least 55% by 2030. To read further: Council of the European Union, “Fit for 55,” accessed
October 6, 2021.

9.

Deloitte analysis based on information gathered from publicly available sources.

10. Jean Haggerty, “Floating solar nearing price parity with land-based US solar,” pv magazine, October 7, 2020.
11. EnergySage, “Floating solar: What you need to know,” accessed October 6, 2021.
12. Timothy McDonald, “Could fish farms inspire the next wave of solar energy?,” Tech For Impact,
August 18, 2020.
13. Emanuele Quaranta, “Floating solar+hydropower hybrid projects can benefit both technologies,” Solar
Power World, May 28, 2020.
14. A World Bank study notes how hydropower and solar can complement each other. Reservoirs would retain
water in summers when solar PV output is maximum. During monsoons and winters, when PV output is
low and/or whenever electricity demand increases, water can be released to help increase hydropower
generation. To read further: World Bank, Where sun meets water Guido Agostinelli, Floating solar photovoltaic
on the rise, International Finance Corporation, May 2020. The report by International Finance Corporation
notes that a floating panel deployment in one of Portugal’s hydropower facility reservoirs has found that
the additional power output from solar PV arrays helps regulate the hydroelectric plant’s overall output.
15. National Renewable Energy Laboratory, “News release: Untapped potential exists for blending
hydropower, floating PV,” press release, September 29, 2020.
16. Bruno Paixão Martins, Techno-economic evaluation of a floating PV system for a wastewater treatment facility,
KTH Industrial Engineering and Management, 2019.
17. Deloitte analysis based on information gathered from publicly available sources.
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19.
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The gender gap in reading: Boy
meets book, boy loses book,
boy never gets book back
Why do boys and men read fewer books, and
less often, than girls and women?
Brooke Auxier, Duncan Stewart, Ariane Bucaille, and Kevin Westcott

First the good news: Partly due to the COVID-19

coming year and beyond, Deloitte Global predicts

pandemic, people around the world are reading

that boys and men in almost every country will

more print books, e-books, and audiobooks than

continue to spend less time reading books, and

ever before.1

read them less frequently, than girls and women.
That is, the story will not diverge too much from the

Now the bad news: Boys and men are, and

usual plotline. We’re not saying that this gender

historically have been, less drawn to this activity

divide will widen significantly … but neither does it

(figure 1). This trend persists despite global

appear to be shrinking.

illiteracy impacting women more than men.2 In the
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FIGURE 1

Women (and girls) outpace men (and boys) in the global book
reading divide
Men

Women
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Share of respondents across 17
Description countries who read
books every day or
almost every day
Growth
Source from
Knowledge

Share of
15-year-olds across
80 countries who
read at least
30 minutes per day

Share of US
respondents who
have read at least
one book in the last
12 months

Share of respondents in Spain who
say they read books
in their free time

Programme for
International
Student Assessment

Pew Research
Center

Federation of
Spanish Publishers'
Guilds

Note: This data is from four diﬀerent sources and years and is not meant to be directly comparable.
Sources: Growth from Knowledge, Frequency of reading books, March 2017; Andreas Schleicher, PISA 2018 insights and
assessments, OECD, 2019; Andrew Perrin, “One-in-ﬁve Americans now listen to audiobooks,” Pew Research Center,
September 25, 2019; Porter Anderson, “Spain’s publishers cite rising readership, digital reading ‘more intensive,’” Publishing
Perspectives, January 22, 2019.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights

Boys and men are
disadvantaging themselves
by reading books less often

others more than reading nonfiction.4

When we talk about a reading gap throughout this

women than among men? Several converging

piece, we are referring specifically to the gap in

factors are likely behind the disparity. Reading

reading long-form content: books rather than news

habits are often formed in childhood and

articles and other shorter texts. You might think it

adolescence, and studies show that fathers are less

doesn’t matter—reading is reading, right?

likely to read themselves, which means that at a

Wrong. Studies show that people who read books

reading role models. Fathers of sons are also less

not only live longer than people who don’t read

likely to read to them than fathers of girls.5 In

books, but also have a longevity advantage

addition, men and teenage boys are more likely

books increases empathy and understanding of

So why is book reading more prevalent among

formative stage, children are less exposed to male

compared to those who read newspapers or

than women and teenage girls to choose other

magazines—even after adjusting for covariates

entertainment activities, such as gaming, over

such as age, education level, wealth, and health.3

reading.6

Multiple studies also show that reading fiction
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In addition to reading substantially less than girls,

found that fourth-grade girls had higher average

boys also report enjoying reading less. A 2018

reading achievement levels in almost all of the 50

study of children at age 15 found that more than

countries surveyed than boys in the same grade—a

40% of girls reported
reading at least 30 minutes
a day, compared to only
about a quarter of boys
who did the same. The
same study found that
44% of girls said that
reading was one of their
favorite hobbies, while
only 24% of boys said
the same.

7

The really bad news is that
there is also a gender gap

We predict that this
gender divide in
ability isn’t going
away, and won’t until
boys and men start
reading as much and
as often as girls and
women do.

trend that has held since
2001 (figure 2).8 We predict
that this gender divide in
ability isn’t going away, and
won’t until boys and men
start reading as much and
as often as girls and
women do.
Interestingly—and perhaps
importantly—men and
boys read fewer books
written by women. A study
by Nielsen Book Research
found that, of the 10

in reading ability and
comprehension, perhaps unsurprising if boys and

bestselling male authors, readership was roughly

men are getting less practice. One global study

evenly divided by gender, with 55% male readers

FIGURE 2

Internationally, girls continue to score higher than boys in
reading achievement
PIRLS reading literacy scores among fourth-grade students in multiple countries
Boys

Girls
520

520

510

509
504
501

492
490

2001

2006

2011

2016

Source: National Center for Education Statistics, Progress in international reading literacy study (PIRLS),
2001, 2006, 2011, 2016.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights
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and 45% female readers. In contrast, only 19% of

Not only does reading fewer books hurt men and

the 10 bestselling female authors’ readers were

boys, but not reading books by and about women

male, compared to 81% female.9 Men also read

can hurt society. If female book characters are

fewer books with female protagonists than do

portrayed largely through the gaze of men, or with

women—a problem compounded by the fact that

a male lens, this can reinforce a lack of

fewer books feature female protagonists overall.

understanding of, and discrimination against,

For example, in the top 100 children’s books, male

underrepresented and non-male groups. Reading

characters (human and nonhuman) in leading roles

books, especially fiction, is related to social acuity,

outnumber female characters two to one.10

helping readers learn about other people and
comprehend their motivations.13 When we read, we

There is also a long history of women writers

put ourselves in the characters’ shoes to see their

masking their gender—including the author of the

points of view, fears, hopes, and experiences. For

wildly popular Harry Potter novels, Joanne Rowling,

female authors and protagonists to be a closed

who writes under the gender-neutral moniker J. K.

book to many male readers can be unhelpful in an

Rowling—in an effort to be taken seriously and

era where we strive for greater diversity, equity,

attract a wider share of readers.11 (However, more

and inclusion. Not to mention that capabilities

recently, some male authors have done the same

developed by reading—including emotional

and adopted gender-neutral pen names, in hopes

intelligence, empathy, and imagination—are in high

of gaining more credibility with women and

demand in the workplace and will likely be critical

increasing their female readership).12

to employability in the future of work.14

THE BOTTOM LINE
The gender reading gap impacts not only men and boys—and their enjoyment of reading and their reading
comprehension and ability—but society as a whole. To shrink it, book publishers can think about how
to appeal to their male customers through both content and format. There may be an opportunity, for
instance, for publishers and production studios to work together to adapt popular action-movie franchises
and video game worlds, especially those that largely appeal to boys and men, into children’s books, young
adult novels, and other reading or audiobook formats. Diversifying book formats may also help to shrink
the gender reading gap. For instance, audiobooks may be leveling the playing field between men and
women, with some research suggesting that men consume audiobooks about as much,15 if not more,16
than women. Publishers and content creators could utilize the audiobook format to better engage and
reach male readers.
Ultimately, though, it’s up to parents, caregivers, and educators—and others on the front lines of child
development—to actively work to encourage reading habits for both boys and girls equally. Providing boys
with positive role models for reading, such as dads, coaches, and athletes, and identifying writers and
characters boys can relate to may be a good place to start.17
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LITERACY EQUITY GOES BEYOND THE READING GENDER GAP
Boys and men reading fewer books and spending less time reading is not the only concern associated with
books and reading. Female characters are underrepresented as main characters in books,18 but so are
certain other racially and ethnically diverse populations.19 Yet equitable representation in books (as well as
in digital media such as television, movies, and video games) is critically important, especially for children.
When children don’t see people like them represented, or see harmful depictions of people who are
like them, they can suffer negative long-term outcomes, including lower self-esteem.20 Content creators
and distributors such as publishing companies and production studios have an opportunity to advance
literacy parity because they can directly influence the content available in the market. Though there has
been some progress in this area,21 expanding how racial and gender diversity is represented in books and
other formats can be key to providing positive role models for children regardless of their racial or ethnic
background, gender, sexual orientation, or socioeconomic status.
Publishers, too, have a role to play in how they market their products. Books are generally marketed in
gendered ways. Children’s books about princesses, mothering, and romance are typically targeted toward
girls and women, whereas books about superheroes, science fiction, and horror are typically marketed
to boys and men. What if, instead of focusing on gender, publishers and content creators targeted
consumers by their interests and preferences? Steps like these can be essential if books are to reflect and
encourage the kind of equitable society that many of us want to create.
Broadening the discussion still further, governments and corporates alike have an opportunity to tackle
the challenge of increasing literacy globally. Though most governments invest in their education systems,
expenditure on education globally was less than 4% of global GDP in 2019—with some countries investing
far more resources on education than others.22 Raising the bar on education funding and pursuing
parity across nations should be a priority moving forward. In the private sector, corporations could use
their lobbying power and capital to support and fund education and literacy initiatives nationally and
internationally. For instance, such funding could support more initiatives that get books and e-readers—
and literacy instruction—into the hands of more youth and adults across the globe. Initiatives that work to
distribute books to children, such as Dolly Parton’s Imagination Library23 and Marcus Rashford’s Book Club,
are examples of foundations and partnerships tackling the issue of childhood literacy.
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Women in the tech industry: Gaining
ground, but facing new headwinds
Technology companies should renew their commitment to
advancing gender diversity in tech as the pandemic recedes
Susanne Hupfer, Sayantani Mazumder, Ariane Bucaille, and Gillian Crossan
The technology industry—or at least its largest

A 2-percentage-point increase, though small,

players—will likely continue to close the gender

actually represents notable progress. Moving the

gap in the year ahead. Deloitte Global predicts that

needle is difficult, and even aggressive campaigns

large global technology firms, on average, will

to recruit, hire, retain, and promote women have

reach nearly 33% overall female representation in

been found to work slowly. But while this progress

their workforces in 2022, up slightly more than 2

is a step in the right direction, going forward, tech

percentage points from 2019 (figure 1). The

companies may need to work even harder to

proportion of women in technical roles will also

improve these numbers.

1

nudge up, though it has tended to lag the overall
proportion of women by about 8 percentage points.
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FIGURE 1

Large technology companies are making slow but steady
progress in increasing female workforce representation
Female workforce representation in large technology companies
Proportion of women in overall workforce

Proportion of women in technical roles

2019

24.0%

23.1%

22.4%

32.9%

32.2%

31.5%

30.8%

2020

2021P

25.0%

2022P

Source: Analysis and 2021 and 2022 predictions based on published diversity reports from 20 large technology companies
(with an average workforce of more than 100,000 employees).
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights

Large tech companies are
making progress, but they
may be at risk of stalling

reductions in labor force participation,4 many
of these organizations have managed to keep
female representation on an upward trajectory. In
part, this may have been because the technology

With research showing that diverse teams perform

sector was better prepared than most to pivot

better and are more innovative, leaders across

quickly to remote work and flexible work models

industries recognize that a diverse workforce—by

when the pandemic began, relying on already

gender, race, age, and other social factors—is good

familiar connectivity and collaboration tools.

for business.2 As the tech industry seeks to shape a

Moreover, many large enterprises have had

prosperous future for themselves, it is aiming to be

workforce diversity pledges and programs in place

more representative of that future.

for several years, and this prior commitment to
diversity (gender and otherwise) may have helped

Our analysis of 20 large technology companies that

them weather the crisis. Further, employment in

provide annual workforce diversity reports shows

the tech sector, including for women, began to

that they have maintained their momentum on the

recover earlier than many other industries, possibly

gender front in the past two years.3 Despite women

making it easier to maintain progress in gender

being disproportionately affected by pandemic-

equity.5

driven spikes in global unemployment and
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While high-profile tech players will likely continue

to work around caregiving responsibilities or other

to make and report gains in gender diversity,

commitments), and only 22% say that their

smaller tech companies with fewer resources and

employers made it clear they’re not expected to be

less stature to attract and keep women may find it

“always on.”13

harder.6 It’s difficult to pinpoint how these smaller
companies are faring, since they don’t typically
report diversity data, but a late 2019 study of global
tech startup executives found that only 43% had
established companywide hiring and promotion
goals to increase diversity.7 Without targets and
transparency, smaller tech organizations may well
be underperforming on gender diversity compared
to their larger peers—and they may have fallen
even further behind during the pandemic.8
Continued progress will likely require renewed
commitment and greater effort. Well-known
challenges to equitable female representation

Well-known challenges
to equitable female
representation persist,
including factors related
to the educational
pipeline, recruitment
and hiring, retention,
pay, and promotion.

persist, including factors related to the educational
pipeline, recruitment and hiring, retention, pay,

Racially and ethnically diverse TMT women appear

and promotion.9 Adding to these challenges, the

to be even more negatively affected by the

COVID-19 pandemic has taken a heavy toll on

pandemic than their peers. Compared to other

workers’ well-being and professional prospects.

women working in TMT, they are more likely to

Deloitte’s 2021 Women @ Work study, which polled

report spending increased time on work and home

500 women in the global technology, media, and

responsibilities. They’re more likely to report poor

telecommunications (TMT) workforce, found that,

or extremely poor satisfaction with their mental

compared with how they felt prior to the crisis, TMT

and physical well-being, as well as their motivation

women have experienced dramatic drops in

and productivity at work and ability to switch off.

motivation and productivity at work, job

Startlingly, over half of racially and ethnically

satisfaction, work/life balance, and feelings of

diverse TMT women (52%) rate their work/life

loyalty to their employers (figure 2).10 Eighty-three

balance as poor or extremely poor versus 43% of

percent of the TMT women surveyed reported that

other TMT women, and 59% feel less optimistic

their workload had increased, and a majority said

about their career prospects today than before the

that they were spending more time on household

pandemic versus 48% of other TMT women. Since

chores and dependent care as well.11 Boundaries

few tech companies report in detail on the

between life and work collapsed: Satisfaction with

composition of their female workforces (that is,

work/life balance dropped by 38 points, and the

race, age, or other social identities), it’s difficult to

ability to “switch off” work dropped by 19 points.

gauge if representation is improving in other

Perhaps more alarmingly, only 38% of women in

dimensions, but it’s plausible that the pandemic’s

the TMT industry feel their organization’s

differential impacts on racially and ethnically

commitment to supporting them has been

diverse women may be complicating diversity

sufficient. Just 30% say their employer increased

efforts.

12

their access to flexible work (such as the freedom
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FIGURE 2

During the pandemic, women in the TMT sector became much
less satisﬁed with many aspects of their life and work
Before pandemic

Today

Percentage of TMT sector women rating
each aspect of their life “good” or “extremely good”

Point change
during pandemic

Productivity at work
74%

-25

74%

-32

49%

Motivation at work
42%

Loyalty to employer
73%

-16

57%

Work-life balance

-38

70%
32%

Physical health/well-being
69%

-27

69%

-22

42%

Job satisfaction
47%

Mental well-being

-36

67%
31%

Ability to “switch oﬀ”

-19

65%
46%

Source: Analysis of TMT sector respondent data from Deloitte’s Women @ Work global study, 2021.
Note: The survey polled 500 women in the TMT workforce across 10 countries between November 2020 and March 2021.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights

These pandemic-driven pressures may result in job

new role within two years, citing lack of work/life

churn among women and may even prompt some

balance as the biggest reason. What’s more, a

to leave the workforce entirely. A majority of TMT

startling 22% are considering leaving the workforce

women (51%) feel less optimistic about their career

altogether, motivated chiefly by workload increases

prospects now than before the crisis broke, and

that are affecting their well-being.

57% expect to leave their current employer for a
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But these are factors organizations can mitigate.

disconnect days, and video programs with child-

Some tech companies, including Google, Salesforce,

focused educational content.15 Tech companies that

and IBM, have responded to the pandemic by

proactively craft programs and policies to help

expanding programs for backup child care and paid

workers balance their caregiving and well-being

family caregiver leave.14 Some have created new

needs with work responsibilities may be able to

flexible-work and well-being programs, such as job

avoid burnout, build greater loyalty, and retain

sharing, free mental health counseling, collective

diverse talent through the crisis and beyond.

THE BOTTOM LINE
Looking past the pandemic, organizations should consider how their future work model could help them
reach a wider and more diverse talent pool. Drawing on lessons learned during the pandemic, several
major tech companies are embracing a remote-first work model, while others are settling on a hybrid of
office- and home-based work, and some are even experimenting with smaller distributed offices.16 Beyond
increasing work/life flexibility, “work from anywhere” models expand the available pool of exceptional,
diverse talent to nationwide and even worldwide, not just within commuting distance of the office.17
Having a larger talent pool to choose from can be especially important for an industry that doesn’t have
enough qualified women to go around. Building up the next generation of tech talent by diversifying
the STEM pipeline is a laudable goal, but one that will likely take many years of sustained effort. In the
meantime, some tech companies are aiming to attract and recruit women from overlooked worker
segments such as those returning to work or transitioning from other industries. Some are partnering
with organizations that run “returnship” programs, providing training and mentorship to women resuming
their careers after a pause.18 Others have established apprenticeships that aim to recruit and upskill
“unconventional talent” such as career-switchers who lack a traditional tech background.
Beyond hiring more women, closing the gender gap will likely require solving challenges of retention
and equitable promotion. Research indicates that about half of the industry’s female workers drop out
of technology employment by mid-career, and women hold less than a quarter of the industry’s senior
leadership roles.19 According to a 2020 Deloitte report, gender bias is the top obstacle preventing tech
women from moving into leadership positions.20 Yet diverse leadership can be critical for enabling more
creative thinking and better business outcomes, as well as for providing role models.21 Formal mentorship
programs and development opportunities for women, along with gender targets for promotions, could go
a long way toward improving retention among women and enabling them to progress to senior executive
levels. But less than a quarter of TMT companies have established these measures, according to Deloitte’s
Women @ Work research.22
When all is said and done, improving women’s representation in technology calls for the same kind
of leadership commitment and strategic focus that underlies other critical organizational initiatives.
Companies should identify a responsible executive and commit to a holistic diversity, equity, and inclusion
strategy that cultivates an inclusive culture. Accountability and transparency—identifying metrics,
reporting results, and tracking progress—are essential. Only then can companies take stock of what is and
isn’t working, revise their approach, and improve.
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From trading cards to digital
video: Sports NFTs kick sports
memorabilia into the digital age

The chance for fans to acquire, not just view, licensed digital
media of their favorite sports moments will likely cement nonfungible tokens’ place in the sports content marketplace
Paul Lee, Theo Ajadi , Kevin Westcott, and Gillian Crossan

What fan wouldn’t want to buy an unforgettable

for 2021.1 By the end of 2022, we expect that 4–5

sports moment? Nonfungible tokens (NFTs),

million sports fans globally will have purchased or

unique digital identifiers that use blockchain to

been gifted an NFT sports collectible. Interest in

record ownership of media, are now letting them

sports NFTs is likely to be spurred by activity in

do just that. Deloitte Global predicts that NFTs for

the wider NFT market, including that for digital

sports media will generate more than US$2 billion

art, the top five most valuable sales of which had

in transactions in 2022, about double the figure

generated over US$100 million by August 2021.2
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NFTs will likely create significant
new revenue streams

moments or player cards.7 The value of each NFT

NFTs allow ownership and use rights to be

significance of the event, any additional content

demonstrated for any piece of digital content by

included within the NFT, and demand. An NFT

be the sale of limited-edition video clips of sporting
will depend on the prominence of the athlete, the

assigning the content a specific, nonduplicable

limited to a single edition of a major event—say, a

identifier that is recorded on a distributed

winning goal, home run, or dunk by a legendary

database, or blockchain, typically Flow or Ethereum.

star, bundled with a commentary by that star—

Ownership of an NFT may include ownership of the

could be sold at auction, while the same video but

underlying digital asset, though most sports NFTs

with no additional content and 20,000 available

sold to date have no ownership or use rights in the

copies would be sold and traded via an online

underlying media. Each NFT includes a smart

marketplace.8 This is analogous to some aspects of

contract whose terms are applicable indefinitely

the art world, in which variants of the same work of

and that executes immediately and irrevocably with

art, but with differing numbers of certified copies,

each trade.

have different values.9

Each NFT is unique in the same way that each
limited run of a physical print is individually
numbered, yet otherwise identical. In this way,
NFTs bring predefined scarcity to digital content.
They’re the digital equivalent of printed sports
trading cards—which were selling for up to millions
of dollars each in 20213 and which have long been
a major revenue source for teams and leagues,
especially in the US market. NFTs effectively
address the same needs as cards, but swap still
images with digital stills or video, cardboard with
pixels, binders with digital displays (mostly
smartphones), collectors’ fairs with online trading
platforms, and third-party authentication agencies
with blockchain.4
It may appear illogical that someone would pay for

Value in each case is
a function of demand
and scarcity, and
it should also be
noted that demand
can wax and wane,
and is subject to
multiple factors, both
endogenous and
exogenous.

an NFT version of the same video clip that anyone
in the world could watch for free.5 But it is arguably

In 2022, platforms and rights creators are likely to

also irrational for a printed card to sell for seven-

continue testing different ownership models to

figure sums when the intrinsic value of the card is

determine the optimal balance of stoking consumer

zero. Value in each case is a function of demand

demand and maintaining intellectual property

and scarcity, and it should also be noted that

rights (IPR) that respect existing third-party rights

demand can wax and wane, and is subject to

over the underlying digital assets. So far, the offer

multiple factors, both endogenous and exogenous.

of limited IPR within sports NFTs has not

6

dampened appetite, suggesting that demand may
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In 2022, the most common and lucrative

well be driven by the ability to demonstrate status:

application of NFTs in the sports industry will likely

Scarcity drives inherent value in and of itself.

New and next

NFTs can bring additional revenue to sports leagues,

who could be part of a team entered into season-

teams, and individual athletes whose income has

long competitions.

declined during lockdown:10 The largest football
(soccer) NFT platform enabled US$128 million in

As NFTs’ scope evolves, an additional category may

sales in the first nine months of 2021.11 An NFT

include athlete-designed or -branded digital

contract may stipulate that a commission on each

versions of physical world objects, such as

transaction be paid to the owner of the platform

sneakers, that only exist digitally. As an example,

that sold the NFT, and a share of that commission

the Gucci Virtual 25 is a digital shoe design that can

may then flow back to the aforementioned rights

only be worn using augmented reality.13 Again,

holder(s). Further, if the smart contracts enabling

some may question the logic behind this, but

the NFTs are accessed via crypto, they may enable

others may be equally perplexed by the sale of a

real-time remuneration to the current owners of the

pair of physical shoes for US$1.8 million, or the

preprogrammed rights. This is particularly valuable

purchase of digital skins by tens of thousands of

given the frequently complicated rights

video game players.14

management associated with sports.
Paying for digital-only content may feel unfamiliar
NFTs are also an opportunity to enhance

to some. A decade ago, this behavior was niche.

relationships with fans. Rights holders should

But the evolution of spending within video games

consider how best they could apply NFTs to

points to a burgeoning, now mainstream

enhance the fan experience by enabling them to

acceptance of the concept. In 2022, gamers will

acquire and display NFTs of their team, as well as

likely spend tens of billions of dollars on virtual

to contribute to decisions such as player of the

currencies that they then use to purchase game-

month (in Japan), or even which songs are played

related artifacts and capabilities that only exist

during game intervals (in Italy). In some cases,

virtually, for which there is infinite stock, which is

NFTs can also be used within fantasy sports league

only displayed on a screen, and for which the

applications, with each NFT representing a player

marginal cost of “manufacturing” is close to zero.15

12
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THE BOTTOM LINE
Most sports-related NFT activity in 2022 is likely to take place in those sports with the largest fan bases and
revenues, namely, football (soccer),16 basketball, baseball, American football, and ice hockey. Over time,
however, all sports are likely to have some form of NFT offering. These can be to commemorate a single
event, be it a Formula 1 driver attaining a record number of world championships or a football player scoring
their hundredth international goal. A major initial consideration will be whether NFT activities are best carried
out at the league, team, or athlete level.
Creating an NFT-based sports collectible platform will likely remain a complex, challenging exercise in 2022.
Ten key steps to help create a successful platform include:
• Confer a specific set of rights for content that could be sold as video clips and associated metadata within
an NFT.17
• Build or work with an online platform that can cope with surges in transaction volume and global demand.
• Identify a partner that can mint content into an NFT, noting that costs for minting vary considerably.18
• Generate a scalable process, assisted by artificial intelligence, to identify and grade clips that could be sold
as a set.19
• Incorporate a robust “know your customer” process, as any tradable asset could become a vector
for money laundering. Don’t overlook the unique compliance considerations such as VAT, sales tax,
withholding taxes, and accounting principles that may apply to the issuer or holder of the NFTs. Implement
procedures to thwart insider trading.
• Make the service as attractive to those on pocket-money budgets as to high-net-worth individuals looking
for long-term investments. The price of entry should start at a few dollars, but occasional high-value trades
will add sizzle to the service.
• Iterate tirelessly, experimenting with ways to keep different types of collectors engaged, such as teambuilding sprints, sports betting, and other challenges.20
• Consider complementary activities such as fantasy team-building competitions, an activity that could also
be used to collect data about fans, with their permission.
• Have a zero-carbon plan. As transactions are recorded on blockchain, which as of 2021 was renowned for
being carbon-intensive, sports entities should identify approaches that are energy-efficient—for example,
by using a proof-of-stake consensus model such as Flow, as used in the NBA’s Top Shot platform—rather
than proof-of-work approaches such as Ethereum.21
• Finally, consider video clips as just the beginning of an NFT strategy. NFTs can also be applied to other
sports products such as tickets to a game and physical collectibles. NFT tickets can include a smart contract
that directs a percentage of any resale of the ticket back to the issuing club.22 Additionally, NFTs could be
applied to physical collectibles such as autographed baseballs or cyclist jerseys, further increasing the
technology’s ability to generate revenues for sports entities. Finally, sports entities should also consider
other blockchain applications, such as currencies.
The 2021–2022 season could be the first in which NFTs start to make a major mark from a revenue
perspective. If the experience of early adopters proves positive, the market should continue to grow and be
an important part of the digitization, globalization, and commercialization of the fan experience.
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India perspective

 lobally the NFT marketplace is
G
growing at an exponential rate
Globally Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs), unique digital

likely to cement their place in the marketplace for

identifiers that use blockchain to record ownership

entertainment content. Globally the NFT market is

of media, are letting fans acquire, not just view,

growing at a scorching pace. India is seeing initial

licensed digital media of their favorite moments in

action in this area with NFTs on favorite moments of

movies and sports. Encompassing many items

movie superstars and memorable cricketing events

ranging from trading cards to digital video, NFTs are

getting initiated.23

NFTs generated more than US$ 23 billion in trading volume in 2021, compared with
US$100 million in 2020.

India is poised to catch on to this
revolution; early trends are promising
Consider this fact – key movie celebrities, such as

moments.29 This move is expected to enable fans to

Amitabh Bachchan, Rajnikanth, Salman Khan,24 and

not only own the game that is close to their heart,

Kamal Hassan, launched NFTs in 2021. These NFTs

but also engage with the game and its players in a

included an autographed digital version of vintage

new manner.

25

posters, movie collectibles from blockbusters, and
digital moments of famous movie characters.

Given the global trends and the government of

Amitabh Bachchan’s NFTs went under the hammer

India’s pending policy/regulatory framework in this

for more than INR 7 crore,26 while Rajnikanth offered

area, sooner than later, an NFT-based market on

60 odd NFTs from his important films.27

movies and sports will becomes a reality in India.

Cricketers such as Sunil Gavaskar, Yuvraj Singh, and

With more than 500 million cricket fans in India, and

Rishabh Pant are also a part of this bandwagon.28

Bollywood and regional cinemas swaying over the

These early movers are expected to catalyse the

Indian populace, an NFT marketplace for just cinema

market. In November 2021, the International Cricket

and sports in India has the potential to cross US$ 1

Council (ICC) announced its plans of offering its

billion in value in the near future (subject to

more than 1 billion cricket fans an opportunity to

conducive regulatory policies).

own digital collectibles of memorable ICC
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Entertainment and sports NFTs will
disrupt the industry in India
The uptake of NFTs (subject to favorable regulations/

NFT owners may be part of an invite-only club. They

policies) can affect the entertainment and sports

can get an opportunity to interact with superstars in

industry in many ways.

person or online, have access to the pre-release
screening of new movies, and even engage with

1.

This has the potential to bring non-millennials

sportspersons after a match. Over a period of time,

to active digital channels. Non-millennials may

NFT owners may be able to collectively vote on the

want to own, participate, and trade in cricketing

direction a script may take in an online series.

moments of the 80s or 90s, or have a share in
the digital impressions of events/movies from
those times.

Selling video clips of prominent movie moments is
the most common and lucrative application of
NFTs in the entertainment industry. The value of

2.

Such demand will allow media players as well as

such NFTs will depend on the star and the movie

players in arts, museums, and private collectors

whose part is NFTised, the fan following of the

to monetize digital content they own (whose

superstar, and additional content provided. For

monetization is now mainly based on visual

example, a dialog from a prominent movie climax

impressions on media or OTT platforms).

scene by a superstar with commentary by the
same person could be sold in an auction, while

3.

With the potential value associated with these

many similar video clips could be traded in an

NFTs, walletising them with the ability to

online marketplace.

liquidate in the marketplace could give rise to
innovative financial transaction models.

Online gaming is on the rise in India as more people
are taking up gaming in a serious manner. As a

India will see a unique marketplace in NFTs (rather

result, NFTs on game merchandise will see an

than being mere collectibles). Utility and fandom

upswing in the next few months. With metaverse

value will drive the NFT uptake in India. Such NFTs

applications picking up, the uptake of NFTs will only

will drive different business models. For example,

increase.

India will see a volume-focused market
driven by fractional NFTs
The NFT market in India is expected to be volume
driven; an average traded value of an NFT would

fractional NFTs that simply divides the ownership

be lower than the global average. This does not

of NFTs into multiple fractions, thus lowering the

come as a surprise given a majority of Indians’

entry barrier for the masses.

penchant for stored or resale value of things that
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NFTs offer a potential monetization avenue
for government-owned artefacts
Although the private sector is seen leading in this

culture, and entertainment (which will have a

space, NFT opens a space for the government to

global reach and demand).

aid in monetization. For example, the sports
ministry may consider NFT-izing famous moments

In an ideal scenario, the NFT marketplace will not

of Indian athletes or sports stars in events such as

have intermediaries and allow content owners to

Olympics or Asiad, or the Ministry of Information

directly connect with the audience. Similar to the

and Broadcasting can NFT-ize digital footage

way OTTs disrupted the traditional television

(owned by the ministry) of historical events. Such

industry, NFTs will bring disruption in media and

initiatives by the government can help kick-start

allied agencies. This disruption will result in newer

this market, and create platforms for Indian art,

and innovative models of fan engagement across
the entertainment, arts, and sports industry.

Clarity of regulatory/policy regime is essential
to realize the business potential
Though the “Cryptocurrency and Regulation of

task that involves classifying these assets as goods

Official Digital Currency Bill 2021” is yet to be

or services as actionable claims; and determining a

presented in the parliament30, the proposal in the

place of supply, ownership, IP, taxability in cross-

Union Budget 2022 to tax the gains from the income

border transactions, etc. As the exciting possibilities

tax standpoint arising from transacting in virtual

in the new virtual world are knocking, policymakers

digital assets (such as NFTs) is seen by many as the

will have to re-think the conventional concepts and

government’s first step in this area. In case of GST,

provide comprehensive yet timely guidance to

deciding the taxability of digital assets is a complex

addresses this emerging phenomenon.

THE BOTTOM LINE
The NFT marketplace will see exponential growth in India in the entertainment, arts, and sports industry. It
has the potential to be a US$1 billion market in the near- to mid-term in India. India will see an uptake of
NFTs – something that is more than just a collectible. Fractional NFTs have the potential to appeal to the
masses and other generations apart from Gen Z, subject to clearer policy and regulatory standards (awaited).
Exciting use cases for NFTs are still in their infancy, similar to the initial days of internet.
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hit $22.2B in 2021 Q1, up 25% from 2020,” VentureBeat, April 5, 2021; Mitchell Clark, ”Fortnite made more than
$9 billion in revenue in its first two years,” The Verge, May 3, 2021; Ronan Murphy, “How much money does EA
Sports make from FIFA & Ultimate Team?,” Goal, June 10, 2021.
16. In September 2021, Spain’s LaLiga announced a deal with Sorare for the creation of NFT cards for players. See:
Sorare, “LaLiga partners with Sorare to enter the world of NFTs,” press release, September 9, 2021.
17. Manchester City, which won the English Premier League in 2020–2021, launched a commemorative NFT. See:
Man City, “City drop NFT collection to mark Premier League win,” press release, May 19, 2021. A series of Lionel
Messi NFTs was launched in early August 2021. See: ESPN, “Messi has an NFT of his own: One-of-a-kind art for a
one-of-a-kind player,” August 5, 2021.
18. The cost of minting can be several hundred dollars per item, or can be zero, as per the charges for using
Blockparty, which is based on the Flow blockchain. See: Flow, “Partner spotlight: Blockparty – premium NFT
marketplace,” July 20, 2021.
19. This selection process could otherwise be very time-consuming: For example, each weekend of the UK’s
Premier League, Spain’s LaLiga, or Germany’s Bundesliga could require the analysis of 900 minutes of game
play per league, not counting extra time and after-match interviews. With a sport such as basketball, which
features multiple point-scoring moments during each game, identifying clips may be easier than for soccer,
where a game may conclude goalless after 90 minutes, and have fewer memorable moments for an algorithm
to discern, or a Formula One race, which may see little overtaking on some circuits.
20. As an example, for the 2021–2022 season, fans attending an NBA game will be able to preorder NFTs of plays
they saw live. These will be on sale at a physical kiosk, and NFTs will belong to a new tier called Fandom. See:
Ledger Insights, “Dapper Labs’ NBA Top Shot to launch NFTs at live games,” August 5, 2021.
21. Justine Calma, “The climate controversy swirling around NFTs,” The Verge, March 15, 2021.
22. The Dallas Mavericks NBA team is already considering this approach. See: Kai Morris, “Dallas Mavericks to
provide NFTs with tickets starting next season,” The Tokenist, June 16, 2021.
23.

https://www.financialexpress.com/market/nfts-generated-over-23-billion-in-trading-volume-in-2021-amidcraze-for-digital-assets/2390144/

24. https://www.moneycontrol.com/news/trends/entertainment/salman-khan-backed-bollycoin-releases-dabanggfranchises-first-nft-collection-7882801.html
25. https://www.outlookindia.com/website/story/business-news-major-nfts-that-hit-the-market-in-2021/407671
26. https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/markets/cryptocurrency/amitabh-bachchans-nft-collection-auctionedat-record-1-million/articleshow/87539323.cms
27. https://www.moneycontrol.com/news/trends/from-kabali-suits-to-iconic-songs-more-rajinikanth-movie-nftson-offer-7819491.html
28. https://www.financialexpress.com/industry/now-yuvraj-singh-jumps-on-nft-bandwagon-to-launch-his-cricketcollectibles-this-christmas/2387074/
29. https://www.icc-cricket.com/news/2327876
30. https://www.businessinsider.in/cryptocurrency/news/no-india-crypto-bill-in-sight-even-after-winter-sessionof-parliament-comes-to-a-close/articleshow/88449161.cms#:~:text=The%20Indian%20government%20
was%20slated,kicked%20off%20on%20November%2029.&text=This%20is%20the%20second%20time,the%20
agenda%20but%20got%20deferred.
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Keeping AI private: Homomorphic
encryption and federated learning
can underpin more private, secure AI
These emerging technologies for safeguarding the data
used in AI applications are available and effective today.
Now, the challenge is to make them more practical
Duncan Stewart, Ariane Bucaille, and Gillian Crossan

Homomorphic encryption (HE) and federated
learning (FL) are two different but related
technologies that aim to solve the same problem:
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The safer data is, the more
widely AI can be used

How can AI tasks such as machine learning be

HE and FL, part of a group of technologies known

performed more privately and securely? Deloitte

as privacy-enhancing technologies (PETs),2 are tools

Global predicts that, driven by the increasing

to make AI more private and secure. HE allows

urgency of this issue, the combined market for HE

machine learning to use data while it is encrypted;

and FL will grow at double-digit rates in 2022 to

all other machine learning needs to decrypt the

more than US$250 million. By 2025, we expect this

data first, making it vulnerable. FL distributes

market to top US$500 million.1

machine learning to local or edge devices rather

New and next

than keeping all the data in the same place where

happens. (“Edge” in this case could refer to a device

one hack could expose it all, which is the case with

such as a smartphone or an appliance sitting a few

centralized machine learning. They are not

hundred meters from the robots in a factory,

mutually exclusive: HE and FL can be used at the

for example).

same time.
The barriers are lower now than they were a few
The major driver for growth in the HE/FL market is

years ago, however. For one thing, Wi-Fi 6 and 5G

the burgeoning demand for more private and

wireless technologies, with their increased speed

secure approaches to AI. Everybody knows that AI

and reliability, are becoming more widely available,

is a key technology in many industries, but multiple

which makes relying on edge devices more

players are now focusing on privacy and security as

practical. Some providers are also making HE and

never before. Companies that were using AI are

FL easier to use by releasing open-source tools to

looking at HE and FL as a way to reduce future risk.

make the process more accessible to non-experts.4

This is particularly true of cloud companies using AI,

But the real gains in practicality are coming from

since data needs to be transmitted to and from the

improvements in processor cost/performance.

cloud and processed off-premise, both of which

While HE used to be a trillion times slower than

introduce potential privacy and security issues.

unencrypted computing, it is now, in some cases,

Regulators are regulating AI in new ways,3 and HE

only 20% slower as a result of new specialized

and FL may allow companies to better comply with

processors.5 Similarly, the edge processors needed

those regulations. Very large markets, especially

to power FL are becoming more powerful as well as

health care and public safety, are highly sensitive to

cheaper and more widely deployed. Full HE is

AI’s implications for privacy and security, and they

currently processor-intensive, and significant

are beginning to investigate HE and FL to address

advances in HE-optimized processors could

these concerns.

dramatically decrease its time and cost.6

Regulators are
regulating AI in new
ways, and HE and FL
may allow companies
to better comply with
those regulations.

We normally don’t bother with predictions about
technologies that are as small in dollar terms as HE
and FL. Why are we making an exception? Part of it
is that the two technologies are sitting at a
crossroads. Regulators globally are beginning to
craft AI-specific rules, and although GDPR has been
around since 2016, it was not the final word in
privacy regulation: New rules on the topic come out
monthly, and GDPR enforcement may be ratcheting
up to a new level. Because of these regulations,
both vendors and users are likely to see that using

Both HE and FL are relatively new technologies,

AI will get more difficult in a growing number of

and both are more complex than traditional AI

jurisdictions and industries. And HE and FL could

solutions. Each, though effective, comes with

help companies meet those regulatory

drawbacks. Computing with HE is slower than

requirements, significantly expanding their

computing with unencrypted data; FL requires

opportunities to use AI.

more powerful processors on edge devices as well
as fast, highly reliable connectivity between the

The other major reason we’re talking about HE and

core hardware in data centers, where the main AI

FL now is who is using them. According to a recent

software resides, and the edge, where the learning

repository of PETs, there are 19 publicly announced
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pilots, products, and proofs of concept for

United Kingdom, and users and investors include

homomorphic encryption and federated analytics

DARPA, Intel, Oracle, Mastercard, and Scotiabank.

(another term for federated learning) combined.

Also, the industries involved in these early projects

That doesn’t seem like a lot … but the companies

are among the largest. Use cases are led by health

offering them include Apple,7 Google, Microsoft,

and social care and finance, with their use in digital

Nvidia, IBM, and the National Health Service in the

and crime and justice also nontrivial (figure 1).8

FIGURE 1

HE and FL are attracting attention from some of the world’s largest
companies and industries
Distribution by sector of publicly announced pilots, products, and proofs of concept for homomorphic
encryption and federated analytics
Federated analytics

Homomorphic encryption

3
5

2
4
2
Digital

Health and social care

1

1
1

Finance

Crime and justice

Source: Deloitte analysis of data from the Centre for Data Ethics and Innovation’s “Repository of use cases,” accessed
September 30, 2021.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights
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THE BOTTOM LINE
With some of the largest companies in the world embracing HE and FL, organizations interested in the
privacy and security of sensitive data should continue to monitor these and other PETs, even though most
are unlikely to find HE or FL immediately useful in 2022. Those most interested will likely be:
• Cloud providers and cloud users
• Organizations in particularly sensitive industries such as health care, finance, and public sector,
especially crime and justice
• Companies that want to share and compare data with competitors, but without exposing “crown jewel”
intellectual property
• Chief information security officers and their teams
As with other emerging technologies such as quantum computing (discussed elsewhere in TMT Predictions
2022), organizations exploring HE and FL can do several things to plan for what likely lies ahead:
Understand the industry impact. What repercussions could PETs, including HE and FL, have on one’s
own industry as well as adjacent industries? What would more private, secure AI mean from a strategic,
operational, and competitive standpoint? To understand this, leaders should keep abreast of the
technology’s progress, and they should monitor how peers, competitors, and ecosystem partners are
investing in and experimenting with it.
Create a strategy. Organizations should convene appropriately knowledgeable people to develop a
PET strategy. For now, the strategy may well be to do nothing, but leaders can prepare for the future by
identifying a trigger event—such as a competitive or technological development—that signals the need
to begin or increase investments and exploration. Someone should be put in charge who has the skills,
knowledge, and organizational status to execute the strategy when the time comes.
Monitor technology and industry developments. The HE and FL strategy should evolve as the state of
the technology and market changes. Leaders should adjust the strategy to reflect these changes and be
sure not to allow their trigger event to pass by without acting on it.
Bring cyber inside earlier. Cybersecurity is often only brought into AI processes during the deployment
phase. Instead, companies may want to pull cyber in earlier, at the same time as when they are using
HE and FL. This more collaborative approach between AI and cyber is likely to enhance both privacy and
security while minimizing transparency and accountability risks.
Privacy and security technologies, including HE and FL, are tools, not panaceas. But while no tools are
perfect, HE and FL are valuable additions to the mix. By helping to protect the data that lies at the heart
of AI, they can expand AI to more and more powerful uses, with the promise of benefiting individuals,
businesses, and societies alike.
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AIs wide shut: AI regulation
gets (even more) serious

AI in 2022 will face intensifying regulatory scrutiny,
with implications that resonate across industries
Duncan Stewart, Paul Lee, Ariane Bucaille, and Gillian Crossan
Though regulation typically lags behind
technological innovation, it appears to finally be
catching up with artificial intelligence (AI)
applications, including machine learning, deep

We know why, but do
we know how?
Normally, predictions are precise and quantified,

learning, and neural networks. Deloitte Global

but that’s generally not possible when talking about

predicts that 2022 will see a great deal of

regulatory changes. Still, we have good reasons to

discussion about regulating AI more systematically,

believe that AI regulations will be on their way to

with several proposals being made—although

becoming more prevalent and stricter in the next

enacting them into actual enforced regulations will

year. As of 2021, there are detailed proposals from

likely happen in 2023 or beyond. Some jurisdictions

the European Union1 and policy papers from the

may even try to ban whole subfields of AI, such as

Federal Trade Commission (FTC) in the United

facial recognition in public spaces, social scoring,

States2 on regulating AI more heavily. And China is

and subliminal techniques, entirely.
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proposing multiple regulations around technology
companies, some of which include AI regulation.

3

algorithm makes decisions, but we don’t know why
it made a particular decision. This lack of
transparency makes regulating AI exponentially

Why now and not before? We see several reasons:

harder than regulating the more explainable and
auditable technology that often informed decision-

•

AI in 2022 will be more powerful than it was

making in the last century. Regulations aim to

only five years ago. Thanks to vastly faster

prevent AI-powered decisions from having negative

specialized processors, better software, and

outcomes, such as bias and unfairness, but

larger data sets, AI can do more, and more

because the AI systems responsible for those

affordably, than ever. As a result, AI is

decisions are hard to understand and audit, it can

becoming pervasive and ubiquitous—which in

be difficult to predict when negative outcomes will

turn is attracting greater regulatory scrutiny.

occur—until after people or institutions have

4

been impacted.
•

Some regulators have concerns about AI’s
implications for fairness, bias, discrimination,

Another potential problem is the quality of the

diversity, and privacy. For example, the

training data. The draft of the European Union’s AI

fundamental tool behind today’s AI is machine

regulation specifies that “training, validation, and

learning, which has received significant scrutiny

testing datasets shall be relevant, representative,

from regulators and others for potential

free of errors, and complete.” However, at the scale

social bias.

of the data required for machine learning, this

5

standard, especially the stipulation that it be “free
•

AI regulations are a competitive tool at the

of errors and complete,” sets an extremely high bar

geopolitical level. If one country or region can

that most companies and use cases may not be

set the global standard for AI regulation, it may

able to meet.8

give a competitive advantage to companies
operating in that country or region and

As AI becomes used everywhere, everybody has

disadvantage outsiders.

reason to care about how it is regulated, because
those regulations can shape the extent of the good

Some regulators have become quite vocal about AI’s

and harm that its use could bring about. The

perils. For example, in an August 2021 paper, US FTC

following big stakeholders should be

Commissioner Rebecca Kelly Slaughter wrote:

especially interested:

“Mounting evidence reveals that algorithmic
decisions can produce biased, discriminatory, and

AI tool users. Regulators are likely to crack down

unfair outcomes in a variety of high-stakes economic

on cases where algorithmic bias or other issues

spheres including employment, credit, health care,

harm classes of people. Multiple studies show that

and housing.” She went on to say that although the

AI-encoded bias can discriminate by gender, race,

FTC has some existing tools that can be used to

sexuality, wealth or income, and more. The bias

6

better regulate AI, “new legislation could help more

usually works to further disadvantage the already

effectively address the harms generated by AI and

disadvantaged. This is because artificial intelligence

algorithmic decision-making.”7

isn’t actually 100% artificial at all: It needs to be
trained on datasets, which can reflect human
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Figuring out how to effectively regulate AI will be

biases. The result is that AI trained on those

challenging. One fundamental problem is that

datasets doesn’t eliminate human bias, but often

many AI computations are not “explainable”: The

amplifies it.
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One famous example of dataset-driven bias is a

From an industry standpoint, the public sector—

company that was trying to hire more women but

health, education, government benefits, zoning,

knew that the AI tool kept recruiting men. No

public safety, the criminal justice system, and

matter how hard the company tried to eliminate

more—can be deeply affected. For example, facial

the bias, it persisted due to the training data, so

recognition in public spaces for law enforcement

the company stopped using the AI tool entirely.

and criminal justice is already in wide use, but it is

9

one of the technologies that the European Union
AI regulations will affect the use of AI tools by

regulations are looking at banning, with certain

different industries and functions within them to

exceptions.12 Regulation will also be a big issue for

different degrees. For instance, AI in human

private-sector health care and education, affecting

resources, specifically for hiring or performance
management, is likely to be profoundly affected.

matters such as grades, scholarships, student
10

There are already multiple cases where

loans, and disciplinary actions. The financial
services industry will likely face substantial

AI-powered decisions about recruitment, hiring,

implications as well as it uses AI to inform

promotion, disciplining, termination, and

everything from credit scores, loans, and

compensation have been problematic.

mortgages to insurance and wealth management.

The financial services
industry will likely face
substantial implications
as well as it uses AI to
inform everything from
credit scores, loans, and
mortgages to insurance
and wealth management.

Industries such as logistics, mining, manufacturing,
agriculture, and others may feel less of an impact.
These industries’ AI algorithms can of course have
problems, but they tend to be around accuracy
and errors rather than bias. However, although
these issues are less apt to lead to direct human
harm, they may have an environmental impact.
AI tool vendors. Dozens of tech companies sell
pure-play AI tools or solutions. Some of these
include subsets of AI technology likely to be more
heavily regulated or banned; some even consist of
nothing but those subsets. Dozens more provide
overall solutions that have AI components or

Regulators may also be particularly concerned by

features that could be affected by regulation.

internet platforms that moderate user-generated

Hyperscalers, especially, have reason to watch

content, many of which rely heavily on AI to do so.

regulators closely. All of them have AI-as-a-service

Moderating millions of pieces of content daily in

offerings that could be affected to varying

real time is essentially impossible, or at least

degrees; regulations could prevent them from

unaffordable, without AI. However, a 2020 study

selling some services in some geographies, or

claims that algorithmic moderation systems

companies could even be made liable for

“remain opaque, unaccountable and poorly

customers’ use of their AI services.

understood” and “could exacerbate, rather than
relieve, many existing problems with content policy

AI users that are also vendors. Many technology

as enacted by platforms.”

internet platforms and apps are heavy users of the

11
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same AI technologies that they sell outright, use to

stakeholder concerns. They will need global and

execute their business model, or both. Common

national policy objectives to be clearly articulated,

among these technologies are facial recognition,

so that they can develop legislation, regulations,

sentiment detection, and behavior prediction, all of

and codes of conduct that speak to them. An agile,

which are possibly contentious AI features.

improvement-based regulation approach will likely
be more effective than inflexible rules-based

Regulators and society. Those making the rules

legislation. Finally, although regulators and societal

face challenges of their own in balancing rapidly

goals overall are linked, they are separate, distinct,

changing technological advances with a range of

and sometimes not aligned.

THE BOTTOM LINE
The next two years could see a number of scenarios play out.
First, stakeholders affected by regulations that are adopted and enforced may shut down AI-enabled
features in certain jurisdictions or cease operating in some jurisdictions entirely—or they may continue to
operate, get fined, and pay those fines as a cost of doing business.
Second, it’s possible that large and important markets such as the European Union, the United States, and
China will pass conflicting AI regulations, making it impossible for companies to comply with all of them.
Third, it’s also possible that one set of AI regulations will emerge as a gold standard, as has happened
with the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation around privacy, which could simplify
cross-border compliance.
Fourth, it’s even possible that AI vendors and platforms could group together in a consortium and lead
a conversation about how AI tools should be used and how they can become more transparent and
auditable—adopting a degree of self-regulation that would lessen regulators’ perception that oversight
needs to be imposed from above.
Even if that last scenario is what actually happens, regulators are unlikely to step completely aside. It’s a
nearly foregone conclusion that more regulations over AI will be enacted in the very near term. Though it’s
not clear exactly what those regulations will look like, it is likely that they will materially affect AI use.
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India perspective

The Future of AI in India
AI has been a fast-evolving technology. It has

mainly driven by connectivity, technology, cloud,

evolved from simple rule-based intelligence

and unstructured data content among

systems used in automation to sophisticated

other factors.

recommendation engines deployed in selfoptimizing networks to applications in

In the past five years, rapid advances were seen in

smart mobility.

sophisticating AI algorithms. Techniques and

The emergence of a technology that teaches

computational power, and wireless and internet

technology for data collection, processing,
machines to learn and make decisions “like

connectivity have also developed exponentially.

humans” has vast implications for businesses,

This has enabled AI to make in-roads across the

industries, employees, and the economy as a

industry and use cases are being deployed in a

whole. AI has been transforming business

variety of tasks and the decision-making process

functions and bringing about disruption in

to enhance productivity.

business models. For example, the technology is
being used across the value chain in customerfacing roles (sales and marketing, and customer
experience); operations (demand, supply, and

Process efficiency is the starting
point for AI

smart manufacturing); and support functions (HR,
IT, and finance). A familiar business model

The Deloitte report on the State of AI in India14 in

transformation it brings is AI-enabled managed

2021 found 61% respondents investing in AI were

services offered by product-based companies.

able to payback their AI investments within two
years. Process efficiency (38%) was the most

The continuing evolution of AI
in India

expected and realized benefit of adopting AI
(Figure 1) across sectors – almost 1.5 times more
realized benefit compared with cost efficiency.

The AI opportunity in India is immense.

In 2022, we expect India’s AI priorities to shift

International Data Corporation (IDC) predicts that

toward cost efficiencies and employee productivity

by 2025 the AI market is expected to grow at a

via AI augmentation as organizations familiarize

CAGR of 20.2% for a period of five years and the

themselves with this technology and become

total revenues will reach US$7.8 billion in India.

more aware of its potential to enhance other

Businesses in India will accelerate the adoption of

value chain areas. This will also lead to greater use

both AI-centric and AI non-centric applications for

case differentiation by industry. For example, the

the next five years. This growth is expected to be

telecom industry is expected to focus more on

13
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FIGURE 1

Process efficiency tops the list of benefits achieved with AI
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Source: State of AI India Report14

emerging 5G use cases and business models,

has been actively working on the #AIforAll

predictive network management and security/

program.16 India’s national AI strategy identifies

fraud, and personalized customer engagement.

agriculture, healthcare, education, smart city

Media platforms will further use AI for pricing and

infrastructure, and mobility as top five areas

monetization, personalizing content, and

where AI can enable development and greater

advertising. As seen in Figure 2, AI adoption in

inclusion. Further, the government’s focus on AI

manufacturing is in a nascent stage. However, this

proliferation is expected to give further impetus to

might reflect India’s high number of Small and

the start-up ecosystem.

Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs), which make up
95% of the manufacturing companies.15 SMEs tend

TMT as a sector has always been among the early

to be less able to adopt more advanced solutions.

adopters of AI. With the vast amount of userbase
and data available, differentiation is significantly

From the perspective of diffusion of AI in private

based on insights that can be derived from

and public sector organizations, the Indian

the data.

government’s public policy think tank, NITI Aayog,
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FIGURE 2

AI functional penetration rating – Average number of business
functions where AI is embedded
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AI and Machine Learning (ML)
domains that could go
mainstream in 2022

(such as power consumption), and guiding for
maintenance and proactive ervicing requirements.

AI for edtech

Edge AI
The pandemic primarily increased internet
Connectivity enhancement technologies, such as

penetration in Indian households, bringing the

5G, IoT, and edge computing, continue to gain

internet subscriber base to more than 800

traction, while cloud computing and storage

million,17 as in end-March 2021. With students

capabilities strengthen further. The convergence
of computing processing, connectivity, and AI will
further contribute to bringing more engagement
between businesses and customers. Some global
use cases that could be experienced in the Indian
context include using AI models to rank telecom
network areas based on dual connectivity
capabilities. 5G-capable devices can then be

taking to online education, the National Education
Policy 202018 laying emphasis on the importance
of using technology in education solutions, and
the government planning to roll out 5G in India,
the Indian “edtech” industry is expected to reach
US$4 billion by 2025 at a CAGR of ~40%.19 The
increasing online connectivity and exponential

directed to the best 5G-capable network areas,

advancements in AI can be a revolutionary

ensuring network coverage for users with 5G

technological intervention for making education

phones. Edge intelligence could enhance battery

more inclusive and effective. While AI has already

management in electric vehicles by improving

found a place in online education, further use of

battery diagnostics, initiating anomaly warnings

AI-powered education dissemination will be seen
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in 2022. Expected use cases would be scale,

Trustworthy AI

personalization of content, hyper engagement via
AR/VR, and gamification. In education, use of

Despite the current levels of adoption,

technology would empower teachers to identify

organizations count ethical risks as one of their

gaps in a student’s knowledge and follow a

top challenges in implementing AI initiatives.

learner-centric approach to teaching.

Concerns include lack of transparency and
challenges in explaining AI-derived decisions;

AI-powered natural language processing

using AI to influence people’s thinking and
behavior; and developing a well-established

Application of natural language processing-based

governance and ethical model that guides

bots and assistants continues to expand at a rapid

organizations to adopt AI more efficiently.

pace as digital connectivity gets faster and

Therefore, the challenge that the Indian industry

smarter. With the expected launch of meta-learner

faces is no longer about accepting AI in the

models (such as GPT-4) and open Large Language

workplace, but how to apply it wisely and

Models (LLMs) for experimentation, the outlook

responsibly to maximize benefits. While global or

for exponential improvements and adoption of

regional regulations are still catching up with the

AI-powered virtual assistants for customer

technology evolution, TMT specifically among

experience and satisfaction looks promising in

other sectors will need to include risk

2022. Contact centers are likely to be more driven

management as a criterion for AI adoption at least

by a combination of virtual-human assistants and

in critical business functions.

hence, rapidly drive “as a service” business model
in the TMT sector.

AI for healthcare

Technology trends influencing
AI adoption

AI and ML are expected to revolutionize
healthcare, especially the need for connected

AI-as-a-Service

handling of the pandemic situations driven by
mobile apps and technology. Integrating

AI capabilities have matured and advanced

technology with high-performance computing will

considerably leveraging the power of cloud-based

further enhance virtual modeling and clinical

data hosting and computing. The Indian public

simulations. The emergence of technologies such

cloud market is expected to grow at a staggering

as Homomorphic Encryption (HE) and Federated

CAGR of 24.1% in 2020-25.20 Cloud providers are

Learning (FL), is expected to overcome risks in

aware of the increasing demand for AI-as-a-

sharing private and sensitive

Service. They are developing their armories for

information seamlessly.

subscription-based AI-as-a-Service model aimed
across business lines. Most mid-sized and small
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companies in India would be hesitant to commit

challenge now is to view how we can apply

large CAPEX for AI adoption. AI-as-a-Service would

intelligent automation in our existing set-up,

enable them to reap AI benefits using the ‘pay-per-

which can drive the AI journey to the next level in

use’ model and bring them to pace with

the TMT sector.

multinational companies, global capability centers,
and early adopters of AI.

MLOps

Intelligent automation

The MLOps market is expected to expand to
nearly US$4 billion by 2025.9 MLOps constitute ML

A combination of advanced AI and Robotic Process

and continuous deployment (DevOps). It improves

Automation (RPA) helps develop the ability to work

the efficiency of end-to-end production

with complex data and quickly act on it. RPA

(development–piloting–deploying–scaling lifecycle)

automates manual, repetitive tasks to improve

and manages AI/ML efforts. An emerging

efficiency, but intelligent automation adds a touch

technology sought by many organizations in India

of human intelligence to the process. The

too can be a key to industrialized AI.

THE BOTTOM LINE
AI has moved along a spectrum of intelligence from rule-based decision-making through supervised
learning into application of unsupervised learning. There is an increasing realization of AI’s importance,
including its ability to provide competitive advantage and change work for the better. While several Indian
organizations have initiated AI adoption in selected business cases and achieved success, there is still
some way to go before these would be used at scale across the enterprise.
Externally, regulation has not kept pace with the rapid emergence of AI. However, directives and
regulations are sure to come. As awareness and prevalence of AI increases, the governance will be at
the frontier.
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Quantum computing in 2022:
Newsful, but how useful?

The future of quantum computing isn’t quite here yet. But
that doesn’t mean that companies shouldn’t prepare
Duncan Stewart, Scott Buchholz, Ariane Bucaille, and Gillian Crossan

Though the technology is steadily improving,

China, India, Japan, Germany, Netherlands, Canada,

quantum computing will likely continue to boast

and the United States, will likely bring the total to

more media coverage than practical applications in

more than US$5 billion for the year.2 Although we

2022. Deloitte Global predicts that the multiple

expect these developments to attract a great deal

companies making quantum computers (QCs) will

of news coverage, we also predict that fewer than

double their QCs’ quantum volume—the number

a dozen companies worldwide will be using QCs as

and reliability of the quantum bits (qubits)

part of their day-to-day operations3 and only for a

available for computation—from what it was in

limited number of use cases mainly around

2021. VCs invested more than US$1 billion into the

optimization problems. The 2022 revenues for QC

sector in 2021, and one company even went public

hardware, software, and QC-as-a-service will likely

with a multibillion-dollar valuation. Further,

be less than US$500 million.4

1

investment in quantum by governments, including
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Quantum has great potential,
but it’s hard to execute

their foot in the quantum door: For them, having
small teams doing pioneering work may be useful
as a risk hedge. But unusually, the key takeaway for

Current QCs are roughly where heavier-than-air

most readers in many industries is that they do not

flight was on December 17, 1903. Nobody doubted

need to care about the likely news announcements

that there were multiple uses for airplanes, and

coming from various quantum computing

everyone was excited that powered flight had been

companies over the next year or two.

achieved … but the Wright Flyer’s best flight that
day covered 255 meters in about a minute, a speed

Don’t get us wrong. Those companies are investing

of about 15 km/h, with one pilot, no cargo, and no

billions of dollars in research and development;

turns. It was a historic achievement, but not useful.

they are pushing the boundaries of engineering and
science, and when a useful QC is built at some point,

That said, a little more than a decade later,

the advancements in 2022 and 2023 will turn out to

airplanes were instrumental in World War I, and

have been critical steps on the path to utility. But it

technology advances faster now than it did then.

is not likely that making more qubits, making more

It’s an open question, however, whether quantum

stable qubits, or even doing both at the same time

computing will follow the same path.

will produce a broadly useful QC in the next couple
of years.

Although QCs are orders of magnitude better than
they were five years ago, they remain uneconomic for

Should people ignore QCs entirely, then? Not quite.

solving real-world problems. Many of the tasks that

There are a few areas where QCs’ usefulness and

they currently do can be replicated on a standard

dollars are here already. These include:

laptop computer at a fraction of the cost.5 The
problem with QCs’ usefulness is not a lack of use

•

Optimization. There have been some public

cases, money, effort, or even progress. It’s that

announcements of a special type of QC solving

current QCs are not yet powerful enough to tackle

real-world optimization problems, such as bus

problems that can’t be performed by traditional

routing and radio cell planning. Most of these

computers. We don’t yet know the “magic number” of

appear to have been more proof-of-concept trials

quantum volume—a measure of the combined

rather than large-scale or active deployments:6

quantity and reliability of the “qubits” that drive a QC’s

The technology worked, benefits were seen, but

computing capacity—that will make QCs useful in the

the solutions do not appear to be being used on

real world.

an ongoing basis, as it is possible to do similar
optimizations much more cost-effectively using

Companies vary in the way they measure quantum

classical technologies. However, more recently, a

volume, but it seems to be a sign of progress that

Canadian grocery chain used a QC to reduce

apples-to-apples quantum volumes are doubling,

optimization computing time “from 25 hours to

or even growing more quickly, every couple of

seconds” and plans “to apply quantum in

years. But it is unclear if we need a quantum

production daily.”7 It is possible that we will see

volume of a thousand or a million or a billion to

more logistics and supply chain real-world

make QCs that can be used for multiple real-

implementations over the next few years.

world applications.
•
Normally, this is the part of our prediction where
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Quantum chemistry and materials science.
Designing new materials atom by atom is too

we discuss which readers should care and why.

hard for classical computers, but QCs may have

Some industries do need to pay attention and get

a head start at modeling quantum effects,

New and next

whether for new semiconductor materials,

It’s worth noting, too, that QCs aren’t the only

catalysts in industrial production, or health care

quantum devices that are useful and economically

applications. It was first thought that studying a

viable for certain purposes. In particular, quantum

usefully large molecule with hundreds of atoms

technology is being used in two applications that,

would require a QC with 800–1,500 qubits,

because they were developed earlier than QCs, are

which would be many years away. But more

bigger markets, at least for now:

8

recent innovations in hardware and software
suggest this may be conservative, and that real-

•

Quantum sensing. Subatomic particles can be

world applications may be possible in the

used to make very responsive sensors whose

3–5-year horizon.9

accuracy and performance exceed that of

FIGURE 1

Quantum computing has many uses across industries
Examples of QC applications and industries

Cross industry

Optimization algorithms

Quantum chemistry/materials science

Identiﬁcation of the best solution or
process among multiple feasible options

The simulation and modeling of molecular,
atomic, and subatomic systems

Supply chain optimization

Reduced data center energy consumption

Logistics optimization and vehicle routing

Materials discovery

Process planning and optimization
Consumer

Distribution supply chain

Quantum LIDAR/improved sensors

Pricing and promotion optimization
Product portfolio optimization
Natural resources and
industrial production

Fabrication optimization

Surfactants and catalyst discovery

Energy distribution optimization

Process simulation/optimization

Financial services

Financial modeling and recommendations
Credit origination and onboarding
Insurance pricing optimization

Government

City planning and emergency management

Advanced materials research

Case assignment optimization
Command logistics
Health care and
life sciences

Technology, media, and
telecommunications

Medical/drug supply chain

Precision medicine therapies

Improving patient outcomes

Protein structure prediction

Protein folding predictions

Molecule interaction simulation

Network optimization

Semiconductor materials discovery

Semiconductor chip layout

Materials process optimization

Source: Deloitte analysis.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights
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conventional sensors. These quantum sensors

mechanics to create secure, theoretically

have the potential to replace existing sensors in

tamper-proof communication networks that

many applications, including locating and

can detect interception or eavesdropping.

monitoring oil, gas, and mineral deposits;

Quantum key distribution (QKD) is currently

surveying construction sites; and detecting the

the most mature, and it provides a very high

slightest environmental, seismic, or weather

level of security. Communication using QKD

changes. Due to these current and imminent

can be delivered through fiber-optic networks,

real-world uses, the quantum sensing market

over the air, or via satellite.11 Though it has

was over US$400 million in 2020, has been

limitations in speed, distance, the need for

growing, and will likely be larger than the QC

repeaters, and cost, QKD is being used in

market in 202210—and it is growing.

multiple countries by both public sector

Quantum communications. Quantum

groups.12 The QKD market is still niche,

(military and government) and private sector
•

communications is a hardware-based solution

but it is expected to be worth US$3 billion by

leveraging the principles of quantum

2030.13

THE BOTTOM LINE
As with other emerging technologies such as homomorphic encryption and federated learning (discussed
elsewhere in TMT Predictions 2022), companies should start putting some thought into QC’s implications now,
even though most are unlikely to find QCs useful in 2022:
Understand industry impact. What repercussions could quantum have on one’s own industry as well as
adjacent industries? QCs may be able to solve complex problems uncrackable by traditional computers;
what would this mean from a strategic, operational, and competitive standpoint? To understand this, leaders
should keep abreast of the technology’s progress, and they should monitor how peers, competitors, and
ecosystem partners are investing in and experimenting with it.14
Create a strategy. Leaders should convene appropriately knowledgeable people to develop a quantum
strategy. The strategy may well be to do nothing for now, but to prepare for the future by identifying a
trigger event—such as a competitive or technological development—that signals the need to begin or
increase quantum investments and exploration. It’s important to put someone in charge who has the skills,
knowledge, and organizational status to execute the strategy when the time comes.15
Experiment. There are various affordable and flexible services that allow companies to play around with
quantum algorithms and even compare different quantum hardware architectures.16
Monitor technology and industry developments. The quantum strategy should evolve as the state of the
technology and market changes. Leaders should adjust the strategy to reflect these changes and be sure not
to allow their trigger event to pass by without acting on it.17
People sometimes say that quantum computing becoming useful is a marathon, not a sprint. That’s both
true and untrue at the same time, which makes sense given that we’re talking about quantum mechanics.
Like a marathon, QC technology’s development and commercialization will likely be a long, hard road. But in
a real marathon, though we often don’t know who will win until the last 100 meters, we do know how long
the race is, where the halfway mark is, and that if a runner can run the first 21.1 km in an hour, they’re likely
to be able to run the whole thing in about two hours. None of that is true about the quantum usefulness
marathon. We don’t know if we’ve passed the halfway mark, and the finish line is not in sight.
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